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This study aimed at extracting the meaning construction of self-starvation by 
identifying common themes emerged from the family interview sessions and the mutual 
group sessions. It was hoped to fmd out how the anorexia nervosa (AN) patients and 
their family members described, explained and constructed the meaning behind the 
behaviors of self-starvation from their experience at individual and family level. 
Hopefully, this study can deepen our understanding of AN in Hong Kong Chinese 
families on the basis of which treatment can be aspired. The data gathered will help us to 
generate hypothesis for future study. 
In this study, the westem perspectives, including the biomedical，psychological 
and sociological models, were examined. It was hoped to formulate a holistic approach 
for understanding the manifestation ofAN from the westem perspectives. As it had been 
mentioned that the characteristics and structure of the family as well as the women ,s 
position in family and society were considered to be significant factors in understanding 
self-starvation in different models from the westem countries, these two aspects were 
further explored in Hong Kong context. 
This was an exploratory study as there was no similar research conducted in 
Hong Kong regarding the meaning construction of self-starvation so far. The case study 
research strategy with multiple-case design (Yin, 1994) was adopted as its research 
design. Altogether two sources of data were identified. The first set of data was gathered 
from direct observation of the family interview sessions of the AN families referred by 
Department of Psychiatry, The Prince of Wales Hospital, for receiving family therapy 
under the Family Social Work Practice and Research Project, Department of Social 
Work in the Chinese University of Hong Kong from January 1996 to January 2000. 
Altogether 5 AN families with different ages, education attainments and background 
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were deliberating chosen hoping to obtain the most comprehensive understanding of this 
research topic. As one ofthe families had 2 AN patients, altogether 6 AN patients were 
obtained for the first set of data. 
The second set of data was gathered from participant-observation in the mutual 
support group ofAN patients run by a MSW student of the Department of Social Work, 
The Chinese University ofHong Kong from November 1999 to March 2000. The group 
members were also referred by Department ofPsychiatry, The Prince ofWales Hospital 
Altogether 7 AN patients joined the group. 
With the permission and written consent from the concerned AN patients and 
their families, all the family interviews sessions and mutual support group sessions were 
videotaped for treatment and research purpose. The videotapes were reviewed repeatedly 
for extracting themes. The sessions were chosen as far as possible until the themes 
repeated themselves throughout the sessions and were exhaustive. They were then 
transcribed in Chinese verbatim for the case study database. 
The results of this study revealed that there were 3 common themes when 
comparing the two sets ofdata. Firstly, the AN patients were found having difficulties in 
differentiating or individuating from the mother-daughter relationship or the family and 
self-starvation was a means to exert their personal boundaries while facing their 
mother ’s intrusiveness. Secondly. AN patients were being triangulated in their parents， 
marital discords that self-starvation was a means of diluting or distracting their conflicts. 
Thirdly. AN patients，mother were found helpless and powerless that self-starvation 
becomes a weapon for the AN patients to empower their mothers. 
Based on the above research findings and the literature review of western 
countries, a theoretical framework for understanding self-starvation in Hong Kong was 
proposed for future research. Besides, research through practice is highly recommended 
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for fostering in-depth and direct interaction with AN patients. Having viewed the themes 
extracted from this study, it may suggest that a combination of medical and nutritional 
treatment together with family therapy might work well for AN patients. Yet, it is still 
subject to further research. 
Due to the Umitation of the treatment context, some of the themes, such as, fat-
phobia and sexual abuse, were not emerged. Yet, it does not mean that these themes can 
be ruled out at present stage. Besides, deviated theme of self-sacrificing quality of AN 
patients emerged from the first set of data was temporarily ignored because common 
themes were the major concern of this study. Therefore, it is necessary to highlight that 
there might be individual difference among AN patients. 
iii 
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1.1 Rationale for Selecting; this Research Topic 
Our relationship with food starts with the first drops of milk we swallow, and 
continue all throughout our lives. Until we are conscious of this relationship, it is one of 
our intimate relationship we need to handle daily. As food becomes closely associated 
with people who feed us in the very beginning of our life, and who come to be seen as 
offering or withholding love and emotional sustenance, food becomes a powerful 
unconscious symbol of our relationships to our families, to ourselves and to the world. 
(Brandis, 1998) 
On the other hand, food and our relationship with it might also connect to our 
self-image, since in some cultures people place so much emphasis on physical 
appearance and have a horror of obesity. OBrandis, 1998) ta female socialization, the 
external qualities are of paramount important. Female ,s self-esteem and happiness are 
tied to weight, particularly in adolescent and young adult years. (Brumberg, 1988) 
Besides, the relationship with food can also be a control issue. The ability we 
have to control the amount of food intake and thus our body weight as well as our self-
image can, therefore, be understood as a manifestation of power, maybe both intemally 
or externally. (Brandis, 1998) 
The trouble with food, on one hand, brings trouble to both the individual and the 
family involved. Yet, the trouble with the interpersonal and intra-personal relationship, 
that is, with family members and friends, as well as oneself, might, on the other hand, 
also cause further trouble with food. Anorexia nervosa (AN) is one of the various forms 
ofdisorders that people found to be in trouble with food. fBrandis，1998) 
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As from the literature review in western countries, AN has been examined mainly 
from three models. They are the biomedical，psychological and sociocultural model. 
Biomedical model tries to understand AN from the symptom manifestation. By 
examining the anorectic ’s bodies ofAN patients, it is hoped to find out the physiological 
changes of AN patients and thus the etiology of AN. Psychological model tries to 
understand AN from the AN patients，need for psychological development and the 
functions it serves in theirfamilies. Sociocultural model tries to understand AN from the 
women ,s subordinate position and the feminine roie as prescribed by the family division 
of labor and the patriarchal construction of the society as well as the women ,s body 
image by the mass media. 
Jn light of the above，AN has been examined from the individual, family and 
societal levels in the westem countries. Both the psychological and sociocultural 
perspectives converge in the concem of pawerlessness of the AN patients both in the 
family and society, it might be the crux of manifestation of AN and thus an important 
entry point for understanding of this disorder. 
However, individual，family and society are inter-related. Lndividual member is 
being nurtured in a family and the family itself carries the values and beliefs in the 
society. Therefore, the societal or cultural values play a part in constructing the family 
and thus the individuals. It is through the family that the values of the society are 
mediated or filtered. (Silverstein & Periick, 1995) Ln other words, family serves to gate-
keep the societal values and thus is still the focus ofmterest. 
There is an earlier notion that anorexia nervosa is restricted to westem countries 
only. However, there are increasing reported numbers of AN patients in Hong Kong as 
well as in other Asian countries, such as Chim, Taiwan, Malaysia, bidia and Singapore 
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in the past decade. (Lee, 1989; Lee, 1991; Lee，1993; Lee, 1996) Yet, there are still 
limited research conducted in this area in this part ofthe world. 
Lee (1995) starts to launch pioneer researches related to AN since 1989. His 
significant contribution is to redefine the diagnostic criteria for AN in the way that he 
incorporates the cultural factors into the consideration. It is found that the major 
difference between the Chinese and Western AN patients is the issue of fat-phobia. 
Chinese AN patients have less complaint of fear of obesity when they refuse to eat. 
Rather, they put up the reason ofabdominal discomfort or stomachache. As such, putting 
aside the fat-phobia, Lee and Katzman (1997) suggest to name AN as a no-control 
phobia. This tally with the western account for this disorder from the psychological and 
sociocultuml perspectives which put up powerlessness of the AN girls as the crux ofthe 
AN manifestation. It calls for further research in this area. 
While being a medical social worker in Pamela Youde Nethersole Eastem 
Hospital, I had participated in treating three AN patients, who were adolescents, with the 
joint effort ofother mental health professions. Two ofthem were sisters. Their restnction 
offood intake, rigid life-pattem and strong resistance to medical treatment impressed me 
a lot. They used their defensiveness to ward off any external assistance. Yet, their food 
refusal and emotional outbursts did reflect their mtensive irnier struggle and cry for help. 
They were worried oftheir academic performance though they could akeady gain good 
results according to the general standard. They had anxieties for their future, trouble with 
their peers and relationship problem with their parents. It sparks my curiosity of the 
inner world of the AN patients. Besides, their resistance to medical treatment also 
inspires me to ask whether the current treatment of AN patients in Hong Kong can be 
modified. Together with the increasing concem about this illness from the mass media, it 
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deserves to launch an exploratory research for this topic for gaining better understanding 
of the manifestation of self-starvation in Hong Kong Chinese culture. 
1,2 Research Objectives 
As there is still no research conducted on the meaning construction of self-
starvation at individual and family level, I speculate whether this missing gap can 
contribute in having a better understanding of AN in Hong Kong Chinese culture. So far， 
we know little about how the AN patients and their family members experience and 
perceive the meaning of AN behaviors. The concluded power issue from the literature 
review in westem countries might be only part of the meaning construction behind the 
facade of the phenomenon of self-starvation. Besides, there might be cultural difference. 
Without knowing the inner struggle of those AN patients, we can do nothing to 
help them. Concerning the meaning construction of self-starvation is, therefore, 
considered of paramount important in fostering our understanding of the phenomenon. 
Enriching our knowledge of the phenomenon help formulate a thorough and holistic 
treatment approach for AN patients and their families. It also fosters a better coordination 
and cooperation among professionals in rendering multi-disciplinary team approach in 
Hong Kong and strengthens the role of social workers. 
Therefore, I shall conduct an exploratory study which aims at extracting the 
meaning construction of self-starvation by identifying common themes emerged from the 
family interview sessions while receiving family therapy and the mutual support group 
meetings. It is hoped to fmd out how the AN patients and their family members describe, 
explain and construct the meaning of self-starvation from their experience at individual 
and family level. Hopefully, my research results can help generate hypotheses for future 
study and deepen our understanding of self-starvation in Hong Kong Chinese AN 
families on the basis of which treatment impHcation can be derived. 
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1.3 Research Questions 
In this study, I am interested in the following questions: 
1. How did the AN patients and their family members describe, explain and construct 
the meaning behind the behaviors of self-starvation from their expenence at 
individual and family level in Hong Kong? 
2. What might be the contributing factors leading to self-starvation? 
3. What functions might it serve at individual and family level? 
1.4 Overview of the Present Thesis 
The present thesis is composed of 7 chapters. Chapter 2 is the literature review. 
Part 1 of Chapter 2 will go through the four perspectives from the western countnes, 
including the historical, biomedical, psychological and sociological perspectives, so as to 
examine their contributions and limitations in understanding AN. As self-identity seems 
to be an unportant issue in understanding AN patients ,inner struggle, I will also go 
through the psychology of self-development to supplement the understanding of self in 
part 2. Part 3 of Chapter 2 will go through the manifestation of self-starvation in Hong 
Kong. As inspired by the western literature, it is found that the individual ,s sense of self, 
family characteristics and the women , s position in the society might contribute m 
understanding the manifestation of self-starvation. Therefore, I will look into these 
aspects in Hong Kong as well as the research available in Part 3. 
Chapter 3 will try to integrate the three perspectives, including the biomedical, 
psychological and sociocultural perspectives, to summanze a theoretical framework for 
understanding ofself-starvation in the western countries. 
Chapter 4 wiU discuss the research methodology of present study including the 
research design, unit of analysis, sampling, methods of data collection, methods of 
analysis, the validity and reliability ofthe present study. 
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Chapter 5 and 6 will be the results ofthe present study collected from two sets of 
data, the family interview sessions and mutual support group meeting sessions. The data 
gathered will be presented and analyzed in this part. 
Finally, Chapter 7 will be the overall discussions and conclusion. The 
contributions and limitations of the present study will be discussed. Based on the 
research finding, I will also try to give recommendation for Mthcr study, treatment and 




This Chapter will be composed of three parts. Part I will examine different 
perspectives, including historical, biomedical, psychological and sociological 
perspectives, in the westem countries so that both the contributions and limitations in 
understanding of AN will be discussed. Part n will examine the psychology of self-
development as it might be considered as one of the important aspects for understanding 
the inner struggle for AN patients. Part ni will examine the manifestation of AN in Hong 
Kong context. As the individual，s sense of self, the characteristics of the family and the 
women ’s position in the society are the areas of concem in western literature, they will 
be discussed in Hong Kong context so as to shed light on understanding AN in Hong 
Kong. Besides, the related research available will also be examined. 
PartI 
2.1 Anorexia nervosa in western countries 
It is generally accepted that there is multi-factorial understanding of AN. 
(Humphrey, 1992) Different models help contribute in understanding part of the 
phenomenon. Besides, due to the complicated nature of the illness，each AN patient 
might have different causation and may be understood from different models. Therefore, 
each model plays a part and cannot rule out each other. As most of the research 
conducted in Hong Kong had adopted the biomedical model, I would like to adopt a 
psychosocial approach in this study so as to fill the knowledge gap. Li order to obtain an 
overview of existing models, I would like to go through historic, biomedical， 
psychological and sociocultural perspectives from the westem countries. 
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2.1.1 Historic Perspective 
Self-starvation is not a contemporary issue. Ln ancient time, there were records of 
deliberate fasting for briefperiod that served specific purposes. For example, one ofthe 
purposes was to prepare the people to receive some sort of trance-like state, which was a 
medium for sacred visions. Therefore, Moses fasted for 40 days to receive the Ten 
Conunandments, and Jesus and Elijah also fasted for 40 days for divine enlightenment. 
Fasting was used as a means of penance or purification through which individuals denied 
himself the pleasure of eating as well as sexual behavior to prove one ,s devotion to 
gods. This cultural construction of the meaning of fasting or self-starvation was prevalent 
in the ancient time and also subjectively experienced by the individuals who starved. The 
main teaching of Jainism is that there exists a deep separation between the etemal soul 
and transitory matter that includes the body. This theme could also be found in Buddha. 
In the early Gnostic elements of early Christianity together with a popular belief 
in the imminent end ofthe world led to a spread of asceticism，epitomized in celebrated 
hermits who would abandon civilization for a solitary life of privation in mral seclusion. 
These early holy individuals were predominately men, rather than women, who included 
severe fasting as part of an overall rejection of their bodies and other material things. 
(Bemporad, 1995) Hieronymus, better known to history at St. Jerome, who translated the 
bible from Hebrew to Latin but who also was the spiritual leader of a group of wealthy 
Roman women in the late 4th century. He preached a life of abstinence and prayer. 
Finally, Blessila, being the first young female in recorded history, took the message and 
departed her life at 20 years old from malnutrition due to self-starvation. This radical 
ascetic was considered as a reaction to a hedonism and materialism that lacked an ethical 
foundation. 
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On the other hand，during dark ages, such self-starvation was being explained as 
demonic possession. The story of St. Wilgefortis from the Latin Virgofortis or strong 
virgin was the third reported case. Her father, who was the king of Porugal, had 
promised her in marriage to the Carcen king of SicUy. (Lacey, 1982) However, the girl 
had already made a vow of virginity and of service only to God rather than to man. Upon 
the news of her impending mamage, she prayed that she be stripped of her beauty and 
refused nourishment. Finally, her suitor withdrew his offer of matrimony. As 
pimishment, her father crucified her. Her self-starvation and ultimately death sigmfied 
her success in liberating herself from the physical and social discomforts that afflict 
womankind, menstrual pains, childbirth, enforced sexual relations, and domination by 
males. 
In the late middle age and early Renaissance, self-starvation was being treated as 
holy. For those women who fasted to the point of death and spent their lives in active 
support of others and to deny their corporeal needs, they did them in the name of 
sanctity. They were elevated to sainthood and received an official stamp of approval 
from the powerful church. 
As mentioned by Bynum (1987), it was a legitimate means to escape from an 
arranged marriage and the avoidance of childbirth and child rearing. Therefore, self-
starvation can be one ofthe ways to turn against the socialfemale role at that time. It 
seemed to suggest that self-starvation was being used by female as a means to fight 
against the prescribed female role but at the expense of their life. However, 
unfortunately, the battle took place inside rather against the social structure that 
suggested the limited resources for female in the history. In return, they secured a sense 
ofsuperiority in their sanctity and the beliefofbelonging to God ’s elect. Therefore, self-
starvation could be of asceticism reason. 
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When organic causes for self-starvation were ruled out, the psychiatric inquiry 
came into practice. Anorexia nervosa was a new label for the disease of the self-
starvation with the above manifestation in 1870s under the medical model. 
Historical model unveils the spiritual and cultural meaning of self-starvation in 
different point of time in the history. Is it that there might be some subjective and 
cultural aspects in understanding of self-starvation making the illness unique to each 
patient? Is there any consistent theme in this subjective and cultural meaning 
construction in Hong Kong AN patients? 
2.1.2 Biomedical Perspective 
2.1.2.1 Physiological manifestation of anorexia nervosa patients 
Anorexia nervosa was named and positively identified in 1870s. It is relatively 
common in adolescents. (Crisp, Palmer and Kalucy, 1976) Further research findings 
suggest that 90%-95% cases of anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa are females. 
(American Psychiatric Association, 1993) 
When the anorectic ,s body is being examined, it aims at finding out whether 
there is any organic cause of AN. Physicians are justified in their close attention to the 
anorectic , s body because this disorder is typically accompanied by characteristic 
physiological abnormalities. As revealed, physical complications of AN include all 
serious sequelae of makiutrition, including cardiovascular compromise. Prepubertal 
patients may have arrested sexual maturation, general physical development, and growth 
and may not grow to anticipate heights. They might have bradycardia and other 
manifestations of impaired cardiac function, such as drop in orthostatic blood pressure 
and increase in pulse rate, and may be prone to sudden death. Prolonged amenorrhea 
(more than 6 months) is associated with potentially irreversible osteopenia and a 
correspondingly higher rate of pathological fractures. Besides, AN patients may also 
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suffer from dehydration, electrolyte disturbances, gastrointestinal motility disturbances, 
infertility, hypothermia and other evidence of hypometabolism, and from the 
psychological sequelae ofstarvation. (AmericanPsychiatric Association, 1993) 
Abnormalities may also mclude neutropenia with relative lymphocytosis, 
abnormal liver function, hypoglycemia, hypercortisolemia, hypercholesterolemia, 
hypercarotenemia, low serum zinc levels, widespread disturbances m endocrine 
functioning and electrolyte disturbance. Abnormal computerized tomography (CT) scans 
of brain may be found m more than half of patients with AN, and patients with weight 
loss may exhibit decrease metabolic rate. (American Psychiatnc Association, 1993) 
DSM-IV (1995) states that there are four cntena in givmg the diagnosis of AN. 
Pirstlv. the individual maintains a body weight that is below a minimally normal level 
for age and height, i.e. less than 85% of the weight that is considered normal for that 
person ,s age and height. It is the result of restriction of food intake or launching stnct 
and excessive exercise program. 
Secondly, the individual has an mtense fear of gaimng weight or becommg fat 
even though there is a continuous weight loss, this fear still sustains. 
Thirdly, the expenence and significance ofbody weight and shape are distorted m 
these individuals. Although they are thin, they still concem that certain part ofthe body, 
particularly the abdomen, buttocks, and thighs, are too fat. Weight loss is viewed as an 
impressive achievement and a sign ofextraordinary self-discipline, whereas weight gain 
is perceived as an unacceptable failure of self-control. They just ignore the senous 
medical implications of their mahiourished state. As a matter of fact, they just deny 
having any problem in front of professionals whom thus, will face much resistance m 
rendering intervention in rectifying those distorted concepts. 
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Fourthly, in postmenarcheal females, amenorrhea is a sign of physiological 
dysfunction in anorexia nervosa. It is a consequence of weight loss. In prepubertal 
females, menarche may be delayed by this illness. 
2.1.2,2 Behavioral manifestation ofanorexia nervosa patients 
Behavioral-wise, Crisp (1980) describes that the anorexic patients will 
demonstrate restlessness, e.g. they walk, bicycle or stand whenever possible. They sleep 
less than others and may be particularly active early in the morning. Often they appear to 
others to be preoccupied with calorie counting and with food. They have a paradoxical 
food refusal while being preoccupied with eating. They insist to take over the family 
cooking and monitor other members to eat but not themselves. They are preoccupied 
with ritualistic behaviors or repetitive actions such as preparation of non-carbohydrate 
food for themselves. They may insist to eat alone in bedroom and avoid eating in public 
place. Following a period of restriction of food intake, she may binge and then vomit 
secretly. In this way, the body weight will still be kept under their control. In some cases, 
excessive use of laxatives is also reported 
The anorexic manners are described as furtive, secretive, hostile, stubborn, 
withdrawn and sad. Families come to realize that any pressure on their daughter to eat is 
likely to lead to an outburst of rage and tears. Her hysteric outburst is her last ditches 
stand for her to ward offanyone who tries to intrude her adjustment. 
When their personality is looked into, traits of perfectionism, obsessive thoughts 
and preoccupation, compulsive rituals rule most of activities, feeling of helplessness, 
loneliness and hopelessness, pessimistic attitudes towards life and future, rigidity in 
upholding rules and regulation, can be identified. 
They may have unrealistic expectations of themselves and others. M spite oftheir 
many achievements, they might still fed inadequate, defective and worthless. For 
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example, I have come across an AN patient whose academic performance drops from 
ranking the first to fifth, she could hardly accept. She yeUed that she should attain the 
best performance. Otherwise, she should quit schooling. Or, life should be run in this 
way, otherwise, one should die. They see the world as black and white, no shade of gray 
area. Everything is good or bad, success or failure，fat or thin. If fat is bad and thin is 
good, then the thinner is the better and thinnest is the best. If you want to negotiate with 
them that there is something lies not either-or but in-betweens, they might not accept. 
On the other hand, their feeling of self-worth is closely bound to external 
standards for appearance and performance. Inner worth seems to be vague for them. 
Compulsive comparison with others is not uncommon. In the social sphere, they are 
being isolated, likely due to their ngid judgmental attitudes or seif-withdrawn due to 
their anxiety and inadequacy. 
In sum, although the biomedical model tries to examine the anorectic，s body for 
fmding out the organic cause of AN, they cannot establish whether the physiological 
abnormalities are primary or secondary to the etiology of AN. The physicians cannot 
establish whether the physiological defeats cause the AN behaviors or the self-starvation 
process caused weight loss and nutritional deprivation which thereby cause the 
physiological abnormalities. (Bmmberg, 1988) On the other hand, biomedical also 
acknowledge that environmental stress can result in emotional arousal and 
neuroendocrine changes that eventually may lead to pathological changes in the 
organism. (Brumberg, 1988) 
As such, the crux ofthe matter is that the AN patients exert restriction on food 
intake which might therefore result into those physiological defeats. Although the DSM 
r/ (1995) has highlighted that the patient is relentlessly in pursuit ofthin body size while 
her experience ofbody weight and shape is distorted, there is no further account for why 
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such patient is so obsessive in keeping a thin body size. Fat phobia might be the reason 
the patients put forward. However, by focusing on the mdividual ,s body has limitation 
to understand why the anorexic patients should pursuit a thin body shape relentlessly. 
Yet, biomedical model helps understand the symptom manifestation of AN by 
examining thebehaviors and bodily changes so that it offers diagnosis and treatment It 
also highlights fat-phobia as a crucial issue for AN patients. Does fat-phobia also 
contribute in understanding self-starvation of AN patients in Hong Kong? 
2.1.3 Psychological Models 
Psychological models, including the psychoanalysis and family system theory, 
theonze that AN behaviors are expressions of adolescents struggle for autonomy, 
individuation and sexml development in the family contexts. Due to the pathological 
mother-child relationship or the psychosomatic forms of family structure, the AN 
patients expenence developmental arrests in separating from the family and 
consolidating a unique, individual identity. 
2.1.3.1 Bruch、view 
When specific patterns ofparent-child relationships are looked into, Bruch (1978) 
describes the anorexic as lacking an independent sense of self and as exhibiting a robot-
Uke obedience to the dictates of the family. Therefore, one is ill-prepared for the 
psychological separation inherent in the tasks of adolescence and grasps onto an extreme 
control of her body after feeling that she cannot control anything else in her 
psychological environment. The anorexic behavior allows the patient a ^ dk rnn of 
security and power, the abiHty- to control her family, and a moratorium from the 
overwhelming psychosocial t^sks of adolescence. 
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It has also been argued that the problems lied in the heart of th'e mother-child 
relationship. As suggested, there is a lack of appropriate responses from the mother to 
the child ,s needs. Instead, the mother acts on her own need to feel in control. The needs 
and impulses of the infant remain poorly differentiated. Instead, the girl tries to comply 
with what she believes are her mother ,s needs. (Gordon, Bersin and Herzog, 1989) Even 
in the adolescence, her biological and psychological needs remain blurred and she is 
unable to cope with the developmental demands for individuation and separation. She 
needs to act in accordance with what she believes are the needs of either her mother or 
siblings. Therefore, she has no self-identity. 
Bruch (1988) further argued that during the upbringing ofthe anorectic daughter, 
there is an imbalance of power existed through her life. The child has been deprived by 
his/ her parents the right to live his/her own life. Parents have taken for granted that it 
was their task to make all plans and decisions out of love. At the same time, they 
considered that their approach of life as right, normal and desirable. The continual 
excessive control over the child and the inability to let go of him/her even in the 
adolescence stage are considered part of the ongoing pattem that sustains the anorexic 
behaviors. Apparently, it counteracts the adolescent，s need for self-control, autonomy 
and identity formation. According to Bruch (1988), the anorectic daughter tums to 
master their own body through the restriction of food intake and launching strict and 
excessive exercise program. Underweight is resulted 
According to Bruch (1988), anorexia nervosa is a funny illness. It sounds as ifit is 
an illness of appetite and food. However, it is not. kistead, it is an illness of self-respect, 
of how one rates oneself in relation to others. When the rumination about upsets and 
nervous relation to food and weight are penetrated through, the underlying personal 
issues, including the sense ofinner emptiness, uncertainty, helplessness, lack ofself-trust 
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and self-confidence surfaced. They cannot be self-respecting independent persons who 
can be good company to themselves. 
In light ofthe above, Bmch (1978 and 1988) highlights that the formation ofAN 
is due to the girl ,s having difficulties to develop her self-identity which is the result of 
the symbiotic mother-daughter relationship. However, as the focus of analysis is the 
mother-child relationship, the role ofthe father seems to be neglected in the analysis. 
2.13.2 Minuchin ^ view 
The earliest systemic conceptualization of anorexia nervosa was developed by 
Minuchin (1978), who considered it to be similar to psychosomatic disorders. As 
characterized by Minuchin (1978), the psychosomatic family has four features as 
follows: 
i)Enmeshmenti the overdose relationship in the family are typically manifested by 
frequent intrusions on each others -thoughts and feelings, speaking for each other and 
mind-reading. Closeness and loyalty are valued more than autonomy and self-realization. 
There are also poor intergenerational boundary resulting in cross-generational alliance. 
u)Lack ofconflict resolution: the families develop a range of transactional patterns that 
enable them to side-step potential conflicts before they actuaUy develop. In some 
families, overt conflict does emerge. However, it is quickly pushed aside so that it is 
seldom resolved. Denial ofselfas a way of avoiding conflict is also common. It is due to 
the familial support ofharmony that individuals are fear of disagreement and assertion. 
'm^Overprotectiveness: the heightened sensitivity to the needs of the other family 
member lead to frequent protective responses. While this is most apparent in the attitudes 
and behaviors aimed at anorexic youngster, it also characterizes other interactions in the 
family. The anorexic youngster will often feel a great responsibility to protect the family. 
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The disorder, while being perceived as a great burden to the family, also has the effect of 
binding the family together, protecting it from breaking up. 
ivWi2iditv: the family tends to have a rather limited and fixed pattem of interaction and 
remains unchanged, even m the face of external change. The family , s response to 
changing circumstances is to try to absorb them rather than to adapt to them. For 
example, while facing the changing needs of its pubertal cbild, it will only try to engulf 
them rather than making certain change so as to allow the needs be satisfied. 
However, it cannot be then concluded that the above-stated is the cause of anorexia 
nervosa. When family systems perspective is employed to conceptualize the disorder, the 
focus will not be the parents or particular part of the family. Instead, the family as the 
context where the co-construction ofdifferent subsystems, that is，the co-construction of 
parents with anorexic daughter in the family context, wiH be the crux ofthe issue. 
In this way，it will be an arbitrary exercise to decide what is the cause and what is 
the effect as the process just described is a continuous, circular one with no obvious 
starting or end point. Yet, it is confirmed that the family is being trapped m this rigid 
interaction pattem which sustains the disorder. Psychotherapy in restructunng the family 
as a whole is necessary to challenge the rigid pattem so as to relief the child from 
anorexic behaviors. 
However, the family perspective also has its lunitations to understand why the 
psychosomatic family structure breeds the disorder of anorexia nervosa but not other 
psychosomatic illness and why there are so many AN girls that greatly outnumber the 
AN boys. 
2.1.3.3 Paiazzoli *s view 
Selvini-Palazzoli, being an Italian child analyst, is well known for her work with 
anorectic patients. Basing on a psychotherapeutic study of twelve families of anorectic 
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patients, Palazzoli (1986) preliminary postulates that anorexic families are characterized 
as follows: 
i、How the family members aualifv their own communication 
The family members are sure enough ofwhat they say and oftheir own right to say 
it, to feeljustify in imposing rules on the relationship. 
n) Hnw the family memhers aualifv the communicMtion of the other members 
There are rejection ofmessages sent by others is extremely common. It is rare for 
one member to bear at what another had said，particularly about how one defines itself m 
the relationships. There are M l of contradictions among their dialogues. Individual 
member tried to disqualify what other said. 
On the other hand, there are parents who continue to pick on the AN daughters , 
pathological state ofmmd. They tend to discount any messages and even ignore evident 
improvements in the patients -behavior or physical healtk Conftision between past and 
present becomes the rule of the family game. 
iii) The problem ofleadership 
Reluctance to assume personal leadership ofthe family is also one characteristic of 
anorectics ’ parents. For the actions of each member are never attnbuted to personal 
preferences but to the needs of another members, the member will not be blamed for that 
action. In such family context, the AN behaviors become an acceptable form of family 
leadership because it is pathological. In other words, the AN patients can choose the 
form of eating pattern according to her personal preference but not because of the need 
oftheir parents. The violation ofthe family rule becomes acceptable because its subject 
is not the patient, but the illness. 
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iv、The problem of coalitions 
Palazzoli (1986) opines that the system of alliances constitutes the central and 
most serious problem facing the families of anorexic patients. It is the basis of a large 
number of secret rules that never be mentioned but give rise to a whole series of distorted 
behavior patterns. Ln such an alliance between any two is a betrayal ofthe third. M this 
context, the family members seem to have difficulty in entering into a two-person 
relationship because the exclusion of the third person causes a great threat to their 
pseudo-solidarity. In order to avoid such threat, there will be no open alliances but in 
hidden form. 
The AN daughter is continuously invited to ally herself with father against the 
mother and vice versa. In Palazzoli ’ s word, either parent, deeply disillusioned with their 
partner, secretly encourage the AN daughter to make up for the partner ,s shortcomings. 
As a result, the AN daughter finds herself playing the role of secret husband and secret 
wife all at once, dividing the sympathy equally between her parents. 
Palazzoli (1986) names this phenomenon as “ three-way matrimony ” that each 
member of the family is married to two persons: the mother to her husband and her 
daughter, the father to his wife and his daughter, the daughter to her father and mother. 
This arrangement works fairly well for the parents but not for the daughter 
expecially when she reaches adolescence when she needs means and energy to build up a 
life ofher own or to risk open rebelUon. Developmental arrest will be experienced. 
iv) The problem ofblame-shiftim 
As every family members effaces himself herself for the sake of the rest, no one 
member is reaUy prepared to assume responsibility when something goes wrong. For 
example, the mother might blame herself for her daughter , s illness but promptly 
invalidate this self-accusation by explaining that her major problem is her excess of zeal 
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and devotion which are elements not for any blaming. This apparent self-sacnfice is a 
veiled threat to other members and make them feel guilty, with a result of stoppmg 
ftoher criticisms. 
vi、The interaction pattern of the parental couple 
Behind the facade ofrespectability and marital unity the parents generally conceals 
a deep disillusionment with each other that they are quite unable to acknowledge, let 
alone resolve. The mothers see themselves a devoter who constantly dedicated to the 
good of others in the families. Their rectitude and avowed generosity preclude any 
enticism of their constant encroachments. On the other hands，the fathers also see 
themselves as essentially good and decent men. 
When the two moralistic people who both consider themselves the victims of a 
compulsory relationship, they will compete with each other for ^ r a l supenonty and the 
simplest way is to appear to be the victnn. They might try to prove that one has greater 
sacnfices in the cause of duty, respectability and mantal stability than the other. This 
symmetry is attained through sacrificial escalation. 
As the rule of respectability requires the anorectic , s parents to appear as an 
exemplary couple to the outside wotld, their sacnficial escalation will be engaged in 
complete secrecy. As such，the AN daughter becomes the centre bemg drawn to ally with 
the two parents. The situation becomes even more complicated when the alliance should 
be kept secret. 
Palazzoli (1986) puts forward a description to the difficult situation of the AN 
daughter who performs the go-hetween role of the couple. She wrote: 
Ifthe AN daughter attempts to engage in a real dialogue with herfather, he will 
reject her out offear while her mother will also reject her out ofjealousy. Ifshe gives in 
to her mother, she is taken over completely as ifshe were still a baby, and hence rejected 
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as a person; at the same time the father will rebuke her because of her infantile 
behavior. If she attacks either of her parents, the other immediately rejects her by 
rushing to his or her defense. Iffinally, she attempts to abandon the unequal struggle 
and tries to stand on her ownfeet, she will, for thefirst time m her life, fmd herself 
opposed by a united couple, determined to reject her bidfor independence. (P.216) 
Palazzoli (1986) fmally concludes that in such a system where every 
communication has so high a probability ofbemg rejected, the rejection offood seems to 
be in full keeping with the interactional style ofthe family. In particular, it is in perfect 
tune with sacrificial attitude of the group, m which suffenng is the best m the one-
upmanship game. 
Palazzoli (1978) also makes paraUel observations that the families with anorexic 
patients put much emphasis on self-sacrifice, supreme loyalty and preserving 
appearances despite underlying misery and desperation. 
Under the light of family systems perspective, the anorexic behaviors provide the 
adolescent with a sense that she has found a way to challenge the enmeshed relationships 
in the family. While perceiving that she had no independence in her life, self-starvation 
provides her one area ofcontrol and thus attaining a sense of autonomy regarding food 
intake. However, at the same time, it makes her more dependent on her parents and thus 
reinforcing her child-like position. While perceiving that such self-starvation bore much 
nsk in endangering her life, the parents are reinforced with the need of protecting her. In 
tums, it further makes the adolescent feel that her individuality is being denied. 
On the other hand, the disorder also helps to bring the parents or the family 
toaether. The shortcomings in the marital relationship can be masked shortly. Yet, the 
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failure of achieving a desired task despite of their joint effort bnngs feelings of guilt and 
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blame will further make them distant and alone. Due to the increasing anxiety, it 
reinforces the wish to avoid conflict at all cost that thereby paralyzed the family. 
Yet, the family systems theory has limitation to understand why the 
psychosomatic family structure breeds the disorder of AN but not other psychosomatic 
illness and why there are so many AN girls that greatly outnumber the AN boys. On the 
other hand, the systems theory does not take into consideration of the individual 
responsibility, the culture-wide gender stereotypes and power relationship. (Luepnitz, 
1988, Walters, Carter’ Papp and Silverstien, 1988; Goodrich, Rampage, Ellman and 
Halstead, 1988) 
The basic assumption that family is a self-regulatory system having cybernetic 
properties. As depicted by Bateson • s cybemectic circuits, each individual is always 
participating in circular loops of causation including in families, interaction with friends 
and our therapy with individuals and families. As such, linear control is impossible. 
(Dell, 1989) Yet，some feminists (Luepnitz, 1988; Walters, Carter, Papp and Silverstien, 
1988) have criticized that system theory undermines the responsibility of the husband 
who battered his wife or sexually abused his daughter. On the other hand, it has been 
criticized that the systemic theory , s total inability to address the power politics of 
traditional sex roles, the family，s division of labor, and the status of women m families 
and in society. (Dell, 1989) 
Goodrich, Rampage, Ellman and Halstead (1988) argue that the problem of 
women ,s subordination in society had been marginaHzed, misunderstood and ignored in 
traditional family therapy. They unpack the male/female dichotomy. They further 
elaborate that there is sharp division between home (the domain of women) and the 
workplace (the world of men). Due to the compartmentalization of life, our culture has 
not merely allowed men to believe that they have power over their wives and children; it 
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has also actively created and reinforced men ,s dominant position in the family. Men 
believe that they should always have privilege and right to control women，s live while 
women believe that they are responsible for whatever goes wrong in human relationship 
and men are essential for their well-being rather than merely desirable or enjoyable. 
Therefore, Goodrich, Rampage, Ellman and Halstead (1988) fether argue that 
gender role stereotyping hurts the families. It constricts and limits the desires, 
expectations, behaviors and development of individuals in the family. 
As such, although everyone involves in the system plays a part in the 
maintenance of a problem or a symptom by reinforcing the behavior of the other, it is 
still necessary to ask whether they are in equal force in the maintenance of the problem. 
It is an issue of power distribution that has not been addressed in the systems theory. 
(Walter, Carter, Papp and Silverstein, 1988) 
On the other hand, this systems theory is considered to be an extension of 
underlying assumptions of traditional and prevailing paradigm in the social sciences. 
This paradigm derives meaning from observing patterns of social organization such as 
structure and role. (Anderson and Goolishian, 1988) Jn this way, the therapist or 
researcher becomes a kind of Master Interpreter that leaves him or her in charge of the 
field by definition. (Hoffrnan, 1990) Systems theory does not address how individuals 
gain resources in the existing system to satisfy their needs and at the same time being 
confmed by the system. 
Yet, psychological model helps understand self-starvation from individual to 
famiHal manifestation. Is the family structure and characteristic one of the contributing 
factors for understanding of self-starvation of AN patients in Hong Kong? 
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2.1.4 Sociocultural Perspective 
As revealed from the statistics, there are 90% to 95% AN cases occur in female. 
(American Psychiatric Association, 1993) From the femmist ,s perspective, anorexia 
nervosa is definitely an issue of women ,s subordinate position in the patnarchal culture. 
Griddens (1989) proclaims that male dominance is an almost universal 
phenomenon. Those liberal femmists argue that gender socialization and sex-role 
conditioning within the family, education system, and the mass media have the effect of 
inculcating m people the belief that women and men aie equipped by nature to perform 
different social roles, whose value is assessed differently. If going back to the 
todamental issue, the radical femimsts who see patnarchy rooted m women ,s biology 
such that their reproductive physiology and their associated roles in nursmg and canng 
for the infant which lasts for many years before the child is mdependent. This biological 
factor has fostered sexual division of labor tending to confme women to the domestic, 
private sphere ofthe family and thus no capital can be generated for them. Therefore, the 
biological imperative has also subsequently been overlaid by social institutions, 
particularly m family and the economic system, which buttress men ,s domination over 
women. Therefore, the male-dominated and patnarchal social system is being 
maintained. (Pearson & Leung, 1995) 
On the other hand, Chodorow (1978) highlights that explanations based on 
patterns of deliberate socialization are in themselves insufficient to account for the extent 
to which psychological and value commitments to sex differences are so emotionally 
laden and tenaciously maintained. The gender identity and expectations about their sex 
roles and gender consistency are so deeply central to a person，s consistent sense of self. 
Femimne personality comes to defme itself in relation and connection to other people 
more than masculine personality does. Besides，qualities of compliance, passivity and 
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unselfishness are also being depicted as feminine. Not to argue whether femininity and 
masculinity is a nature or a nurture construction that resulted into this consistent gender 
expectation, it is almost certain that males and females experience this social 
environment differently as they grow up certainly accounts for the development ofbasic 
sex differences in personality. 
On the other hand, Chodorow (1978) also puts forward that the women , s 
motherhood and mothering role seem to be the most unportant features in accoimting for 
the universal secondary status of women. Besides, the development of psychological 
qualities in women is also central to the perpetuation of this role. M fact, the family 
structure itself plays a significant role in personality development. Chodorow (1978) 
highlights that mothers and women tend to identify more with daughters and to help 
them to differentiate less, and that processes of separation and individuation are made 
more difficult for the girls. However, a mother tends to identify less with her son and to 
push him toward differentiation and the taking on of a male role unsuitable to his age, 
and undesirable at any age in his relationship to her. 
Chemin (1983) suggests that eating disorders, inchiduig anorexia nervosa, are not 
simply an illness but a ‘ hidden struggle for self-development ,. The issue ofwomen and 
eating disorders can be analyzed into four main -areas. Those are: 1) the search for 
identity and selfhood; 2) the daughter ,s struggle to separate from the mother; 3) food 
and its meanings for women; and 4) the concept of the « rite of passage ,which is the 
obsession with food. 
ChemiR (1983) fiuther argues that a troubled relationship to food frequently hides 
a serious problem with female identity in an age when women are invited by social 
circumstance and individual inclination to extend the traditional idea of what it means to 
be a woman. Women, in the new age, are open with the chance of moving into the male 
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sphere ofselfdevelopment and social power. That ,s the time for women to harvest the 
fruit of women liberation in previous ages. Chemin (1983) considers that this move 
creates much ambivalence and guilt in women that they will divert the desire for change 
and self-development into the stagnation and misery eating disorders. 
The guilt is the cause of today , s generation of young women , s refusal to 
develop. The daughter is caught between the new images of female power and possibility 
and the image of ‘ a fat mother hiding at home , and neither the culture nor her mother 
can support her to go through the crisis. The daughter, faces with the possibility of 
surpassing her mother in developmental terms, is plagued by guilt, and blames herself, 
rather than her culture, for her mother , s wasted Ufe. They will feel as though they 
themselves have drained and depleted the mother with the intensity of their needs. This 
serves as a restricting force for self-development. 
However, Chemin (1986) suggests that the boys, knowing that he is to become 
like his father, that is independent, autonomous, involved in the world, can accept the 
self-sacrifice of his mother. However, the daughter, being herself a woman, cannot. 
Apparently, in stnving for self-development dunng the adolescence, girls face double 
pressure when comparing with the boys. 
On the other hand, the daughters are also afraid that food \vill tum themselves 
into what their mothers had been, that is ambitionless and shamefbl. Thus, anorexia 
nervosa is an attempt to remake the female body mto the lean, male body without any 
menstruation. According to Chemin (1986)，this is the symbolic transformation. It serves 
as a means to escape from the mother ,s destmy without enduring all that remorse of 
leaving the mother behind. 
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That ,s what Chernin (1986) argues that eating disorders should be understood as 
an attempt to evolve rites of passage in which the traditional female identity of self-
sacrificial mother can be transformed and women can enter the new culture. 
Yet, MacSween (1993) argues that guilt feeHng, as described by Chemin, is 
purely internal and irrational It only depicts that women are a largely self-oppressing 
group. The restraints that keep women from entering Mly into the public sphere exist 
primarily in the minds ofwomen themselves. Li this way, the elements of social control 
in the patriarchal society have not taken into consideration. The women ,s power, being 
depicted as bad in the society and unfeminine, are being ignored. 
Therefore, MacSween (1993) stresses that there are fundamental conflicts 
between femininity and individualism. It is the crux of the matter that the anorexic girls 
are trapped in-betweens. The issue lies on the concept of self in female and male. The 
feminine self, in the bourgeois and patriarchal society, is a self which live through 
others. It is being constructed as unseparated, as indeed, part of the environment of 
objects through which the masculine subject expresses himself. Jn other words, the 
mother lives through her children and husband because responsiveness to the needs and 
desires of others is central to patriarchal definitions of feminine personality. However, 
even the childless woman cannot achieve the mascuMne self due to her being a female. 
Therefore, it is not the women who confme themselves but the patriarchal power. 
On the other hand, Lawrence (1979) highlights that anorexia is a strategy of 
control that operates at two levels. Firstly，at physical level, they want to gain and 
maintain the complete control over the size and shape of their body through eating and 
non-eating. Secondly, at moral level, they want to gain and maintain control over her 
needs and desires through strategies of self-denial These attempts to attain perfect and 
absolute control are motivated by a feeling of being out of control. The feeling of 
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powerlessness is in relation to the social position or the extemal environment. Therefore, 
they turn inward to exert control over their own bodies. 
The reasons why the search for control and denial is instigated through control of 
eating and the body are to be found in an examination of the subordinate social position 
of women. Firstly, food and eating are major female concerns, and anorexia can be 
viewed as anextension of the difficulties all women have with eating. Food is one ofthe 
few areas oflife in which women are expected to be in control. 
Secondly, the control and manipulation of the body is also a major facet of 
female existence. Lawrence (1984) argues that appearance is central to women , s 
acceptability, and today sexual acceptability demands sliminess. Therefore, weight 
control is common in female life. It is an attempt to conform to cultural stereotype, and 
also an expression of the idea that if women experience problems, they should change 
themselves rather than the society. 
The anorexic girls accepted the valued female qualities of compliance, passivity 
and unselfishness. They have seen themselves through others 'definition and lack a sense 
of self. Therefore, when they reach the point in their life in which independence and 
autonomy is required, they will have difficulty to cope. 
The conflict is between two courses of action, that is, pursuing individualistic 
success that is seen to involve a rejection of affiliation and femininity or abandoning this 
course to become Mly feminine and therefore subordinate, defining the selfin relation to 
the needs of others. Again, that is the basic conflict between femininity and 
individualism. Anorexia is explained, by the feminists, as a means to step outside this 
conflict. What they experience are that when they comply and please others, it will be 
incompatible with the demands of real maturity and autonomy that anorexia tends to 
occur. 
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The symptoms ofAN can be understood as a kind of protective outer shell. The 
shell is not the real person, but it hides and protects the real person. It exhibits that it 
does not need love, friendship, and food. It has no connection with anyone or anything in 
its environment. It wants to be complete and self-contained and thus declare its 
independence. However, it is only a paradox ofindependence. 
The implication is that conflicting social expectations of women, to succeed as 
individuals and to subordinate themselves to the needs of others, can be reconciled at 
individual level although the source ofconflict is from the society. However, MacSween 
(1993) argues that if the conflict arises from the social structure, social change is 
necessary to save those anorexic girls. 
Orbach (1986) also identifies three factors in the changing role of women in 
Western societies, which determine the formation of the anorexic symptom. Firstly, in 
consumer societies, women ,s bodies become the ultimate commodities. To women and 
men, they become objects of alienation, fascination and desire. It results into the 
manipulation ofthe body-as-object in order to make it acceptable is a constant reality for 
women; and a mediated relationship to their bodies. 
Secondly, it is the factor ofpost-Second World War confusion over motherhood, 
where the concept of biologically destined motherhood, was challenged by women ’s 
increasing dissatisfaction of domesticity and their search of a life outside the home. Due 
to the confusion and uncertainty, anorexia nervosa, m its rigid control ofthe body，is a 
symbolic attempt to forge a consistency where little exists that provides a knowable, 
reliable way ofbeing that can withstand the demand for change. 
Thirdly, the mother-daughter relationship is itself ambivalent. The mother has to 
bring up her daughter to accept an inferior social position. However, at the same time， 
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she wants the best for her. Anorexia is one way in which the daughter can express the 
ambivalent relationship to physical and emotional needs that she leams from her mother. 
Similarly, the social factors are put in analyzing the formation of anorexia. The 
female roles facing extreme challenge in the transforming society is considered the major 
concern. The patriarchy societal structure also imposes much restriction to women 
although the modem world has already opene.d up chance for them to venture outside the 
domestic world. 
Although it might be true that there is an imbalance of power between male and 
female in the society, it still cannot understand why not aU adolescent girls develop AN 
while living in the same culture. On the other hand, the feminists interpret AN as a 
cultural protest against patriarchy, AN behaviors become a conscious act. However, AN 
is a process of relentless pursuit of thinness and cannot be stopped by using free will. 
Apparently, culture alone cannot understand AN in Ml. Yet, the feminists put forward 
that there is fundamental clash between the developmental task of attaining individuality 
and the prevailingJ^mM^ throughout the upbringmg of the adolescent girls deserve 
our special consideration. Is it also one ofthe contributing factors in understanding self-
starvation ofAN patients in Hong Kong? 
2.1.5 Summary ofPartI 
Historical perspective helps understand the manifestation of self-starvation 
under the cultural or religious meamng constructions before the biomedical model was 
developed. Self-starvation itself was considered to be holy. Not only was it being 
encouraged for the pursuit of sacred visions, it could also prove one ,s devotion to gods 
by the renunciation ofthe pleasure of eating, their bodies and sexual needs. Besides，self-
s_at ion was the only means available for women to Hberate her physical and social 
discomforts that afflict womankind, menstrual pains, childbirth, enforced sexual relations 
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and domination by males. Historical model unveils the spiritual and cultural meaning of 
self-starvation in different point of time in the history. Is it that there might be some 
subjective and cultural aspects in understanding of self-starvation making the illness 
unique to each patient? Is there any consistent theme in this subjective and cultural 
meaning construction in Hong Kong AN patients? 
mnrnedicalmodel by examunng the AN patient ,s body, hopes to understand AN 
from the symptom manifestation. Despite of the effort in closely monitonng the 
physiological changes of AN patients, the physicians carniot establish whether the 
physiological abnormalities in anorectic ,s bodies cause the AN behaviors or the self-
starvation process resulting into weight loss and nutntional depnvation which thereby 
causing the physiological abnormaUties. Besides, it cannot understand why the majonty 
patients are female adolescents. Yet, biomedical ^ d d contnbutes in makmg diagnosis 
and momtonng the physical harm to AN patients while rendenng multi-disciplinary 
treatment to them. Does the fat-phobia highlighted m the DSM-IY contribute m 
understanding self-starvation of AN patients in Hong Kong? 
P.vnhnlo^ical models’ by examining the individual ,s need for self-development 
and the family characteristics, hopes to understand the manifestation and the ftmction 
AN served in the specific family characteristics. It contnbutes in miderstanding that AN 
might be an expression of the adolescents ,stmggle for autonomy, individuation and 
sexual development in their families. The pathological parent-child relationship or the 
psychosomatic forms offamHy structure might hinder this uidividuation process. Since 
the AN patients feel that there is nothing under their control, they ^vlll tum to master 
their bodies through the strict restriction of food intake and excessive exercising. 
Besides, due to the unresolved marital/transgenerational conflict, AN is also being 
understood as serving the function of diluting this conflict and hold the couple/ family 
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together. Its limitation is that it cannot understand why the psychosomatic family breeds 
AN but not other psychosomatic ilkiess and why there aie so many AN girls that greatly 
outnumber AN boys. Yet, is the family structure and characteristic one of the 
contributing factors for understanding self-starvation ofAN patients in Hong Kong? 
^nrnJ.tural nerspective. by examining the gender construction in the society, 
hopes to understand AN from the women’s subordmate position and the prescnbe 
female role in the family and patriarchal society. It contributes m understanding that 
there are fondamental conflicts between femimnity and individualism. Competence, 
independence, abilities and ambitions are term with masculme gender identity while 
incompetence, dependence and passivity are term with femmrne gender identity. AN is 
bemg interpreted as a means to escape from this conflict How far does this todamental 
clash contnbute in understanding self-starvation of AN patients m Hong Kong? 
Besides, the personal worth ofwomen is tied down to external appearance rather 
than any other inner qualities especially m the mass media. Sliminess is made the chief 
attnbute to female beauty. Weight control and dietmg is a paramount concem or even 
normative obsession among females in adolescent and young adult years. Therefore, the 
extreme fear offatness among AN patients might be built under this female socialization. 
In this way, AN is being understood as a gender issue under the lens of feminists and is 
also being interpreted as a CTiltural protest against patnarchy. However，its limitation is 
that it cannot understand why not all girls develop AN while living in the same culture. 
Li fact, AN cannot be stopped by free will. 
In light of the above, each perspective, by examining AN in different angles, 
cannot miderstand AN in M l alone. Yet, the psychological and sociocultural 
perspectives converge in the concem ofpoweriessness of the AN girls in both the family 
and the societal context. It might be the crux ofthe manifestation ofthe AN and thus an 
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important entry point for understanding of this disorder. However, it has also been 
highlighted that the AN patients encountered the challenge from the family relationship 
and the social construction of femimmty dunng the process of self-development, be it 
due to the psychosomatic form of family structure or the patnarchal social structure. 
Therefore, it is necessary to explore ftirther about the psychology ofself-development. 
PartII 
rn Psvchology of Self-development 
Both the psychological and sociocultural perspectives consistently account on the 
AN patients ,having difficulty to mdividuatmg or differentiating from either due to the 
symbiotic mother-daughter relationship/ psychosomatic form of family structure or 
expenencmg the fundamental conflict between the individuality and femimnity. In this 
Chapter, I will go through Enkson ’s identity formation, feminists ,view on women ’s 
self-development and Bowen ’s differentiation of self. 
2.2.1 Erikson *s JHentitv Formation 
Individuals are not livmg in a vacuum. One is being embedded in a social 
context. This social context includes the family and also the larger systems, i.e. the 
school，workplace, society, which cames its own culture and value. Before a newly bom 
,nfant can stand on his own feet, his caretaker, mainly the mother, father or maybe the 
Filipino maid m HK, plays a significant role in molding one ’s personality development. 
In Enkson ,s Psychosocial Development Theory (1968), the mutuality of the developing 
,ndividual and his social context is an important foundation which shed lights on the 
relationship between individuals and its environment. The first immediate social context 
for the development ofone ,s personality and identity should be the family and it needs 
to go over a long path. 
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Erikson (1968) elaborated that identity formation is the developmental task in 
adolescence. Yet, identity formation neither begins nor ends with adolescence, tostead, 
it ,s a life4ong development and its roots go back to the first self-recognition in previous 
phase-specific psychosocial crises. 
To Erikson (1968), the life span of a human being is being divided into eight 
phase-specific psychosocial cnses. Each resolution in each psychosocial cnsis becomes 
one significant buildmg block for each individual for the identity formation. During the 
infancy penod, the newbom baby is firstly separated from his/her symbiosis with the 
mother ’ s body. One needs to resolve the psychosocial crisis of basic trust versus 
mistmst. Trust implies that one has to leam to rely on the sameness and continuity ofthe 
outer providers, usually the parents. At the same tune, one may trust oneself and the 
capacity ofone ,s own organs to cope with urges; and that one is able to consider oneself 
trustworthy enough so the providers will not need to be on guard or to leave. 
During early childhood, the task of autonomy versus shame and doubt emerged. 
This developmental task is the result of maturation of muscle system. The consequent 
ability to coordinate a number of highly conflicting action patterns such as holding on 
and letting go is significant to this highly dependent child as it endows his autonomous 
will. Otherwise, one will have a feeling ofinability. 
Anality is a vocabulary in psychoanalysis to descnbe the particular 
pleasurableness and willMness, which often attach to the eliminative organs at this 
stage. The anal zone lends itself more than any other to the expression of stubborn 
insistence on conflicting impulses does because it is the model zone for two 
contradictory modes, which must become alternating; namely retention and elimination. 
Furthermore, the sphincters are only part ofthe muscle system with its general ambiguity 
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ofrigidity and relaxation, offlexion and extension. This whole stage becomes a battle for 
autonomy. 
Together with the development of the ability to stand up and walk, the infant 
starts to delineate his world as 1 and >^ ow, me and mine. At this stage, a sense of self-
control without loss ofself-esteem, one can derive a lasting sense of autonomy and pride. 
However, a sense ofmuscular and anal impotence, ofloss ofself-control and ofparental 
overcontrol, one will derive a lastmg sense of doubt and shame. Yet，the early trust is 
fundamental for the development of a sense ofautonomy. 
As far as we know, the kind and degree of a sense of autonomy，which parents 
are able to grant their small children, depends on the digmty and sense of personal 
independence which they denve from their own lives. Sense of trust is a reflection ofthe 
parents , sturdy and realistic faith, so is the sense of autonomy a reflection of parents， 
dignity as individuals. Thus, the possible autonomy one can attain at this stage depends 
on the parents , temperament, values, and beliefs. The shame and doubt, the mdignity 
and uncertainty that aroused in children is a consequence of the parents , frustrations in 
marriage, m work and citizenship. The family is an immediate context for one，s 
development during the early childhood 
Then comes the stage for the resolution of initiative versus guilt. With the further 
maturation of one ’s muscle development, one is allowed to move around more freely 
and violently and therefore, establishes a wider and an unlimited radius of goals. 
Besides, the development of speech also allows him to understand and ask about many 
things just enough to misunderstand them thoroughly. These can expand one , s 
imagination. As a result, one wiU firmly convince that he is a person. He wants to 
identify with his parents，who appears to be powerful and beautiful. 
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This is also a stage of infantile sexual curiosity, genital excitability, and 
occasional preoccupation and overconcems with sexual matters. The sexual orientation 
ofthe boy is focused on the phallus and its sensations, purposes, and meanings. While 
erections undoubtedly occur earlier，a focused interest may now develop in the genitalia 
ofboth sexes, as well as an urge to perform playful sex acts, or at least acts of sexual 
investigation/When one starts to identify themselves with their mother or father, he /she 
receives the severest setback in the clear fact that in the genital sphere one is vastly 
inferior. It results into what Freud has called the oedipus complex. 
Psychoanalysis verifies the simple conclusion that boys attach their first genital 
affection to the matemal adults who have otherwise given comfort to their bodies and 
that they develop their first sexual rivalry against the persons who are the sexual owners 
of those matemal persons. The girls, m ton, become attached to her father and other 
important men andjealous ofher mother. This development may cause her much anxiety 
as it makes the mother ,s disapproval ever so much more magically dangerous because 
unconsciously deserved. 
This stage adds to the inventory of basic social modalities in both sexes. The 
c h i i d thus develops the prerequisites for masculine and feminine initiative, that is, for the 
selection of social goals and perseverance in approaching them. M boys，the emphasis 
remains on making by head-on attack. In gMs，it may change to make herself attractive 
and endearing. It prepares one to enter into life. The first life is the school life. 
The fourth stage is a crisis for industry versus inferiority. The child wants to be 
shown how to get busy with something and how to be busy with others. They want to 
watch how things are done and to try doing them. As it is time for schooling, one is 
receiving systematic instruction while in the learning process. Education, on one hand, 
can ailow chance of making the early school life an extension of grim adulthood by 
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emphasizing self-restraint and a strict sense of duty in doing what one is told to do. On 
the other hand, it can also allow the other chance of makmg it an extension of natural 
tendency in childhood to find out by playing, to leam what one must do by doing steps 
that one likes to do. 
Child, at this age, does like to be mildly but firmly coerced into the adventure of 
finding out that one can leam to accomplish things that one would never have thought of 
by oneself. On the other hand, he/she can also leam that things which owe their 
attractiveness to the very fact that they are not the product of play and fantasy but the 
product of reality, practicality, and logic. Therefore, it provides a token sense of 
participation in the real world ofadults. 
The danger of this stage is the development of a sense of madequacy and 
inferiority. This may be caused by an insufficient solution ofthe preceding conflict. For 
example, one may still want his mummy more than knowledge, may rather to be the 
baby at home than the big child m school or still compares hnnself with his father aiid 
the comparison arouses a sense of guilt as well as a sense of infenonty. 
Dunng puberty, the adolescent meets a challenge of consolidating his/ her social 
roles. In their search for a new continuity and sameness, some adolescents have to refight 
many of the cnses of earlier years. The integration takes a form of ego identity. The 
sense of ego identity is the accrued confidence that one，s ability to maintain inner 
sameness and continuity is matched by the sameness and continuity of one，s meaning 
for others. The self-esteem, confirmed at the end of each major crisis, grows to be a 
Mure that one is developing a defmed personality within a social reality that one 
understands. A lastmg ego identity cannot begin to exist without the trust of the first oral 
stage. It carniot be completed without a promise of fulfiUment that from the dominant 
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image ofadulthood reaches down into the baby ,s beginnings and which creates at every 
step an accruing sense ofego strength. 
The danger of this stage is identity diffusion. The inability to settle on an 
occupational identity that disturbs young people. In order to keep them together, they 
will temporarily overidentify with the heroes of cliques and crowds. Gradually, they 
have a strong feelmg of clannish, intolerant and cruel in their exclusion of others who are 
different in skin color or cultural background. It can be understood as the necessary 
defense against a sense ofidentity diffusion. 
Enkson , s psychosocial development theory highlights the mutuality of the 
developing individual and his social context dunng the identity formation process. Is it 
significant in understanding the occurrence of self-starvation if there are any 
counteracting forces in the social context, be it the family or the society, against the 
individuation process? If so, what might be the counteracting forces against the 
individuation process that is crucial in understanding self-starvation in Hong Kong? 
2.2.2 Women *s Self-development 
Miller (1991) opines that the notion of ‘ self ： as described on the above，seems 
not fit into women , s expenence. It has been questioned whether only men have an 
individual self while women have not. She opines that the dominate psychological 
development theonsts including Enk Enkson and Damel Levinson, propose the agenda 
of the entire life span as a process of separating oneself out from the matrix of others. 
Development of self becomes the crucial task for a person by undergoing a series of 
painful crises of which the individual separates from others and thereby attaining an 
inner sense of separated individuation. 
This critical developmental task starts at the early infancy stage in a gradual 
process and then becomes abruptly prominent at adolescent stage. Blos (1962) suggests 
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that adolescents experience a second individuation process in a way to shed the family 
dependency, loosen ties with internalized parents and establish a new extra-familial 
romantic attachments. Maturation of one , s own ego goes hand in hand with 
disengagement from internal representation of caretaker. One，s level ofmaturity seems 
to be reflected from the degree ofhis/ her self-sufficiency as a distinct individual. 
However, Miller (1991) suggests that this narrative on human psychological 
development is not sufficient as it removes the elementary human necessities. She 
proposes that the sense of self is developed in relationships with others. Among all the 
relationships, the earliest one is the mother-infant relationship. The dynamic ofthe early 
mother-child relationship initiates the development of the core relational self. This 
dynamic is characterized by finely tuned affective sensitivity and responsiveness ofthe 
mother to the child and then vice versa. She argues that the earliest mental representation 
ofthe self, that is emotional part, is attended to by the others and m tum, begins to attend 
to the emotions ofothers. As such, part ofthis mtemaI nnage oneself includes feelmg the 
other ,s emotions and acting on them as they are in interplay with one ,s own emotions. 
Therefore, the begmnings of the concept of self are not those of a static and lone self 
bemg mimstered to by another, but rather of a self inseparable from dynamic interaction. 
That is the intP.ractin^ sense ofselfth^X is present for infants of both sexes. 
However, due to the cultural beliefs and value on gender differences, boys are 
encouraged to separate from the relationship and develop their distinct identities whiie 
girls aie encouraged to augment the skilk offeeling as the otherfeels and to practise 
learning about others. 
In fact, the above-mentioned mental construction of self is much more 
complicated than those suggested by such commonly used terms as fusion or merger for 
the mental constructions of the first stage of infancy. 
V 
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Miller (1991) puts forward that all growth occurs within emotional connections, 
not separate from them. To feel more related to another person means to feel one，s self 
enhanced, not threatened. To engage in a relationship is not a sacrifice but a source of 
feeling better and more gratified. The girl ,s sense of self-esteem is based on feeling that 
she is part ofrelationships and is taking care ofthose relationships. Thus, women ,s self 
is relational. The significance of staying in relationships is that it fimctions as important 
motivations for action and sources for self-esteem and self-affirmation in woman. 
Similarly, Kaplan (1991) also highlights that connection with others is the key 
component ofaction and growth for women. It is important for women ’s sense oftaking 
an active role in the process of facilitating and enhancing connectedness with others. The 
engagement in the process fosters the gradual evolution of a differentiated self. This 
differentiated self, with its own clear properties, wishes, impulses and so forth, achieves 
articulation through participation in and attention to the relational process. The 
increasing of one，s relational capacities and relational network means the increasing of 
one ,s differentiated self. The very beginning ofthe relational capacity lies at the parent-
child dyad and then extends to the increased complex multifaceted web of being with 
others. 
Empathy is the major mode of connecting with others. Schafer (1959) defines 
empathy as inner experience of sharing in and comprehending the momentary 
psychological state ofanother person. Therefore, a momentaiy total surrender of self is 
necessary. In order to empathize, one must have a well-differentiated sense of self in 
addition to an appreciation ofand sensitivity to the differences as weU as the sameness of 
another. Therefore, empathy is a complex process relying on a high level of 
psychological development and ego strength. As such, it can be served as an index of 
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psychological development and ego strength as well as the ability of connecting with 
others, 
Kohut (1978), on the other hand, describes empathy as afundamental mode of 
human relatedness, the recognition ofthe selfin the other, the accepting，confirming and 
understanding human echo. Without empathy, there will be no intimacy, real attainment 
of an appreciation of the paradox of sepaiateness withm connection. Kohut (1983) also 
called empathy as the resonance ofessential human alikeness, is central to the growth of 
the emergent selfas a structure ofcoherent separateness and meaningful connection. 
jordon (1991) elaborates that the balance of affective and cognitive is important 
m the empathetic process. The flexibility ofego boundary is one ofthe components for 
the process. If it is too ngid, others，affective state wiU have little impact on one ,s own 
self and will be too difficult to understand others and what ,s going on with others. 
However, ifit is too difftise, self-other differentiation may be lost that it opens way for 
uncontained merging or use of other as a narcissistic extension of self. 
Kaplan, Klein & Gleason (1991) propose that the most current models of growth 
pose a dichotomy between self-differentiation and interpersonal connection in 
adolescence stage. Within the self4n-relation theory, the task for the female adolescents 
is to build on parental and peer relationships so as to enhance her sense of self as a 
competent and able being, thus becoming empowered toward the fullest utilization ofher 
abilities. Therefore, the basic ground for tother adventure of growth lays on the 
interpersonal relationship. For those who are disengaged from their parents are, by and 
large, the most inhibited and constricted in their movement toward evolving new and 
intimate relationships with their peers, and they are most uncertain of their own 
capacities as relational beings. 
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Conflict is a necessary part ofrelationships as it allows the relationship itsdfand 
person involved for change and growth. The abiHty to engage m conflict，wiW losing 
touch with the more basic affirming aspects of these connections, is the healthy 
development especially for the adolescents. 
However, it is necessary to ask whether the result ofthe two kinds of self, i,e. 
relational or separate and self-sufficient, is a cultural or mbom matter. That is whether 
women are bom or taught to be relational or men aie bom or taught to be separate 
individuals due to cultural limitation. When feminists strike for equality between men 
and women, it is necessary to take this gender difference in concem. 
However, it is believed that both femimmty and mascuMty are socially 
constructed. If the traditional female roles are bemg challenged, the same will be 
happened in male roles. Is the truth that all males should develop M l autonomy，self-
sufficient，activist and dominant role in the society? Is the truth that all female should be 
subordinate, sought self-defimtion through connection with others, taken the responsive 
roles in the needs of others? Or maybe, every mdividual just swing from both ends，that 
is a gender-neutral issue? Anyhow, it is yet to explore how the prescribed female role 
contributes in understanding self-starvation in Hong Kong? 
2.2.3 Bowen ^ differentiation of setf 
Bowen (1985)，s differentiation of self is both an mtrapsychic and interpersonal 
concept. The mtrapsychic differentiation is the ability to separate one，s feeling with 
thinking. The undifferentiated person can hardly distinguish his thoughts and feelings. 
As a result, thek life is governed by an accretion of feelmg aromid them. For the 
differentiated person, one can distinguish and attain the balance between feeUngs and 
thinking. As such, one can resist the pull of emotional impulses. 
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The interpersonal differentiation is the ability to separate emotionally from the 
undifferentiated family ego mass so as to attain independence and maturity without 
losing the capacity for free emotional connection. The differentiation of self from the 
family of origin is the basic block in the Bowenian Family Therapy. 
To Bowen (1985), the differentiated person is the one who can maintain 
emotional objectivity while in the midst of an emotional system turmoil and yet, at the 
same time actively relate to the key people in the systems，including the family, work, 
social system. The person with higher level of differentiation means that one is more a 
thinking-onented person with far more secunty ofhis/her own identity and thus is free to 
pursue meamngM goals and engage in close relationship. As a result, one is more 
successful in every area oflife. 
On the other hand, for those undifferentiated persons, they think less but react 
emotionaUy to the dictates ofthe family members or the authority figures. As they have 
Httle autonomous identity, their sense of insecurity and emotional neediness force them 
to give up individuality in exchange for love and acceptance. They are more prone to 
fose with others, especially their spouses, after mamage. Therefore, the level of 
differentiation will affect the ongoing co-construction of the mantal relationship as well 
as the parent-child relationship at later stage. 
According to Bowen (1985), people tend to choose mates with equivalent levels 
of undifferentiation. Although the form of undifferentiation can be manifested into 
different ways, the level of immaturity is the same. One may be extremely dependent 
while the other is in extreme independent Anyhow, the significant relationship formed 
between the two people is unstable and will go through cycles of closeness and distance. 
When anxiety is high during a distancing cycle, a third person or thing is triangled in to 
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the relationship. The one, who was being triangled in, may be the psychotherapist, a 
friend or a child within the family. 
Bowen (1985) also puts forward that the classic triamle within the family will be 
formed when the tension between the wife and husband is high. They will devote their 
energy to the children so as to avoid the fights between themselves. Maybe, the husband 
just distances himself by increasing his job involvement and thus reducing the time at 
home. The wife will stay at home feeling anxious with the unresolved tension. The 
greater the unresolved tension, the more likely the triangulation will lead to an overly 
intense attachment between one of the parents and the children. Usually, it is the mother 
who anxiously attached to the most sensitive child. This tends to produce symptoms in 
the most vulnerable child. 
Within the mother-child symbiosis，anxious attachment is identified. This anxious 
attachment is pathological that is driven by anxiety and emotionality which subverted 
reason and self-control. The emotional fusion between the mother and the child may take 
the form of a warm, dependent bond, or an angry, conflictual struggle. As the mother 
focuses her anxiety on the child, the child , s functioning is stunted. This 
underdevelopment enables the mother to overcontrol the child, distracting her from her 
own anxieties but crippling the child emotionally. As a result, the infantilized child will 
eventually develops symptoms of psychological impairment, necessitating ftirther 
parental concem and solidifying the family pattem. This is the/am/7v projection process 
by which the parents transmit their immaturity and lack of differentiation to their 
children. 
This symbiotic or ftised relationship is different from Kaplan , s (1991) 
connectedness of mother and daughter. The major difference lies on the level of 
differentiation of self. The former one suggests the lack of differentiation of self of the 
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mother and the daughter such that the mother needs the daughter to depend on her while 
the girl was being infantile to be dependent to the mother. However, the latter one 
suggested that the two differentiated selves connected together to attain the interacting 
sense of self. 
However, Bowen (1985) puts that the father also plays a part in the formation of 
the mother-child symbiosis relationship due to his lack of involvement in the marital 
relationship by distancing him from the mother due to his own undifferentiated from his 
own family of origin. 
Ln every generation, the child, being most involved in the family，s fusion, moves 
towards a lower level of differentiation of self, while the least involved child moves 
toward a higher level of differentiation. The undifferentiated child carrying the 
unfinished business in hisAier marriage and transmits the same quality to the next 
generation. Bowen ,s multi2enerati0nal transmission concept takes emotional illness not 
only beyond the individual to the family, but also beyond the nuclear family to several 
generations. 
Emotional cutoff is the way people manage undifferentiation between the 
generations. The greater the emotional fusion between the generations, the greater the 
likelihood of cutoff. Usually, the adolescence stage might be the cutoff time when they 
no longer want to like their mother or father. The cutoff can be attained through 
distancing themselves by moving away from their parents, avoiding personal subjects of 
conversation or insulating themselves with the presence of third parties. 
Yet，the unfinished business in the form of unresolved sensitivities that flare up in 
intense relationships maintains wherever they go. People who are relatively 
undifferentiated in their original families will continue to be undifferentiated when they 
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form a new family. Those who handle anxiety by distance and withdrawal will do the 
same in their marriage or intimate relationship. 
Therefore, for the Bowenian Family Therapy, the treatment goal is to decrease 
anxiety and increase the differentiation of self. To re-enter the family of origin and de-
triangulate oneself is necessary for creating conditions for individual autonomy and 
growth. 
According to Bowen, it seems that being triangulated in the parents , marital 
relationship might be one of the counteracting forces resulting into undifferentiation of 
self. Is it one ofthe counteracting forces against the individuation process that is crucial 
in understanding self-starvation in Hong Kong? 
2.2.4 Summary of Part II 
Erikson , s psychosocial development theory highlights the mutuality of the 
developing individual and his social context during the identity formation. According to 
Erikson (1968), an individual needs to separate from his/her symbiosis with the mother , 
s body since he/she is bom. While relying on the sameness and continuity of the outer 
providers, one may gain trust with oneself. With the maturation of the muscle system and 
ifthe environment allows, one can gain the sense of autonomy，initiative, and adequacy, 
which will be beneficial for consolidating one , s social role while entering into 
adolescence. 
Besides, it is the inventory ofthe basic social modals ofboth sexes that the child 
develops the prerequisites for masculine and feminine initiatives. This affects the 
selection of social goals and perseverance in approaching them. Boys might remain on 
making by head-on attack while the girls might change to make themselves attractive and 
endearing. The sense of ego identity is the accrued confidence that one ,s abiKty to 
maintain inner sameness and continuity is matched by the sameness and continuity of 
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one ,s meaning for others. Otherwise, identity diffusion will be resulted. As such, the 
identity formation process starts from infancy and is an ongoing process of separating 
from the mother to develop a distinct ego identity of oneself with the inner sense of 
separated individuation as postulated by Erikson. 
However, Miller (1991) proposes that the sense of self is developed in 
relationships with others. It is due to the cultoal beliefs and value on gender difference 
that the boys are encouraged to separate from the relationship and develop their distinct 
identities while the girls are encouraged to augment the skills of feeling as the other feels 
and to practice learning about others. Therefore, the women ,s sense of self-esteem is 
based on feding that she is part ofrelationships and is takmg care ofthose relationships. 
As such, women ,s selfis being depicted as a relational self. 
Kaplan (1991) highlights that connection with others is the key component of 
action and grcnvth for women. However, the prerequisite is that a differentiated self, with 
its own clear properties, wishes, impulses and so forth, achieves articulation through 
participation in and attention to the relational process，is necessary in the process of 
facilitating and enhancing connectedness with others. Therefore，even it has been put 
forward that women ,s self is a relational self, it is still necessary to be a differentiated 
self. 
Bowen (1995) has mentioned that differentiation of self is both an intrapsychic 
and interpersonal concept. Mrapsychic differentiation is the ability to separate one，s 
feeling with thinking and therefore one can resist the pull of emotional impulses. 
Merpersonal differentiation is the ability to separate emotionally from the 
undifferentiated family ego mass so as to attain independence and maturity without 
losing the capacity for free emotional connection. 
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Bowen (1995) has also put forward that a classic triangle within the family might 
be formed when there is a high tension between the wife and husband. They will devote 
their energy to the children so as to avoid the fights between themselves. Within the 
mother-child symbiosis, there might be anxious attachment between the mother and 
child. As the mother focuses her anxiety on the child, the child ,s functioning is stunted. 
As a result, the infantilized child wiU eventuaUy develops symptoms of psychological 
impairment, necessitating further parental concem and solidifying the family pattern. 
This is the family projection process by which the parents transmit their immaturity and 
lack of differentiation to their children. 
In light of the above, it might suggest that the sense of self starts to be develop 
since infancy and the social context plays a significant role in this identity formation 
process. A differentiated self, with its own clear properties, wishes, impulses, is 
necessary for attaining independence and maturity without losing the capacity for free 
emotion connection. Therefore, the differentiation process is important both for 
adolescent boys and girls although there is different expectation between them under the 
societal gender construction. 
PartIII 
23 Anorexic Nervosa in Hong Kong 
As from the literature review in western countries, it is found that the 
individual ,s sense of self, the characteristics of family and the women，s position in the 
society plays a part in understanding the manifestation of AN. Therefore, these aspects 
will be explored in Hong Kong context so as to understand the meaning construction of 
self-starvation in Hong Kong Chinese families. 
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2.3,1 The Notion of Self in Traditional Chinese Families 
The prevalence guiding principle for traditional Chinese culture is the Confucian 
philosophy. Moore (1967) highlights that individual is never conceived as an isolated, 
separated entity but rather, by Confucian definition, a social or interactive being. Liang 
(1974) also presents a perceptive thesis that the traditional Chinese society is neither 
individual-based or society-based, but rather relation-based. Solomon (1971) puts it 
differently but with similar connotation that man is socially situated, defme4 and shaped 
in a relational context m the Confucian paradigm. Ln other words, individuals see 
themselves being situated symbolically in the web of relational network through which 
they define themselves. Similarly, according to Hsu (1972), Chinese individuals see 
themselves as dependent upon others and others as dependent upon them. This 
interdependence or mutually dependency is the most basic psychological foundation that 
expands &om the primary family, to the clan groups, then to the wider relationship 
networks. Therefore, the underlying force for self-development is different. 
As the family is the fundamental unit of the society, the family structure and 
relationships become important for cultivating selfhood. Therefore, it is necessary to 
look mto the traditional family structure so as to understand how such interdependent 
self is nurtured. According to the Confucian teachmg, the family members should be 
arranged into proper hierarchic order by generation, age and gender as stipulated in Five 
Cardinal Relation (Wu Lun). They are the sovereign and subject, father and son, elder 
and younger brother，husband and wife, and friend and friend. The distribution of power 
is arranged according to this Five Cardinal Relation. Besides, it has also been highlighted 
that due to the internal hierarchical structural of rights and obligations in Hong Kong 
families, intrusion upon subordinates , privacy is still considered legitimate and 
justifiable. (Chan, 2000) 
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In the child rearing process in the family, authoritarian mode is being adopted. 
The parents make the decision and the children are expected to follow. If there is a 
discussionhQt^QQn parents and children, it will be followed by lecturing the children on 
proper patterns of thoughts and behavior. Questioning or challenges are not encouraged. 
(Wu, 1965) 
Besides, harmony is highly valued and thus becomes a goal. As children are 
taught to respect the ordering of the hierarchical dualities, such as, son-father, younger 
brother-older brother, wife-husband, nephew-uncle and so forth, they are not supposed to 
taUc back to parents or other elders. In Chinese phrase, compliance is highly encouraged. 
(Solomon, 1971) Li this way, the child is brought up without hisAier own voice. The 
development of a distinct identity or self is also highly discouraged. Li order to attain 
harmony, conformity, loyalty and restriction of emotion is the other requirements of the 
children in the family. 
Controlling emotions is a necessary condition for proper behaviors. Passion is 
also strongly inhibited. (Tseng, 1973) Hsu (1985) quotes that it is a common observation 
that somatic complaints are prominent among Chinese patients with psychological 
problems. (Kleinman, 1979; Tseng，1975) From their understanding of Chinese child-
rearing practices and family interaction, it may be said somatization is in part caused 
and^or maintained by the characteristic family structure and interaction m the Chinese 
family. As elaborated, Chinese parents, especially, the mothers, demonstrate love and 
care through expressing concerns over and taking care of their children，s bodily 
functions and needs. For example, a child who complains of abdominal cramps will be 
given warm soup to eat and tenderly cared for，while a child who expresses fear will 
probably be dismissed Verbal expression of emotions in the Chinese language is still 
predominantly somatic oriented. 
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On the other hand, traditional Chinese family is extremely cohesive. Family 
members depend on each other ,s support, both emotional and in carrying out daily tasks. 
This closeness and loyalty are being upheld as virtues in traditional Chinese culture. 
However, extremely closeness and loyalty will be at the expense ofindividual needs. 
With the change in family structure due to modernization, migration, or changes 
in political ideologies or systems，in Hong Kong, this family closeness and loyalty might 
be weakened, but they certainly have not yet disappeared. (Hsu, 1985) For example, 
some working mothers still entrust their children to the care of their mothers in Hong 
Kong. 
Collective conformity and uniformity in terms of ideas and behavior, which is 
external, are also upheld in the family. It is because the individual , s behavior as 
representing the collective qualities ofthe family，including the faults or virtues of the 
ancestors. Individual，s achievement or demonstration of virtuous behavior is the glory 
of the whole family including the ancestors. Jn Chinese phrase, it gains face for the 
family. Therefore, one ,s face is a collective property. toidividual issues equal to the 
family issue. In other words, individual is never separated from the family mass. For 
example, the child ,s school performance means the parents -performance. Therefore, 
there are sayings that the children，s misbehavior is thefault ofthefather or the ugly 
things in thefamily should not go out ofthefamily gate. 
Despite ofthe controlling forces inside the relational web, the Confucian teaching 
also emphasizes that individual is not simply being shaped and determined by his role-
relational structure. Rather, one is an active and voluntary role-player who is capable of 
shaping the role-relationship he enters. (King and Bond, 1985) The interior selfexists at 
the center of this web and there enjoys its own freedom. Self-cultivation (xiu-ji) is a 
process that involves a subtle interplay between roles and identity. In the process, 
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sincerity is essential for making a choice for what is right and good. Therefore，sincerity 
is indispensable to the achievement of true self. O^ng and Bond, 1985) 
Yet, the crux of the matter is how to identify the true self. As one is being 
brought up in the relational web and bound by the traditional Chinese family structure 
with conforming values and beliefs, it is vague to distinguish the true self. Maybe, this 
true self is the cultural sanctioned mold of behaviors with standard beliefs and values. 
Therefore, the freedom is still bound by the relational web. However, it is really true that 
one still has to make a choice for the given circumstances and shoulder the 
consequences. Therefore, it is still true that individual has an active self that can 
participate in the shaping the role-relationship he enters. 
King and Bond (1985) suggest that the traditional Chinese family structure have 
been eroded with the increasing influence of Western individualistic value and the 
inexorably evolving forces resulting from industraHzation and urbanization. Due to war 
and geographical mobility, the traditional kmship ties have ceased to have an impact on 
individual family members for the &st influx of Chinese immigrants. Despite of having 
blood tie relationship, the siblings report to maintain loose contact although they came to 
Hong Kong in different point of time. Yet, this structural loosening allows for greater 
flexibility to kinsmen ,s selectivity in their relation-construction process. 
King and Bond (1985) also elaborate that individual , s life space has been 
extended from more and more pnmary group to secondary group under such social 
change. Therefore, the Chinese individual, e.g.，in Hong Kong, is no longer tightly 
locked in a family structure but finds oneselfin quite a new social situation where he/she 
is given a broader scope for self-expression. 
There is also a Chinese proverb that relying on parents at home, and onfriends 
outside ofhome, It testifies that it is recognized of the need for transcending the family 
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boundary in coping with life situations. Yet, in the relation construction process, the 
intimate and close friends are constructed along the pattern of elder brothers and younger 
brothers. 
As far as I remembered, I was chosen to be a big sister to take care of students in 
lower forms, especially on their school adjustment. Li Social Welfare Department, there 
is also a new scheme of mentorship that senior colleagues are assigned to take care of 
newly recruited staffs for assisting them to adjust to new working environment. They 
were asked to act as their big brothers and sisters. Though these are fragmented 
experiences, they can help to illustrate that the boundary of Chinese relation network is 
highly elastic in the sense that it can be expanded or contracted according to the 
decisions ofthe self. (Fei, 1967) 
On the other hand, once outside the rigid role requirements of the immediate 
family structure, the individual self has considerable freedom in constructing the 
relational network. In this construction process, one can relate the other person in 
concrete and differentiated terms. (King and Bond, 1985) Therefore, the individual selfis 
undifferentiated in the family but rather differentiated in the secondary social group as 
they consider others as separate entities. According to the Confucian teaching, the 
relationship among friends is voluntarily taken which is not so much preordained as the 
father-son relationship. Therefore, the individual can be an initiator of social 
communication or an architect in relation-construction. 
Another characteristic of self-centered voluntarism of the Chinese, which is 
undeveloped in traditional family system, manifests itself in various ways when the 
individual is free from the bonds of the family. This egocentric behavior outside the 
family, particularly in a non-kin social context, is a widely recognized social 
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phenomenon. {Fei, 1967) The relation building network is considered as a means for 
protecting one ,s personal and family interests. 
Although the traditional family structure is in Hong Kong, this relation-oriented 
trait continues to operate in the relation construction process outside the primary social 
group. King and Leung (1975) highlight that this relation-oriented behavioral pattern 
continues to be viable cultural phenomenon coexisting with the umversalistic, rational 
pattern of behavior. Lau (1981) also puts forward the new kind of family，in which 
utilitarian considerations are the hallmark of relation construction, has emerged in Hong 
Kong. This is also considered to be an important cultural strategy for securing social 
resources towards self-advancement. 
Although the nuclear family becomes the most widely adopted familial form in 
Hong Kong during the past decade, it was still operated in an extended form. ^ practice, 
there is close relation between nuclear family units and parental home base by regular 
visitation especially dmng major festivals throughout the years. On the other hand, 
loyalty and benevolence towards members of the family are still part of social 
expectation. Pieties towards parents and seniors are still emphasized. Therefore, mutiml 
assistance and obligation among kinsmen in times of need is still held. (Chan and Lee, 
1995) 
Under such family structure and culture with harmony, loyalty, pieties towards 
parentsandseniors be held，the conflicts between family members might be disguised or 
hidden. As such, is self-starvation a disguised form of conflict, which is a more 
acceptable form, within the family? How far does it contribute to the understandmg of 
the meaning construction ofself-starvation at individual and family level? 
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2.3.2 Women *s Position in Hong Kong 
Griddens (1989) proclaims that male dominance is an almost universal 
phenomenon. Those liberal feminists argue that gender socialization and sex-role 
conditioning within the family, education system, and the mass media have the effect of 
inculcating in people the beliefthat women and men are equipped by nature to perform 
different social roles, whose value is assessed differently. If going back to the 
fundamental issue, the radical feminists who see patriarchy rooted in women ,s biology 
such that their reproductive physiology and their associated roles in nursing and caring 
for the infant which lasts for many years before the child is independent. This biological 
factor has fostered sexual division of labour tending to confme women to the domestic, 
pnvate sphere ofthe family and thus no capital can be generated for them. Therefore, the 
women are being assigned in a financially dependent role at home. This biological 
imperative has also subsequently been overlaid by social institutions, particularly m 
family and the economic system，which buttress men ’ s domination over women. 
Therefore, the male-dominated and patnarchal social system is bemg maintained. 
(Pearson & Leung, 1995) Yet, the feminist movement m the western countries has 
already argued that the gender roles are socially constructed rather than innate. 
This biological account explams why women, in the very beginning, are confmed 
m the domestic sphere. Some Marxist femimsts even put forward that it is the capitalist 
economy that perpetuates the women，s subordination. (Pearson and Leung, 1995) As 
specific to the industrial development in Hong Kong, women who need to shoulder 
domestic duties that she is kept in the family that provides the unpaid domestic labour or 
cheap labour for the bring-home-crafts manufactory work for the capitalist economy. 
Bring-home-crafts distributed by factories allow women to undertake wage labour， 
childcare and household chores simultaneously. Therefore, women provide flexible and 
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cheap labor force for manufacturing which foster the economic growth in Hong Kong. 
Due to their little or even no control over material resources, women are placed in a 
subordinate position in the family. Therefore, the patnarchal social system can be 
perpetuated in Hong Kong. 
Apart from the economical account, the traditional Chinese culture also played a 
significant part in perpetuating the patnarchal social system m Hong Kong. The 
requirement of women ,s being submissive to male is prescribed m the four books of 
Conflicius and his disciples. As cited m Koo (1985), women yield obedience to the 
instructions ofman, and help to carry out hisprinciples. Whenyoung, she must obey her 
father and elder brother; when mamed, she must obey her husband; when her husband 
is dead, she must obey her son. Women ,s business is simply the preparation and 
supplying ofdrink and food. This is the three obedience for women. In other words, 
women cannot have their own voice. They have no independent identities and the only 
area in control in the family is food provision. 
Besides，in traditional Chinese view, women ,s significance is defmed mamly by 
their role in reproduction, especiaHy for producing male descendants. It is oaly until a 
wife produces a male heir that she can gam some status within her husband 's family’ 
Once she gets a son, she has a weapon to fight back. It is her interest to bind her son 
emotionally to her as close as possible to afford her some protection in the environment 
which she will always remain an alien. Therefore, it is not surprising to fmd centunes of 
mothers and daughters-in-law lock m battles for the son-husband ’ s affections and 
loyalties. (Pearson, 1990) Mothers are found emotionally attached to their sons but 
distanced from their husbands. 
The implementation of nine-year free and compdsory education in Hong Kong 
since 1978 provides a chance for women to receive education. As education is an 
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important means of attaining social placement and improving marketability, it should 
provide chance for their upward social mobility in the workforce. Statistic also shows 
that there is an increase in percentage of female students at various education levels from 
1961 to 1990. (Choi. 1995) However, the inequality between male and female persists. 
The fundamental structures of gender division and hierarchy remain the same despite of 
having a number ofhigh-rankmg, successM, and highly visible women in both politics 
and commercial world in Hong Kong. (Choi, 1995) 
Research conducted by Salaff (1981) suggests that in the low-income families, it 
will be the daughters who quit schooling after completing the compulsory education to 
supplement the family ,s income and enable their brothers to continue with their studies 
despite of their better academic performance. It is govemed by the traditional belief that 
women are not considered a good investment because their skills or knowledge 
ultimately benefit their husband ,s family rather than their 0種.Therefore, the chance for 
education should be reserved to the sons m the famiiy. Besides, the elder daughters are 
supposed to shoulder the responsMity of looking after younger siblings and assist the 
mother to discharge the household chores even since very young age. Although the 
working daughters contribute three-quarters of their income to their families, their gain 
m status within the family is by no means commensxu-ate with Aeir contribution. This 
phenomenon might be true for the older generation with more children but limited 
financial resources. 
On the other hand, Choi (1995) reveals that gender segregation can be found in 
the education system. Although the statistic indicates that there is gradual increase in 
percentage of female students in Universities, that is 42.3% in 1990，the field of study 
remains sex-typed For example, the engineering, has always been and still is, a male-
dominated field while education and arts are female-dominated 
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Choi (1995) puts forward that this gender segregation in fields of study does not 
start at post-secondary levels but at a much earlier stage. M fact，it is a common practice 
in local schools to stream students into arts or sciences after completing F.3. Most ofthe 
teachers encourage the boys to enter the science stream, whilst discouraging the girls, 
except for those with exceptionally good results. As a result, the secondary-school 
graduates from the science stream, who are predominantly male, have more options open 
to them when applying for admission into colleges and universities. Apart from this 
instrumental advantage, pure and applied science generally enjoys much higher prestige 
than arts subjects in Hong Kong do. Besides, this affects the choice offield to study after 
admission to universities and later choice ofcareer. 
However, this gender segregation of school subjects is also the result of 
differential teacher and parental expectations for boys and girls. The content oftextbooks 
and classroom teaching is another explanation. They consistently construct a masculine 
image for science subjects，and a feminine image for the arts. Those related to military or 
team sports are used in science lessons and textbooks. While literature and the 
humanities are depicted as being more concerned with human relationships and 
emotions, an area deems more appropriate for the female sex. (Delamont, 1990) 
Therefore, Choi (1995) argues that equal access to education does not mean equal 
education opportunities. It is the genderization among the choice of fields ofstudies and 
latter career choices that blurred the equal education opportunities in Hong Kong. 
In addition, the social norm still held that the husband should have greater 
achievement than his wife and therefore, it is hard for an outstanding woman to get 
married For this reason, women hesitate to be ambitious. They do not want to be single 
because single women in Hong Kong face tremendous amount of social pressure. In our 
society, there is a strong common belief that women should get married by a certain age. 
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Some old single women become depressed, feeling like outcasts when left behind by 
their married fhends and they become less confident in themselves. Thus, to many 
women, to fmd a husband is more important than to be promoted in their companies. The 
increase in education level and position in the companies will decrease her chance for 
getting married. It becomes an opposing force for women to move onward to the path 
which is formerly all-male temtory. Therefore, women ajre still bound by the patriarchal 
value despite ofhaving increased chance for education. 
Although there are statistics to illustrate the women ,s increased participation in 
the Labour force from 1960 to 1990, they are still not reHeved from the domestic duties, 
including carmg for children, husband and other family members. (Pearson & Leung， 
1995) It is accepted that a wife to keep her career as long as she continues to maintain 
‘ her domestic responsibilities. At present, neither the institutions of work nor the male 
partners wish to make changes to accommodate these dual demands. For the husband， 
however much they are exploited at work’ can look forward to coming home as a 
cessation ofwork. Yet, for the wife, coming home is exchanging one kind ofwork for 
another, e.g., cooking, cleaning, washing and supervising the children of doing 
homework. Therefore, women need to take up two full-time jobs if they enter the 
workforce after marriage. (Pearson & Leung, 1995; Chan & Li, 1996) 
While surveying the age-specific labour force participation rates in 1971 and 
1981, Wong (1995) notes that the female participation rates dropped substantially after 
women reached the age of 25. According to the Hong Kong 1981 Population Census In 
1971, the female participation rate for the age bracket 20 to 24 was 69.5% and it dropped 
to below 40% after the age of 25‘ In 1981，the corresponding drop was from 79.7% to 
below 57%. There might be a large number of women retreat from the labour market 
after marriage or the birth oftheir first child while men are unencumbered in this respect. 
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Most of the female clients in the low-income families in Social Welfare 
Department I encountered reveal that it was their husbands who prefer them staying 
home to take care oftheir children instead of considering day creches or hiring domestic 
workers because they can eam little. For the financial reason, the women can accept to 
retreat to the domestic sphere. 
However, some ofthem disclose that their husbands preferred them to quit their 
jobs after getting mamed because ofhaving control to them. They prefer the wives to be 
financially dependent so that they wiU be compliant to them. If they are financially 
independent, they are womed that their power will be much hampered. This can reflect 
that the patriarchal continues to prevail in Hong Kong. 
On the other hand, despite ofthe availability of Filipino domestic helpers to free 
the middle-class women with higher education level for the developing thek career after 
giving birth to a baby, it cannot change the traditional structure of the family. The 
women are still held accountable for rendering supervision and giving assignments to the 
domestic worker. She is also responsible for enswmg every household duty being done 
satisfactorily and everything running smooth although they are done by the domestic 
worker. If a child is sick, the mother is supposed to take leave to bring him to attend 
medical treatment and render special care to him. Therefore, the boss sees women as 
unreliable due to their duty of the mother and the wife. 
Those women, who are in high position, experience much pressure from her male 
colleagues. In Cashmore ,s study (1989), the respondents disclose that most men do not 
want a woman boss. A man has expectations of a woman, and if she does not measme up 
to them, then life is going to be very tough. On the one hand, she has to prove herself 
worthy ofthe position ofauthority. On the other hand, it is also necessary for her to live 
up to men ,s expectations that women are soft, gentle, and vuhierable. To resolve this 
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dilemma, many chose to rely on feminine charm. For those single women in high 
position, it can be expected to face double press^e to stand themselves among the male 
colleagues as they will be looked down upon by them. Yet, ironically, the women also 
play a part in preserving the patriarchal tradition. Most ofthe respondents in Cashmore，s 
research express their preference of appointing men rather than women to positions of 
power and heavy responsibility. Then major consideration is that one day the women 
might get mamed and their ambitions will change to havmg children. 
Another research conducted by Lai (1982) also suggests that there are sex role 
stereotyping and negative attitudes towards women bemg brought into the workplace and 
shared not only by men but also by women. 49% of the respondents said that they 
preferred a male supervisor agamst only 9.5% preferred a female. The reason was that 
men were considered to be more decisive, more capable ofworking under pressure, less 
emotional, less petty, easier to get along with and easier to communicate with. On the 
other hand, women are considered to be temperamental, nanow-mmded and lackmg in 
potential. 
It has never been a problem for a man to be powerM, assertive, dominant and 
rational. However, ifawoman demonstrates the above features, she wiH be stereotyped 
as unfemimne, aggressive and even bad If she is a smgle woman, she wiH be 
commented as wicked with personality problems and thus there is nobody wiHmg to get 
marry with her. This gender stereotype further hampered the liberation of women m 
Hong Kong. 
With the prevalence of patriarchy in Hong Kong, women at work, including those 
at the top, encounter prejudices and discnminatory treatment that hamper their career 
development. (Leung, 1995) Besides, the areas in which women have enjoyed most 
success are those in which their roles v/ithin the home are replicated within the 
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workplace such as the helping professions, clerical work and the service industries. 
(Pearson and Leung, 1995) 
So far, it is still unknown how far this prescribed female role in Hong Kong 
might contributeto the understanding ofthe meaning construction of self-starvation. Is it 
one of the counteracting forces during the process of identity formation for the 
adolescent girls in Hong Kong? 
2.3.3 ttelated research in Hong Kong 
There is an earlier notion that AN is restricted to westem countnes only. 
However, among the Asian societies，such as in Hong Kong, China, Taiwan，Malaysia, 
Mdia and Singapore, there aie growing number ofreports of AN have mdeed appeared m 
the past decade. In Japan, being a highly mdustrialized Asian society, eating disorders do 
not only appear in large numbers, but also conform to typical Westem styles, such as the 
multi-impulsive forms ofbulimic disorder. (Lee, 1996) 
In Hong Kong, there aie relatively few AN cases in 1989. Lee (1989) discloses 
that there are less than ten cases treated in the past five years in the psychiatnc rniit of 
Pnnce of Wales hospital serving a current population of 500,000 m 1989. However, m 
1991, Lee was able to gather 16 Chinese AN patients for companng the clmical profiles 
ofthose patients with those m Westem countnes. Li 1993, Lee was even able to gather 
up to 70 Chinese AN patients for another comparative study on fat phobic and non-fat 
phobic AN. Although there is no formal statistics to provide infonnation of the total 
number of AN patients recorded, it might be speculated that the numbers of AN patients 
had been increased when companng with the figure m 1989. Together with the reported 
cases in other Asian countries, it might be deduced that anorexia nervosa might be a 
cross-cultural phenomenon that transcends cultural boundaries which contraiy to 
previous notion of only restricting to westem countries. 
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1 In Lee ,s two comparative studies in 1991 and 1993, he tries to compare the 
clinical profiles of Chinese patients with those in Westem countries as well as the fat 
phobic AN and non-fat phobic AN in Hong Kong. As a result, it is found that female 
gender, adolescence, young adulthood and singlehood are also characteristics of AN 
patients in Hong Kong which is similar to those in Westem countries. On the other hand, 
they use restriction ofdiet as the sole means ofweight reduction. They will avoid taMng 
fat，meat and carbohydrate but prefer to eat vegetables and fruits. Self-induced vomiting 
and use oflaxative is raref^ 
All ofthem have secondary amenorrhea concurrent with or subsequent to dieting 
and weight loss. Most ofthem have complaints of abdommal discomfort that occurred 
after eating even a slight amount of food and therefore have difficulty to continue to eat. 
Besides, gastric bloating or loss of appetite is also the common reason ofnot able to eat. 
It might be the most powerful reason for those Chinese AN patients to put in front ofthe 
helping professionals and to parents that they cannot eat more despite of the 
behavioral modification program rendered throughout the hospitalization. IfAN patients 
insist not to eat due to abdominal discomfort or stomachache, their parents or 
professionals can do nothing but give up unless they are m critical situation. 
y Lee (1991) also put in his study that those Chinese AN girls ’ personality features 
demonstrated as introverts with few friends. Social withdrawal was detected. They had 
no pre-morbid obesity and the mean original weight (44.5kg) was actually less than the 
ideal body weight (46.6 kg). There was no complaint of intense fear ofobesity in those 
16 patients. (Lee, 1991) Besides，there are 58.6% ofthose 70 patients did not exhibit any 
fear of fatness throughout the course of iihiess. (Lee, 1993) Lee (1991) also highlights 
that this is the significant difference between the Chmese AN and those Westem AN. ! 
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_ Lee, Chiu & Chen (1989) accounts that the lack of intense fear of obesity is due 
to our culture bore litfle stigmatization ofthe obese. The popular Chinese beliefs are that 
being able to eat is to have luck gaining weight means goodfortune m&fat people have 
more luck. Some Chinese even value obesity as a symbol of success and economic 
security. (Powers, 1980) Therefore, the desirability and pursuit of slimness, which in the 
West has been equated with self-control, elegance, social attractiveness, and youth (Dally 
and Gomez, 1980), are less intense in Hong Kong. 
*^ "^ -^z' 
Not only for the Chinese ANs does not exhibit intense fear of obesity, the Mian 
AN also is not associated with any body image distortion and fear of obesity. 
(Khandelwal and Saxena, 1990). Yet, amenorrheic and rigidly maintaining low body 
weight is the two clinical presentations that are similar to those Western ANs. 
(Khandelwal and Saxena，1990) As the clinical presentation cannot meet the requirement 
of DSM-III-R, it can only be classified in the residual category of eating disorder 
otherwise specified. It arouses the concem whether AN is a cultural-bound syndrome. 
This is a hot issue that has been raised by Lee in most ofhis journals from 1989 to 1997. f 
4 On the other hand, Lee, Leung, Wing, Chiu, and Chen (1991) raises that acne can 
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be a risk factor for AN in Chinese. ^ their journal, they put forward two patients who 
start their diet with the development of excessive facial acne. Both of them took the 
adYice from their mother to avoid food with hot energy, e.g. meat，fat，chocolates, but 
tum to vegetarian diet that is said to be cooling foods m Chinese. As a result，they had 
weight loss and significant improvement of their acne. Yet, they continued their 
restrictive diet on vegetarian food even after the recovery of acne which resulted in 
continual weight loss and anienorrheic. Ifthe fear of obesity is due to the concem of 
body image that is an important determinant of a person , s self-concept and social 
behavior, the feai of acne can be served as the same determinant of one ,s self-concept 
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and thus the social behavior. Due to hormonal change in puberty, acne appears and can 
be worsen by stress. It may also lead to secondary emotional responses such as 
inferiority, anxiety, anger, depression, guilt and even the precipitation of schizophrenia. 
Serious acne problem may also cause self-imposed social isolation. With the seemingly 
effective measures to cure acne with the rigid control of diets, it may enable the acne 
patients with negative self-image to salvage a needed kind of self-control and power. 
This draw parallel explanation ofthe fear ofobesity and fear of acne, which is the 
concem ofbody image or person，s self-concept, as one of the nsk factors for AN cross-
culturally. In fact, it is believed that this heightened sensitivity to body image and social 
disapproval is related to the identity formation process that goes through in adolescence 
although there might be different self-concept in Chmese and western countnes. Moore 
(1967)，Liang (1974), Solomon (1971), and Hsu (1972) has argued similarly that Chinese 
mdividual is never conceived as an isolated, separated entity but rather, by Conflician 
definition, a social or mteractive being. Chinese individual see themselves as dependent 
upon others and others as dependent upon them. This interdependence or mutually 
dependency is the most basic psychological foundation that expands from the pnmaiy 
family, to clan groups, then to the wider relationship networks. However，for the 
counterparts in the westem countnes, the ultimate goal for identity formation was to 
separate from the family and consolidate a umque, individual identity. (Humphrey, 1992) 
Lee (1991) also suggests that vomitmg and purgmg are inconspicuous in Chinese 
ANs. This might be because the Chinese way ofupbringing in which young children are 
taught not to waste food remaining in the bowl because every single grain of rice is 
grown through a great deal of hard work. This may help to discourage vomiting and 
purging. Besides, it is not necessary for a Chinese AN to hide secretly for binge because 
there is greater acceptance ofovereating in Chmese family, where childi^n are brought 
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up to show filial love by eating more in front of their parents. In the opposite, non-eating 
may be regarded as perplexing and even anti-social and thus one need to exert extreme 
self-control in Chinese society. The confucian paradigms of social restraint, propnety 
and moderation are more conducive to the development of food restrictors among 
Chinese. 
Taking into account ofthe Confucian paradigm, the traditional family emphasizes 
much on family cohesion. Lee (1996) puts forward that this emphasis on family cohesion 
can reduce depression, body dissatisfaction, and disordered eating but it may create an 
overprotective environment in which some Chinese adolescents，even in the absence of 
depression, may fmd the striving of autonomy particularly difficult. Given the 
importance attached to proper eating and the parental affection that food provision 
symbolizes, food refusal may represent their nonconfrontational means of expressing 
hostility towards parents on one hand, and a struggle for adult identity on the other. From 
Lee，s clinical studies of eating disorders in Hong Kong, it revealed that there were high 
levels of cohesion and conflict as well as difficulties over individuation which coexist in 
the same family. (Lee, 1991) 
As far as this nonconfrontational means of expressing hostility towards her 
parents is concerned, AN girls use not-eating as a means to differentiate themselves from 
the family. This can also draw similar accounts as in the westem countries that AN is 
related to the concern of identity or differentiation of self. Again, due to the cultural 
difference, the issue of identity or differentiation of self might be different in Hong Kong 
context. 
When recognizing the individual or adolescent girl，s effort to assert personal 
control for attaining the developmental growth, she is at the same time being 
counteracting by the familial or societal forces that promotes powerlessness. This 
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counteracting force of being powerlessness might exert double pressure to females as 
Lawrence (1979) has put forward that anorexia is strategy of control that operates m two 
levels. Firstly, on physical level, she wants to gain and maintain the complete control the 
size and shape oftheir body through eating and non-eating according to her own wish. 
Secondly, at moral level, she wants to gain and maintain control over her needs and 
desires through the strategies of self-denial. It might shed some light on why the number 
of anorexic girls highly outnumbers anorexic boys. In Hong Kong, statistics show that 
there is hardly any report on anorexic boy or man. Therefore, gender issue cannot be 
overlooked when looking into the meaning construction of self-starvation ofAN patients 
in Hong Kong. 
Reconsidering the issue ofcultural boundness of AN, Steiger (1993) argues that 
an overreliance on weight preoccupation as a etiologic vanable in anorexia nervosa risks 
being unduly ethnocentric and misses the universal power of food refusal as an attempt 
to free oneseH" from the control of others. For the power struggle for personal autonomy, 
this disorder may also be linked more to power imbaknce than gender. 
Katzman & Lee (1997) suggest that iifat yhobia can be substituted as no control 
phobia. the case presentations, studies, and treatment should be reorganized. They also 
argue that if the fat-obsessed model is being used in making diagnoses or rendering 
treatment, the professionals will be blinded by the choice of questions asked and thus 
limit the answers to be obtained. It would also provide a false sense of knowledge as to 
the motivation for women ’ s war with their bodies. If the power issue is being 
considered, it helps professionals to concem of empowering the patient to be the 
authority of her own care, to develop a vocabulary for enhancing the message conveyed 
in bodily terms, and to construct a narrative that captures her struggles and focuses 
recovery. It paraUels principles of feminist care and the experience of cross>cultural 
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psychiatrists. M some extent, an insensitivity to power issues of the provider and the 
recipient ofcaie may account for the treatment resistance noted in professional medical 
settings in the United States as weU as in Hong Kong. (Lee, 1995) 
Addressing the limitation ofthe definition ofthe DSM-IV diagnosis，Lee (1995) 
recommends the following five criteria for the culture-flexible diagnosis ofAN: 
i) weight loss of 15% or more of weight expected for height; 
ii) the weight loss or maintenance of a low body weight is caused by a reduction of 
food intake，which may or may not be accompanied by: 
a) excessive exercise 
b) self-induced vomiting; 
c) self-induced purging; or 
d) use of appetite suppressants and / or diuretics 
iii) m response to other，s attempts to make her or Mm increase food intake, the 
patient uses complaints such as abdominal bloating or pam, loss of appetite, no 
hunger, distaste for food, fear of fatness, and/ or don ,t know to resist such 
attempts. 
iv) Amenorrhea in female or loss of libido m male; secondary physical symptoms 
such as hypothermia, bradycardia, hypotension, constipation and lanugo, may be 
present; 
V) No other biomedically defined disorder is found to account for the weight loss. 
To conclude, Lee is the most famous scholar who devoted much effort in drawing 
the cultural difference into consideration ofthe manifestation of AN in Hong Kong. He 
helps to redefine the diagnosis of AN by incorporating the cultural consideration. It 
sheds light on making diagnosis and rendering treatment for those AN patients. 
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2.3.4 Summary of Part III 
Hong Kong families, composing Chinese in majority, are guided by the 
Confucian philosophy in the traditional Chinese culture. The family qualities of 
harmony, cohesiveness, closeness, loyalty, pieties towards parents and seniors are being 
upheld while individuality is not encouraged during the upbringing. Children are taught 
to respect the ordering ofthe hierarchical dualities, such as，father-son, younger brother-
older brother, wife-husband and so forth. Filial piety and compliance is highly 
encouraged between the parent-child relationship. Due to internal hierarchical structure 
ofrights and obligations in Hong Kong families, intrusion upon subordinates，privacy is 
still considered legitimate and justifiable, kidividual , s behavior is representing the 
collective quaHties ofthe family. On the other hand, they are also encouraged to control 
their emotions. Therefore, the verbal expression in Chinese language is still 
predominantly somatic oriented. It might suggest that an individual in Hong Kong face 
counteracting forces when individuating or differentiating oneself from the family during 
the adolescence stage. 
On the other hand, the women ,s subordinate position in Chinese family and 
society can be referred to the three obedience for women in traditional Chinese culture. 
The implementation of nine-year free and compulsory education in Hong Kong since 
1978 did provide a chance for women to receive education for attaining social placement 
and improving marketability. As a result, it provides chance for their upward social 
mobility in the workforce. However，the inequality between male and female persists. 
The fundamental structures of gender division and hierarchy remain the same. The 
female qualities of submissiveness, self-sacrifice and relational self aie stiU'being 
maintained. It might be another counteracting force for the process of differentiation of 
self. 
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However, it is still not known how the above-mentioned counteracting forces 
ansing from the traditional Chinese famity structure and women ,s subordinate position 
in the family and society interacting with the individual in Hong Kong AN families. So 
far, the research available concem about the comparison of the clinical presentations of 
the AN patients m Hong Kong and westem countnes. Lee (1991) had also adopted the 
Chinese culture in understanding the difference between the AN patients m Hong Kong 
and westem countnes. It contributes in redefmmg the diagnosis of AN by mcorporatmg 
the cultural consideration and rendenng treatment for those AN patients. 
However, there is no research conducted concerning the subjective aspect of the 
AN patients and their family members so far. It is still not known how the above-
n,entioned counteracting forces ansmg from the traditional Chiaese family structure and 
women ,s subordinate position in the famiiy and society mteractmg with the mdwidual m 
Hong Kong AN families. Therefore, we know little about how they expenence and 
perceive the meanmg of AN behaviors at mdividual and family level m their own voice. 
This missing gap might contnbute a lot m understanding the manifestation of self-




11 Theoretical framewnrk as summari7i>H from the literature review 
Based on the literature review, there are both contnbutions but also limitations in 
understanding AN solely from biomedical, psychological or sociocultural perspectives. 
However, I speculate whether they can be mtegrated together for forming a theoretical 
framework for understanding AN. 
First ofall Erikson (1968) has put forward that identity formation is the crucial 
developmental task m adolescence. ^ addition, both the psychological and sociocultural 
perspectives put up consistent account on the AN patients , having difficulties m 
individuating or differentiating from the family for the formation of self-identity 
although they put up different postulations on why AN patients cannot meet this 
developmental challenge. 
For Bruch (1978 & 1988), the difficulties anse from the symhiotic mother-
—hter relaUonshm. Due to the poor differentiation between the mother and daughter 
since mfancy, the daughter might try to comply with what she believes are her mother ,s 
needs. Gradually, her biological and psychological needs remam blurred and therefore, 
she has the difficulties m handling the developmental tasks of differentiating from the 
family and developing their self-identity when there is the emergence of psychological 
needs of attammg self-identity dunng their adolescence. Bruch (1988) opmes that AN is 
an Illness of self-respect, of how one rates oneself m relation to others and self-
competence. When the rumination about upsets and nervous relation to food and weight 
are penetrated through, the underlying personal issues，mcluding the sense of inner 
emptiness, uncertainty, helplessness, lack of seif-trust and self-confidence 碰 be 
surfaced. Obviously, it is a self-identity issue. 
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On the other hand, for Minuchins (1978), it is due to the g s y d m m a t l c ^ 
structure, specifically due to the t—ionj£MJ^mM^LJnzhm^^ILM^^rmi~, 
mnrital relationship’ that the AN patients value loyalty to their parents more than thek 
own autonomy and self-realization. In this way, they face extra difficulties m developing 
thek self-identities. Similarly, Palazzoli (1986) also explams that the AN patients, due to 
the problem of 广 八 』 , , 應 nnd interaction pattern ofthe p_armaLmmk, that the AN 
patients are hindered to divert her energy and available means to build up a life of her 
0 狐 Developmental arrest is, therefore, resxdted. Agam, it is also related to the issue of 
differentiation ofselfand attaining self-identity. 
Besides, Bowen (1985) adds that when the tension between the wife and husband 
is high, they will devote their energy to their child so as to avoid the fights between 
them. As a result, a _ d m i c j j m g ^ — be formed. Usually, it is the mother who 
anxiously attaches to the most sensitive child who wiH eventually develop symptoms of 
psychological impairment, necessitating forther parental concem and solidifying the 
family pattem. This is the family projection process by which the parents transmit their 
mnnatunty and lack of differentiation to their children. Again, it further elaborates that 
bemg tnangulated m the parents ,mantal relationship wiH hinder one ,s differentiation of 
selffromthefamily. 
Therefore, the differpMiation or indmduation of self might be a common 
challenge for the AN patients and they might，for some common or different reasons, fail 
to address this need and their psychological growth is stunted. 
Secondly, although different perspectives put up different postuktions to account 
for why they Ml to meet the developmental crisis of identity formation, there is one 
thmg in common is that the environmental context, should it be the familial or 
sociocultural, has been examined by different perspectives. As in Enkson，s 
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Psychosocial Development Theory (1986)，the mutuaUty of the developing individual 
and his social context is an important foundation which shed lights on the relationship 
between individuals and its environment. Yet, by examining the environmental context, 
we might have more understanding about the inner conflict of the AN patients that they 
detour to self-starvation to avoid it. 
For MacSween (1993) and some other feminists, they address that the inner 
conflict of the AN patients lies on the flmdamental conflicts between femininity and 
individualism. Femininity is being defined by the qualities of compliance, passivity, 
unselfishness, relational selfmd suhmissiveness due to sexual division of labor in the 
patriarchal society. Women are confmed to the domestic or private sphere ofthe family 
and thus no capital can be generated for them. As a result of which, male-dommated and 
patriarchal social system is being maintained due to the relatively lack of resources for 
women. Besides, the crux of the matter is that these feminine qualities counteract the 
emergence of selfby rejecting their individual needs during the adolescence stage. 
For Minuchin (1978) and other family systems theorists, the family 
characteristics of cohesiveness. l_gyq^. closeness, n^idity in family interaction pattern, 
trian2ulation or nnaUtion with parents also hinder the development of self for the AN 
patients because they uphold the family interest at the expense of their personal interest. 
As from the western account for AN, it might be concluded that the personal 
qualities of compliance, submissiveness, relational self, unselfishness and passivity, as 
well as the family characteristics of cohesiveness, loyalty, closeness, rigidity in family 
interaction pattern, triangulation or coaHtion with parents might be the coimteracting 
forces forthe emergence ofpsychological needs ofdeveloping self-identity. It might aiso 
suggest that these counteracting forces might have greater intensity for the AN patients 
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and they might also have no resolution for this inner conflict As a result of which, they 
might detoxjr to self-starvation. 
Thirdly, by detouring to self-starvation, there might have some meanings or 
functions served in the family and individual levels. For Mmuchin (1978) and Palazzoli 
(1986), the symptoms ofself-starvation help to sidestep the parents ,marital conflict and 
bring them together in handling the AN patient，s eating problem. Besides, self-
starvation provides her one area of control thus attaining a sense of autonomy in the area 
offood-intake. Similarly, for Bruch (1978 and 1988), AN patients, having no control in 
most of the aspects of life due to the lack of differentiation of self from the mother-
daughter relationship, will tum to master thek bodies through the restnction of food-
intake and doing excessive physical exercises. 
On the other hand, for the femimsts ^perspectives, self-starvation helps to step 
outside the fundamental conflict between the femmimty and individualism by denying 
their female bodily development. 
In sum, the westem account on AN, though under different theoretical 
postulations, might be understood under the framework of the need for formation of self-
identity during adolescence but being counteracted by some opposing forces. These 
opposing forces might be bored by mdividual，s inner quality bemg nurtured by the 
environmental context, either familial or societaL For example, there might be the inner 
prescribed female qualities of compliance, submissiveness and relational/unseparated 
self that denied the formation of self. Or the family characteristics of cohesiveness, 
loyalty, closeness, rigidity in family interaction pattern, tnangulation/ coaMon with 
parents that hinder the development of self. Inner conflict was experienced. It might be 
due to the lack of proper resolution or alternatives available, the AN patients might 
detour to self-starvation as a result. In addition, tMs self-starvation process might serve 
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the function ofdiluting the families 'transgenerational conflict or mantal conflict in the 
family level. On the other hand, it might also help the mdividual to attain autonomy m 
the bodily function through the restriction of food intake and side down the intensity of 
inner conflict. The above framework is summarized in Figure 1. 
Figure 1: Summary oftheframeworkfrom westem literature 
Formationofself-identityl~~• Inner conflict < Female qualities ofcompHance, passivity 
!•ormationoi sgn-xuc u>j unselfishness, imseparated/relational self & 
\ ^ ^ ： ： ^ ： ^ ： ^ = ^ 
\ Family characteristics of cohesiveness, 
\ loyalty, closeness, ri^dity in famity 
interaction pattem, triangulationycoalition 
with parents. 
Y 
No resolution “ “ ~~~ 
丄 Functions: 
• Family level: Sidestep the transgenerational 
Setf-starvation - " • conflict. 
— tidividual level: Attain autonomy m the 
bodily function through 
the restriction of food-intake 
& sLze down the intensity of 
L inn^r f;nnflict. 
According to the Sociologist Ian Robertson, family is defined as a relatively 
permanent group ofpeople related by ancestry, mamage or adoption, who live together, 
form an economic umt, and take care oftheir young. (MaGill, Delgado and Sica, 1995) 
From the toictionists ,perspective, family is the most stable organization to perform the 
Actions ofregulatmg the seximl behaviors; perpetuating ofthe society by replacing its 
members; offering the process of socialization, nurturmg and prepanng members to be 
productive members in the society; providmg emotional, psychological and physical 
needs; inheriting their race, ethmc identity and social class from their families; as well as 
serving as the economic system. (MaGill，Delgado and Sica, 1995) 
As such, individual member is being nurtured in a family and the family itself 
caiTies the values and beliefs in the society. Therefore, the societal or cultural values play 
a part in constructing the family and thus the individuals. It is through the family that the 
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values of society are mediated or filtered. (Silverstem and PerUck，1995) In other words, 
family serves to gate-keep the societal values. 
As from the feminists ^perspective, the patriarchal society defmes feminimty by 
the qualities of self-sacrrfrce. sj^kmMin^ and having no individual self but a 
r _ d ^ m ^ * 彻 families, being a vehicle for socializing this societal definition 
of femimmty,help perpetuate these female qualities to the daughters by social learmng 
process m the roles, toctions and division of labor between the fathers and mothers m 
the families. However, it is believed that different family compositions and structures 
possess different mtensity ofthese female qualities. On the other hand, the dichotomous 
— o f labor between the public sphere and domestic sphere between men and 
women under the patnarchal construction also contnbute to the formation of family 
structure and role prescription. Therefore, there is mterplay among the societal, famiUal 
and the individual selfas illustrated in Figure 2. 
figure 2:Interplay among individualJanrily and society 
y"^^^^^^^^^ “""^^^"^^^^^i Societal construction of 
y ^ ^^_^~~ y ^ s ^ feminimty: Self-sacrifice, 
Z ^ ^ ^ j、 ^^\^^/^^ \ submissiveness, unseparated;' 
Z y ^ ^ ^ \ relational self, passivity. 
/ "^ ^^ X"^ "^ X "^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ "^ \^\^ \ (-） 
I 1^ Dichotomous division of 
^ ^ Labor between the pubUc & 
\ / domestic sphere between men & 
\ \ \ j / / women under the patriarchal 
\ \ \ ^ N ^ / / / construction contribute to the 
\ \ \^^ ^ s ^ ^ ^ j / foramtionoffamilystructure 
\ \ ^^ """^ -^>>>____<><- "^^ ^^ ^^ s^  / / androledescription 
V ^ ^ X J ； ^ / ^ " ^ ^ («) 
\v^^^^ ^ y ^ hidividual psychological need of 
^ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ ^^^^..^^--^ self-identity 
_ 
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However, the above framework is only theoretical postulations derived from the 
westem literature review. I speculate whether this framework, if added with the umque 
features of Chinese culture, can be adopted in understanding self-starvation in Hong 
Kong. 
FoUowing the above framework in understanding self-starvation, I have four 
questions m mind. £ ^ ， . d o e s the Hong Kong Chinese AN patients have any difficulty 
m differentiating herself from the family? Secondly, does self-starvation serve the family 
function of distracting the mantal discords/transgenerational conflict and drawing the 
couple together while handling the daughter ,s AN behaviors? m d k , does it also serve 
as a legitimate means for the AN patients to resist the mother s care and control? 
Fourthly, is self-starvation a shelter for the gkl to avoid the conflict between the inner 
urge for the development of self and the prescnbed feminme qualities of self-sacnfice 
and submissiveness as it has been highly valued in traditional Chinese culture for 
women? 
^1 nefinitioa of terms 
3.2.1 AnnrexiaNervosa will be defined according to Lee ,s (1995) diagnostic cntena as 
stated below: 
i) weight loss of 15% or more of weight expected for height; 
ii) weight loss or maintenance of a low body weight is caused by a reduction of 
food intake, which may or may not be accompanied by : 
a) excessive exercise; 
b) self-induced vomiting; 
c) self-induced purging; or 
d) use of appetite suppressants and/ or diuretics. 
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iii) in response to other ,s attempts to make her or him increase food mtake, the 
patient uses complaints such as abodominal bloating or pain, loss of appetite, 
no himger, distaste for food, fear of fatness，and/ or don，t know to resist such 
attempts. 
IV) Amenorrhea in female or loss of libido in male; secondary physical symptoms 
such as hypothermia, bradycardia, hypotension, constipation and lanugo, may be 
present. 
V) No other biomedically defined disorder is found to account for the weight loss. 
3.2.2 Fami/v, according to the Sociologist Ian Robertson, is defmed as a relatively 
permanent group ofpeople related by ancestry, mamage, or adoption, who Uve 
together, form an economic unit, and take care of their young. Yet, it has been 
challenged by some sociologists who argue that family members are not always 
bound by legal mamage or adoption. For a more flexible and contemporary 
definition, Lamanna and Riedmann (1991), who are also sociologists, defmes a 
family as any sexually expressive or parent-child relationship m which people— 
usually related by ancestry, mamage, or adoption, that is (1) Uve together with 
commitment; (2) form an economic unit and care for any young; and (3) fmd 
their Identity as importantly attached to the group. (MaGill, Delgado and Sica, 
1995) 
From the toictionaHsts ,perspective, family is the most stable organization to 
perform the flmctions of regulating the sexual behaviors; perpetuating of the 
society by replacing its members; offering the process of socialization, nurturing 
and preparing members to be productive members in the society; providing 
emotional, psychological and physical need; inheriting their race, ethnic identity 
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and social class from their families; as well as serving as the economic system. 
These are important fmctions that affect the life course of each individual. 
However, from conflict theonsts -perspective, there are constant struggle within 
the family involving the imequal power between men and women, the changing 
gender roles，economic matters, and different interests, values, and goals. Due to 
the mtemal power struggle, family becomes a source of frustration that might 
lead to child abuse or spouse abuse. (MaGill, Delgado and Sica, 1995) 
3.2.3 Fnmilv interaction is the process that takes place when family members act m 
relation to one another in a family context. It is a dynamic sequence ofexchanges 
of several messages and can also be descnbed the way m which the members of a 
family are connected, how they communicate with one another and each play 
their roles. (Miermont & Jenkms, 1995; Johnson, 1995) 
From mteractiomsts ,perspective, action is an mtentional behavior based on an 
idea of how other people will interpret and respond to that behavior. In social 
mteraction, one perceives other people and social situations and from this 
constructs ideas ofwhat is expected, ofwhat values, beHefs, and attitudes apply. 
On this basis, one chooses to act m ways that will have the meanings one mtend 
them to have. M return, one bases their subjective interpretation of their 
behaviors in order to mderstand others ,behaviors. In this way，people can 
interact. (Johnson, 1995) 
3.2.4 Fantilv rules refer to a certain number of rules which control family life. Family 
relations aie governed by various hidden and generally unconscious rules which 
defme the rights and duties of each person and ensure the maintenance of the 
homeostasis ofthe family system. (Miermont and Jenkins，1995) 
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3.2.5 Fanulv mvths is proposed by Ferreira (1960) to describe defensive attitudes of 
thought on the part ofthe family group providing mtemal cohesion and external 
protection. It performs the role of being a family organizer which fulfil a 
homeostatic function especially when the family m question expenencing 
suffenng, difficulty or crisis and is threatening to transform itself or is in danger 
ofbecommg dislocated or even ofdisappeanng. It relates to a series ofbeliefs 
created and shared by all members of a family group. It is the meamng that the 
family seeks to give to each person s actions, thoughts and emotions, though that 
meamng may be in contradiction with these actions, thoughts and emotions. 
qvliermont and Jenkins, 1995) 
3.2.6 ^n^nyn^fh.asaau^stf0rrneanin2: Anthropologists, lO e^ Levi-Strauss (1973) 
or Leach (1972), accept that the myth is a narrative about ongins, transmitted in 
such a way as to convey a set of directives as to how one is to make best use of 
the reality of things around one and give an everyday meamng to the group ,s 
social customs. Family myths ensure the stability of the group ,s cohesion, by 
givmg rationalized explanations for the behaviours of mdividuals within the 
fannly，while concealing their motivations and the irratioml aspects which dkect 
such behaviour. (Miermont and Jenkins, 1995) 
3.2.7 Meanin2 is determined by the mterpretive framework that is acquired through the 
process of socialization within the family. Culture consists of a system of 
categones mto which objects and experiences can be placed. The categones are 
linked in a system of meamngM relationships, so that the individual gains a 
feeling of understanding the object that has been classified. Values are attached 
into different behaviors. Besides, meaning might refer to the motive behind the 
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action and the sentiments such as pity, sympathy, resentment, jealousy，shame， 
etc. as well as the symbols. (Turner，1970) 
3.2.8 Pow^ a system property, is the ability, both potential or actual, of an individual 
to change the behavior ofother members in the social system. When A exercises 
power over B when A effects B in a manner contrary to B，s interests. Power is 
not an individual action of human being exerted on one or more other human 
beings. It is part of an exchange of complementarity, of symmetry and of 
reciprocity between them and thus presupposes the recognition of the power of 
the emergent system. (Miermont, Jenkins andTumer, 1995) 
3.2.9 P ^ r stru22le: When A exercises power over B to effect B mto a course of 
action which is contrary to the interest ofB, B tnes to counteract A ’s power m a 
way not to follow A ,s wish. In this case, it is a power struggle. The power 
struggle might not attack on the actual issue but bemg side-tracked m other 
issues. For example, it might be speculated that the AN girls might give way to 
her parents m her daily life decisions but stand firm on the amount and type of 
food intake that against her parents nvish. 
3.2.10 TVf—ntiation of self: Bowen (1985) , s differentiation of self is both the 
intrapsychic and interpersonal concept. Intrapsychic differentiation is the abiltity 
to separate one，s feeling with thinking. Bowen encourages that mdividuals do 
not dnve by feelmg they do not understand. A balance of feeling and cogmtion 
remained the goal of self-differentiation. For the interpersonal differentiation, it 
means the ability to separate emotionally from the undifferentiated family ego 
mass so as to attain independence and maturity ^v^Knit losing the capacity for 
free emotional connection. Family emotional oneness is to describe the whole 
constellation of attitudes, feelings, values, beliefs and mles that a family 
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emotional system represents. If the family relationship is in closeness phases， 
one family member could acciirately know the thoughts, feelings, fantasies, and 




4.1 General Overview 
Neuman (1994) highlights that there has been a long history of debates among 
philosophers over what makes the social science scientific. Human behaviors，when 
being objects for study，are totally different from the objects of natural science, such as 
rocks, plants, chemical compound, etc. Humans can thmk, leam, have an awareness of 
themselves and their past, possess motives and reasons. These human characteristics 
complicate the method of studying human behaviors. So far, the debates continue 
without a resolution of havmg a definite approach of conducting social science research. 
As concluded by Ki to (1970), our choice of research approaches may somehow 
become a matter of taste though each need its justification. 
Neuman (1994) summarizes that there are three major approaches m conducting 
social science research, including positivist, interpretive and cntical social science, based 
on different assumptions and ideas ofthe reason ofconductmg social scientific research, 
the foidamental nature of social reality, the basic nature of human bemgs，the 
relationship between science and common sense, and what constitutes an explanation or 
theory of social reality, etc. 
The fundamental issue lies on whether the social and physical reality contains 
pre-existing regulanties that can be discovered or is based on people ’s definitions of it 
(Newman, 1994) Positivist social science approach gears to believe that social world, 
like physical world, is patterned, objectively out there and has order otherwise the world 
will be chaotic and without regularity. Humans are believed to be self-mterested, 
pleasme-seeking, and rational. They are believed to operate on the basis of external 
causes. Same effect will be induced if under same causes. Thiough scientific method, 
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this order and laws or nature can be discovered The more we know about the laws of 
human behaviors, the more we can control and predict the events. 
However, the interpretive approach (Berger and Luckmann, 1967; Glaser and 
Strauss, 1967) does not assume that the social world is something out there, independent 
of human consciousness. Rather, social world is largely what people perceive it to be. 
Although human behaviors might be patterned and regular, this is not due to preexisting 
laws waiting to be discovered Social Hfe only exists as people expenence it and give 
meaning to it. The major concem is how people feel mside, how they create meamng and 
how their personal reason or motivations can be used to understand them. The purpose of 
research is to understand social life and discover how people construct social meamng. 
Human action in itself has little inherent meamng. It acquires meaning among people 
who share a meamng system that permits them to inteipret it as a socially relevant sign 
or action. In order to understand human behaviors or actions, it is necessaty to ask what 
people believe to be true, what people hold to be relevant and how they define what they 
are doing. 
Besides, interpretive social scientists (Berger and Luckmann, 1967; Glaser and 
Strauss, 1967) see facts as fluid and embedded within a meamng system. Therefore, facts 
are not unpartial, objective and neutral as claimed by positivists. Mstead, they are 
context-specific actions that depend on the mterpretations of particular people in a social 
setting. 
On the other hand, the critical social science agrees with interpretive approach in 
cnticizing positmsm of its lack of concem about the meaning of the people and their 
capacity to feel and think as well as taking into the account of the social context. At the 
same time, it also criticizes that the interpretive social science as too subjective and 
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relativist without taking a value position but putting too much emphases on the 
subjective reality. 
Critical social science (Fay, 1987 and Harvey, 1990) defines social science as a 
critical process of inquiry that goes beyond surface illusions to uncover the real 
structures in the material world in order to help people change conditions and build a 
better world for themselves. The purpose of research is to reveal the underlying 
mechanisms that account for social relations and to empower people, especially for those 
less powerful people, for social change. It is particularly associated with conflict theory， 
feminist analysis，and radical psychotherapy. 
Cntical social science cnticizes that the interpretive social science put too much 
emphasis on micro-level mterpersonal interactions and its uncntical acceptance of any 
meamng system. Rather, it questions the social situations and places them m a macro-
level historical context m order to expose hidden structure. Subjective ideas and common 
sense are important because these shape h^mian behaviors although they are full of myths 
and Illusions. Yet, the uncovenng ofthese myths and iUusions wiil unveil the objective 
reality. 
Positivism is based on the assumption of determmism such that human behavior 
is detemnned by causal laws over which humans have M e control. However, 
mterpretive social scientists assumed voluntansm such that people have a large amount 
offree will to create social meamngs. Yet, cntical social scientists faH m between that is 
partially determimstic and partially voluntanstic. They said that people are constrained 
by matenal condition, cultural context, and Mstoncal conditions, etc. As people are 
bound by some unseen social structure, the options available are Umited while their 
beliefs and behaviors are shaped by this structure. Yet，the critical social scientists 
believe that people are not therefore bemg locked. They suggest that people can develop 
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new meanings or way of seeing that enable them to change these structures，relationships 
and laws. After discovering the deep structure behind that bomd some people，a vision 
for possible Mure can be developed. The possMity for change will be increased. 
In line with the argument of critical social science approach, if people are aware 
of the underlying structure and have the vision for possible future, there wiU be the 
possibility of creating new meaning firom the new perspective. 
Basing on the above approaches in conducting social science research, there are 
also two major research designs，i.e., quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative research 
reUes pnmary on the assumptions from the positivist approach to science while 
qualitative research from mterpretive and cntical social science approaches (Neuman 
1994). Due to the different assumption behmd, the quantitative and qualitative 
researchers design their research differently. 
Neuman (1994) summanzes that there are a number of differences between 
quantitative and qualitative research. Firstly, quantitative researcher starts with 
hypothesis testing wMle qualitative researcher starts by immersmg mto the data so as to 
capture and discover meaning. Secondly, the concepts m quantitative research are m the 
form of distmct vanables but of themes, motifs，generalizations and taxonomies m 
qualitative research. Thirdly, the measures m quantitative research are systematically 
createdbefore data collection and are standardized. However, m qualitative research, the 
measures are created m an ad hoc manner and are often specific to the mdiv,dual settmg 
or researcher. Fourthly, the quantitative data axe m the form of mnnbers form prec.se 
measurement Yet, the qualitative data are m the form of words fom documents, 
observations and transcnpts. Fifthly, the theory beMnd a quantitative research is largely 
causal and deductive while it can be casual or noncausal and is often inductive. Sixthly, 
the quantitative research procedures are standardized and can be repHcated. However, the 
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qualitative research procedures are particular and replication is rare. Finally, the analysis 
m quantitative research proceeds by using statistics, tables or charts and discussmg how 
and what they show relates to hypotheses. However, m qualitative research，analysis 
proceeds by extracting themes or generalizations from evidence and organizing data to 
present a coherent, consistent picture. 
Apparently, there are polarized differences between quantitative and qualitative 
research method. Royse (1991) highlights that there is a history and also contmuation of 
debates in professional jourmls over which is an appropnate research method for social 
work. There are both the advocates of qiiantitative methods such as Hudson, 1982，1983， 
1986 and Fischer, 1981 and 1984 as well as the advocates for greater use of quaUtative 
research method such as Hememan, 1981, 1982, Hememan-Pieper, 1982，1985, 1986, 
and Ruckdeschel and Fams, 1982. The major argument is that quantitative data is too 
restnctwe and superficial, because ofthe tendency to mvestigate only those aspects that 
can be operationally defmed and measured and for which data can be collected As a 
result ofwhich it fragments a situation and focuses on what they can easily count. Yet, 
the scientific commumty also cnticizes that qualitative research is unscientific due to 
their unsystematic and unfocused endeavor by usmg small, non-representative samples to 
produce nnpressiomstic findings which is therefore vulnerable to bias. However, Royse 
(1991) also pomts out that when the research questions cannot be measured with 
standardized instruments and scales and for which randomization, sample sizes, and 
control groups are irrelevant, quaUtative research method is the most suitable choice. 
Royse (1991) proposes that both sides are nght. In fact, there are both strengths 
and limitations associated with quantitative and quaUtative research methods m knowmg 
a phenomenon. Each approach can be used to ennch the findmgs of the other smce each 
has its own limitation. 
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4.2 Research Methodology of this Study 
4.2.1 Rationale in Selecting Qualitative Method 
As qualitative data is collected in naturally occurring, ordinary events in natural 
settings, Miles and Huberman (1994) believe that it can be powerful to reveal what real 
life is like. Due to its feature of local groundedness, the possibility of understanding 
latent, underlying, or non-obvious issue is strong. With its emphasis on people ,s lived 
experience, it is well suited for locating the meanings people place on the events, 
processes, and structures of their lives. When the research topic is little known, 
qualitative research is also the best strategy for discovery, exploring a new area and 
developing hypotheses. 
Padgett (1998) also concludes that there might be six reasons of choosing the 
qualitative research design. Firstly, when the topic is little known，an in-depth 
understanding is desired for building up knowledge. Secondly, when the topic is sensitive 
and emotionally laden, the use of standardized, close-ended interview would become 
inappropriate. Thirdly, when capturing the lived experience from the perspectives ofthose 
who live in it and create meaning from it，qualitative research design is the major path. 
Fourthly, when looking into the process ofprograms and interventions for evaluation, the 
qualitative research can complement the quantitative findings by providing more in-depth 
understanding of how the experimental intervention succeeded. Fifthly, when you are a 
quantitative researcher who faces obstacle m data coUection or in explaming fmdings 
especially when there are questions emerged during quantitative studies. Sixthly, when 
you aie merging activism with research especially the target of studies aie oppressed 
groups. For example, the feminist research seeks to ftise knowledge building with 
empowerment and social advocacy for female. 
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Regarding to this study, it concerned the meaning construction of self-starvation 
at individual and family level. As there was no similar research conducted in Hong Kong, 
it was positioned as an exploratory study. Secondly, it was considered that the subjects 
involved should be allowed to speak for themselves without any control in the real-life 
situation so that their subjective meamng construction could be extracted throughout the 
data collection process. Therefore, Hstemng to the voice of AN gMs and the famHies 
were considered cmcial m understanding the meamng construction of self-starvation. As 
such, qualitative method was considered the most suitable design for this study. 
4.2.2 T^esearch Design , 
Case study research strategy, as proposed by Ym (1994), was employed m this 
research project so as to fmd out answers to the how-questions set for my research 
questions. In order to collect more compelling evidence to our understandmg of AN m 
Hong Kong families and allow replication logic, multiple-case design was adopted. 
Multiple-case design, as suggestedby Ym (1994), was a research design m which 
more than one case was contamed m the studies. Every case could be treated as an 
expenment Therefore, multiple cases were equal to multiple examples for testing the 
results or propositions. Every case chosen might help predict similar results or produce 
I 
contrary results. The replication logic in multiple-case study was analogous to that used m 
multiple expenments. Ifall cases chosen tumed out as predicted, these scc to ten cases, in 
the aggregate, could provide compelling support for imtial set of propositions. If they 
were m some way contradictory, the initial proposition, must be revised and re-tested 
with another set of cases, to order to mcrease the construct validity, m ^ p l e source of 
evidence was also employed 
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4.2.3 Unit of Analysis 
There were two sources of data. The first source of data was collected from 
reviewing the family interview sessions while receiving family therapy. The patients, 
who were diagnosed to be suffering from anorexia nervosa by the psychiatrists, and their 
families were the unit of analysis. The second source of data was collected from 
participant-observation during the group sessions of mutual support group process. The 
patients was the unit of analysis. 
4.2.4 Sampling 
As it was an exploratoty qualitative research, purposive sampUng was employed 
Two sets ofdata were collected in this study. For the first set of data, 5 AN families with 
different ages, education attainments and backgrounds were deliberately selected hoping 
t 
to obtain the most comprehensive understanding of the research topic. As one ofthe 
families had two AN patients, altogether 6 AN patients were obtained for this study. 
Those families were obtained by referral from the Department of Psychiatry, Prince of 
Wales Hospital for receiving family therapy under the Family Social Work Practice and 
Research Project ofDepartment of Social Work, The Chinese University ofHong Kong 
from January 1996 to January 2000. Due to the relatively rare male AN cases in Hong 
Kong while there is no such referral during the data collection period, I could not include 
sex difference in the data set. The socio-demographic characteristics of the AN patients 
and their families were summarized in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Socio-demographic characteristics of the ANpatients and their 
families of the family interview sessions 
Name Name Age Age Height Premorbid Weight Desired Occupation No. of Birth 
Of of at at (M) weight (kg) at Weight siblings order 
Family Patient onset referral (kg) referral Patient Father Mother 
A 1 18 18 1.56 50 38.6 40.91 F.7 Assistant Housewife 2 1st 
Student Chief 
Engineer 
2 16 16 1.59 48.5 41 45.5 F.5 -ditto- -ditto- 2 2^ 
Student 
B 3 24 38 1.58 50 30 39.05 Run family business together 1 V^ 
with her Parents 
C 4 14 15 1.57 40.5 37.73 39 F.3 Technician Cleansing 3 2°^  
student worker 
D 5 14 16 1.61 40.9 38 42.27 F.5 Civii Housewif j 3 2"^  
‘ student Servant 
E 6 17 18 1.56 42.27 32.5 39 F.6 unemployed H[ousewife 3 3'^  
student 
The second set of data was collected from a mutual support group for AN 
patients run by a MSW student of the Department of Social Work of The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong from November 1999 to March 2000. The group members 
were referred by the Department of Psychiatry, Prince of Wales Hospital. Altogether, 7 
members were recruited for this group. The socio-demographic characteristics ofthe AN 
patients were summarized in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Socio-denwgraphic characteristics ofthe ANpadents and theirfamilies 
of the nrntual support group, 
Name Name \ge Age Height Premorbid Weight Desired Occupation No. of Birth 
Of of at at (M) weight (kg) at Weight ~| pibhngs order 
Family Patient )nset :eferral (kg) referral Patient Father Mother 
p 7 16 18 1.57 55 37 41 F.6 Decorative Housewife 3 1st 
Student worker 
Q 8 15 18 1.53 * 37 41 F.6 Horse- Baby- 3 3rd 
Student trainer sitter 
H 9 * 36 1.50 • 31.4 * Clerk Retired Housewife 4 2°^  
I 10 l j 23 1.50 * 34 35 Clerk Retired Housewife 4 4th 
j H 13 23 1.58 48 41 43 Reporter Security Housewif i 3 2nd 
Guard 




~~L n 29 34 1.58 * 38 40 Unemploye<.Restaurant Housewift 7 6th 
* Missing data 
4.2.5 Methods ofData Collection 
4.2.5.1 Direct Observation ofthe familv interviews of AN families 
The first set of data was collected from direct observation of the family interview 
sessions ofthe AN families receiving family therapy under Family Social Work Practice 
& Research Project, Department of Social Work in The Chinese University of Hong 
Kong from January 1996 to January 2000. The AN families were referred by Dr. Sing 
LEE，the psychiatrist ofPrince ofWales Hospital for receiving treatment. Dr. Joyce MA 
ofDepartment ofSocial Work in The Chinese University ofHong Kong was responsible 
for conducting the family therapy. With the written consent from the AN patients and 
their family members，all the family interview sessions were video taped for treatment 
and research purposes. 
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The family therapy process resembles to the qualitative research by starting 
where the clients are, eliciting the families , interaction process dunng the family 
interview sessions, and extracting the repeated pattem and theme for treatment at later 
stage. Therefore, the initial sessions were the focus ofdata collection. 
During the data collection process, I acted as an independent researcher and did 
not participate in the family therapy. Therefore, I did not have any direct interaction with 
the research subjects. I only reviewed the video-taped sessions repeatedly and tried to 
extract themes. As the purpose was to understand the pattem ofinteraction process ofthe 
AN families, the interview sessions were reviewed and chosen as far as possible until the 
themes repeated themselves throughout the sessions and were exhaustive. The remaimng 
treatment sessions were skipped because the treatment outcome was not the major 
concem in the present research. 
. Altogether, five AN families were chosen for the data collection. According to 
the above-mentioned pnnciple, five sessions were chosen from Family A，six from 
Family B, four from Family C, five from Family D and four from Family E. The number 
of sessions under review was summarized as follows: 
A B ~ " ~ C " " " D E~~" 
Total no. oftreatment 6 12 S S 6 
Sessions 
一 — “ “ T~~ 4 5 4 
Total no. oftreatment ) 外 ^ 
Sessions chosen for 
Data coUection 
— — “ 
In order to protect the pnvacy ofthe AN patients and their families, their names were 
disgmsed and therefore, their identities could not be identified when transcnpts were made. 
For confidentiality, all the videotapes were reviewed in the Chinese Umversity ofHong Kong 
so that the sessions were not disclosed to anybody. 
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4.2.5.2 Participant Observation in an ANMutual Support Group 
The second set of data was collected from participant-observation in the mutual 
support group of AN patients in Prince of Wales Hospital which was run by a MSW 
student of Department of Social Work of The Chinese University of Hong Kong from 
November 1999 to March 2000. The purpose of the observation is to identify common 
concerns and themes of AN patients so as to triangulate with the data collected in 4.2.5.1. 
As there was the second source of data, it helped to increase the validity of the present 
study. 
A mutual support group is a voluntary association of individuals who share a 
common need or problem and seek to use the group as a means of dealing with that need 
or problem. The purpose of forming this group is to help minimize life stresses through 
sharing of coping strategies and their life experience so as to foster self-understanding 
. and growth. The mutual help group also provide group members with emotional 
endurance and a sense of identity through the enduring set of relationship with one and 
the other. Having the assumption that human being are rational, purposeful and goal-
directed for assuming responsibility for their well-being, the role of the worker is no 
longer authoritative. The worker should change their philosophical orientation from 
consumerism to empowerment, and from being paternalism to being democratic. 
(Gartner & Riessman, 1977) 
The goal ofthis mutual help group for AN patients was not to cure but rather to 
provide support for individuals whose natural peer support system are inadequate or 
deficient. It aimed at developing a support system through peer interaction. It helped to 
reduce stress by providing the care, information, resources and feedback. As the AN 
patients shared a common health concem and eating problem, it was hoped to build up 
trusting relationship among members. 
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Besides, this mutual help group also aimed at helping the AN patients expressing 
their inner feeling, dealing with conflicts in daily encounter, and enhancing their self-
esteem. Without direct focusing on the patients , eating problems, according to the 
worker of this group, she aimed at helping the patients to gain new experience, 
1 
reconstruct their life stories, and thus gain the self-control and leam how to manage their 
stress. Hopefully, their symptom would be decreased. 
All group members, who were receiving out-patient treatment, were referred by 
Dr. Sing LEE, the psychiatrist of the Prince of Wales Hospital. Altogether 7 female 
members, with the age ranging from 18 to 36 years old, were recruited. This group was 
run from November 1999 to March 2000. A total of 23 group sessions were conducted. 
Out ofthe 23 group sessions, 3 sessions were designed for discussing their life stresses 
and their families. Therefore, I chose to sit in these 3 group sessions for observation with 
, the group members，consent. The worker led the sessions and I would only ask for 
elaboration during the process. With the group members - consent, the group sessions 
were also video taped for treatment and research purposes. Being a researcher, I could 
have direct interaction with the subjects. After attending the group sessions, I reviewed 
the videotapes to observe the process again and extract the common concerns and themes 
among the members. 
Similarly, the name of the group members was disguised for protecting their 
privacy when the transcripts were made so that they could not be identified. Besides, the 
videotapes were reviewed when I was alone so that the content was not disclosed to 
anybody. 
In order to cross-check the research findings with the data subjects, I had 
attended the last group session and seized the chance to discuss with them about the 
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research findings. Their feedback was collected Besides, the worker ,s view was also 
collected so as to increase the reliability of this study. 
4.2.5.3 Summary ofthe Case Study Protocol ofthis study 
i) Procedure 
a. Initial scheduling ofvideotapes review offamily interview sessions. 
b. Determination ofthe sessions to be transcnbed for analysis. 
c. Determination of other source of information 
d. Lnitial scheduling of attending mutual support group sessions in Pnnce of 
Wales Hospital 
e‘ Determination ofthe group sessions to be transcribed for analysis 
ii) Analysis plan and case study reports 
a. Preparation for transcnpts of the sessions chosen for analysis in five 
chosen families. 
b. Extracting common themes, concepts and ideas for each AN family. 
c. Comparing five AN families and extracting common themes, concepts and 
ideas for analysis. 
d. Preparation for transcripts of group sessions chosen for analysis m the 
mutual support group. 
e. Extracting common themes, concepts and ideas for each AN patients in 
mutual support group sessions. 
f. Comparing the fmdings in family interview sessions and mutual support 
group sessions. 
g. Cross-checking of fmdings with the group members as far as possible. 
4.2.6 Time Frame for Data Collection 
The data coUection was lasted for 17 months, from November 1998 to March 2000. 
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4.2.7 Methods of Analysis 
The first and second set of data were video taped and reviewed repeatedly. 
Transcripts were made in Chinese verbatim. As it is a qualitative research, the data 
collected are in the form oftext, written words or phrases. Therefore, the analysis was 
based on speculation or on vague impressions. Conceptualization was one ofthe ways to 
organize and make sense of data. Therefore, transcripts were coded and then group into a 
number ofcategones for making comparison and extracting themes, concepts and ideas 
for analyses. (Rubin & Rubin, 1995) The findings from the first and second set of data 
were compared so as to increase the validity of this study. 
4.2.8 Validity and Reliability ofthis study 
Validity refers to the need of developing a sufficiently operational set of 
measures for the concepts being studies. Mtemal validity is a concem for the causal 
relationship ofthe vanables, whereas external validity refers to whether the fmdmgs are 
generalizable beyond the present study. Reliability refers to data collection procedures 
that can be repeated with the same results. (Yin, 1994) 
As the present study was an exploratory research concerned about the meaning 
construction of self-starvation at both individual and family levels, mtemal validity was 
not applicable. However, m order to increase the validity ofthis study, multiple sources 
of evidence were employed for this study so two sources of data collection were 
Identified. The first set of data was collected from five AN families receiving family 
therapy while the second set ofdata was from three group sessions ofthe mutual support 
group，with 7 group members, run by the MSW student of the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong. Due to confidentiality, I did not use multiple observers in direct 
observation. However, in the second set of data, I tned to cross-check the research 
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findings with the group worker and members. Therefore, in addition to multiple source 
of evidence, it also increased the validity ofthis study. 
According to Yin (1994), survey research relies on statistical generaUzation 
whereas case study research relies on analytical generalization. Therefore, generalization 
is not automatic. A theory must be tested through replications of fmdings in the second 
or thiid cases. Ifreplication can be made, the results might be accepted for a much larger 
number of similar cases. This replication logic is snnilar to having an expenment 
Multiple cases equal to multiple expenments for testing the results or propositions. 
Therefore, multiple-case design employed m this study helped to strengthen the analytic 
generalization and also increase the validity ofthis study. 
For the reliability, a total of 13 cases were replicated m this study though from 
two different contexts, the family interview sessions and the mutual support group 
sessions, according to the case study protocol as summarized m 4.2.5.3. The data 
collected were also documented as transcnpts prepared m Appendix I and Appendix II so 
that a case study database was created. This case study database was separated from the 
case study report. In this way，other researchers can review the evidence directly and wiH 
not be lnnited to the wntten reports. According to Ym (1994)，a case study database 
markedly increases the reliability ofthe entire case study. 
4.2.9 Summary of Chapter 
Qualitative research method was considered the most suitable design for this 
study because of its exploratory in nature. Case study research strategy, as proposed by 
Yin (1994), was employed so as to fmd out how the AN patients and their family 
members descnbe, explain and construct the meamng of self-starvation. Multiple-case 
design and multiple sources of evidence were built in the research design so as to 
increase the validity and reliability of the present study. 
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Two sources of data were identified The first set of data was collected from 
direct observation of reviewing the family interview sessions of the AN families 
receiving family therapy under Family Social Work Practice & Research Project, 
Department of Social Work in The Chinese Umversity ofHong Kong from January 1998 
to January 2000. 
The second set of data was collected from participant-observation by attending 
group sessions of the mutual support group of AN patients nm by a MSW student of 
Department of Work of The Chinese University of Hong Kong from November 1999 to 
March 2000. The AN patients and AN families ofthe two sources ofdata collection were 
referredby the Department ofPsychiatry, Prince ofWales Hospital. 
All AN patients and their families members had signed a wntten consent for 
video-tapmg the sessions for treatment and research purposes. The tapes were reviewed 
repeatedly so as to extract common themes. The sessions were chosen as far as possible 
until the themes repeated themselves and were exhaustive： The themes collected were 
then compared and tnangulated so as to draw consistent themes. Fmally, it was hoped to 
understand the meamng construction of self-starvation at mdmdual and family level. 
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Chapter 5 
Results ofthe Study---Data Gatheredfrom Family Interview 
Sessions 
5-1 Case History 
The five AN families, being chosen for the data analysis, were referred by 
Department of Psychiatry, The Prince of Wales Hospital, for receiving family therapy 
under The Family Social Work Practice and Research Project of Department of Social 




Mr. .V40 yrs. Mrs. A740 yrs. 
c ^ ^ ^ 
Patient 1 /18 yrs. Patient 2/16 yrs. 
(ANpatient) (ANpatient) 
Family A was a four-person family consisting of the father, the mother 
and two daughters. The father was an Assistant ChiefEnguieer in a hotel while 
the mother was a Ml-time housewife. The two daughters. Patient 1 {PtA) and 
Patient 2 {PLl), aged 16 and aged 18，were F.5 and F.7 students when they 
were under the psychiatnc and family therapy treatment in the Department of 
Psychiatry, Prince ofWales Hospital and the Department of Social Work, The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong respectively. According to Mrs, A, PU 
started to exhibit the symptoms of AN when she went out for work. Pt.2 the 
younger sister, alerted the mother about PU，s AN problem. However, Pt2 
followed her elder sister ,s footsteps shortly and therefore, the mother quitted 
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the job to take care ofthe two daughters. Mrs. A had tried various methods to 
treat them and encouraged the daughters to overcome the difficulty of eating 
but was in vain. Finally, she brought them to receive psychiatric treatment in 
Prince ofWales Hospital. All along, they received out-patient treatment. Pt.l ,s 
condition had been improved while Pt.2 ’s condition remained the same when 
the family received family therapy. 
5.1.2 FamilyB 
[ ^ ^ 
Mr. B Mrs. B 
6 6 6 6 6 ti 6 
Patient 3/38 yrs fo Canada Jn Canada Jn Canada MCanada Younger Younger 
(ANpatient) Brother sister 
Family B was a mne-person family consisting of the father, mother, and 
seven siblings. The family ran a garment factory. Patient 3 (Pt.3) grew up in a 
work-onented family. Her parents had to work for long-hours to support the 
large family. Running a domestic industry at that time，they lived in where they 
worked. P3, aged 38, was the eldest among seven siblings. When she was 
young, she had to assist her parents to run their family business especially 
dunng the summer holidays. After completing high school, Pt3 was arranged 
by her parents to study in Canada. Pt.3 experienced a hard time when she was 
studying in Canada. Knowing little English, she had difficulty to make friends 
and therefore, she felt lonely and frustrated. At that time, she developed the 
obsession with her body weight. 
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After Pt.3 fmished her university study in Canada, she returned to Hong 
Kong and long for family reunion. However，all of a sudden, Pt.3 realized that 
all her siblings began to emigrate to Canada, one by one. PU, being the eldest 
daughter, had to stay to take care of the family business and her parents. Pt.3 
continued assisting the parents in running the family business until present. Jn 
order to prepare herself for the 3-hour binge eating sessions every night, Pt3 
did not eat or drink anything and did excessive exercise during the day-time. It 
lasted for more than ten years until recently the youngest brother and sister 
returned Hong Kong. Pt.3 could finally hand over the family business to them 
and seek help for her illness. 
Due to Pt3，s relatively weak physical condition, she was admitted to 
hospital for almost four months immediately when she first attended medical 
treatment in Accident and Emergency Department ofPnnce ofWales Hospital. 
At that time, she weighted only 31 kg. tamediately after being discharged from 
hospital, Pt3 was referred to The Family Social Work Practice & Research 
Project, Department of Social Work of The Chmese University of Hong Kong 
for family therapy by the Psychiatric Department of the Pnnce of Wales 
Hospital. Later, Pt.3 alsojoinedthe mutual support group. 
5.1.3 Family C 
D - ^ 0 
Mr. C Mrs. C 
5"~S""5 
Elder sister/18yrs Patient 4/16yrs Youngest brother 
(ANpatient) 
family C was a five-person family consisting of the father, mother, two 
daughters and one son. The father was a technician while the mother was a 
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cleansing worker. Patient 4 (PtA), aged 17, was a F.4 student. Her elder sister 
and younger brother were also secondary school students. Pt.4 had been 
hospitalized for three months. The family resided in their own flat in a good 
neighborhood in Shatin. 
5.1.4 Fandlv D 
0 ^ 3 
Mr. D Mrs. D 
d""o^"t] 
Elder brother/19yrs Patient 5/17yrs Younger brother/15yrs 
(AN patient) 
Family D is a five-person family consisting of the father, mother, two 
sons and one daughter. The father was a civil servant while the mother was a 
fall-time housewife. Patient 5 (Pt5), aged 17，ranked the second among three 
siblings. Her eider and younger brothers were secondary school students. Pt5 
was admitted to the Prince of Wales Hospital for thrice due to weak physical 
condition. 
5.1.5 Fandlv E 
D-r~o 
Mr.E Mrs. E 
d ~ ^ " " 6 
Eldest brother 2^ elder brother Patient 6 /18yrs 
(AN patient) 
Family E was a five-person family consisting of the father, mother, two 
sons and one daughter. The father was unemployed currently after the 
bankruptcy of the business while the mother was a full-time housewife. The 
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eldest and second elder brothers were university students while Patient 6 (Pt.6), 
aged 18, was a F.6 student. 
.S.2 Results Gathered from FamUv Interview Sessions 
Based on the family interviews ofthe five families conducted by Dr. Joyce MA 
of Department of Social Work, transcripts were made. The verbatim of the family 
interview sessions were analyzed segment by segment so as to extract common or similar 
themes. Finally, four themes, which were considered to be significant in AN families, 
were detected. They were that AN patients，having difficulties m differentiating from the 
families and self-starvation was a means of asserting the personal boundary; being 
tnangulated in their parents ,mantal discords and self-starvation was a means of diluting 
thek conflicts; self-sacnficing for their family mterest; and mothers ,bemg helpless and 
powerless in the families and self-starvation was a means to empower the mothers. 
5.2.1 Having difficulties in differentiatingfrom thefamilies and self-
starvation as a means ofasserting thepersonal boundaries 
in the families 
As revealed from the research findings, it was found that all the five AN patients 
had r^i,vlhes in differpr^t^atm^ from the family. Instead of expanding their life from 
home to outside world, they remained at home most of the time and had limited social 
circle that might consider as age-inappropnate. On the other hand，the AN families also 
exhibited the 彻 脚 , " o f care and contM m the mother-child relationship which 
reflected that parents also need to adjust to thek daughters，needs for independence. 
When the mothers perceived that they only rendered care to the daughters, the daughters 
perceived it as control and intrusive to their personal boundaries. Although the daughters 
wanted to resist this control, they would feel guilty ifthey really did so. It is considered 
as a typical struggle during the adolescence stage while self-identity was bemg 
developed. A mother，s care to a little child might mean care but control and mtrusive for 
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an adolescent. Sometimes, the mothers might be unable to adjust the daughters ,personal 
boundary during the adolescence stage. Self-starvation mi^ht be considered as a means, 
to resist heim controlled and asserting their personal boundaries. 
In Family A, it was revealed that Fatient 1 (Pt 1), after taking the HKCEE, stayed 
at home most of the time during the summer holidays. The following transcripts were 
translated from the Chinese verbatim ofthe 3^ ^ family interview session. For the Chinese 
version, please refer to P.188 of Appendix 1. 
(Mrs. A=Mother; Mr. A= Father; C= Counsellor; Pt 1= Patient 1’ Elder sister; Pt. 2 二 Patient 2, Younger 
sister) 
Mrs. A: At present, Pt2 's condition was worse than Pt.l, the elder sister. It 
might be due to the reason thatPt.l can devote her energy to workfor the 
summerjoh but Pt.2 has a lot oftime remained boring at home. Pt.2 told me that 
most ofher classmates are occupied by summerjobs. When she wants to chat 
y,ith thein, she was worried that they might be busy. For those intiinatefriends, 
Pt2 said that they were busy in dating. Therefore, Pt.2just remains home. I have 
tried to arrange some coursesfor her, e.g., learningJapanese, making bear, etc. 
The mother tried to speak for Pt2. fe order to encourage Pt2 to express herself, 
the counselor encouraged the father to speak to Pt2 and get to know how Pt.2 planned 
her summer holidays. (For Chinese version, please refer to P.190-191) 
pa (the younger sister): I have discussed with thefather that we can go to the 
peak. But he said that we should waitfor Pt.l until she hadfmished the summer 
job. So, we can go together. 
Counselor: Why shouldyou waitforyour father, elder sister until you can go out 
forfun? How about going out with yourfriends? 
Pt.2: My friends are strange. 
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Mr.A: She talks little about herfriends to me. Maybe, she has told her mother. As 
she sleeps earlier, I have little chance to talk to her after I return homefrom 
work. 
C： How about seizing this chance to talk to Pt2 about herfriends now? 
(Mr. A responded to the suggestion ofthe counselor and talked to his daughter 
directly) 
Mr.A: Have you ever thought of going out with yourfriends? 
Pt.2:No.. 
Mr. A: Whenyourfriends chat withyou on thephone’ will they also askyou out? 
Pt,2:1 feel troublesome sometimes. When myfriends call me’ wejust chat. They 
have not asked me out, 
Mr. A: Wouldyou take initiative to callyourfriends and ask them out? 
Pt.2:1 rarely call them myself. 
Mr. A: How many close friends doyou have? 
pa： Two only but they have boy friends and are thus busy. 
Mr. A: I think thatyou have morefriends before. 
pa： They are bormg. I have nothmg to talk. Ifelt bored to be with them, I need 
to think and think until I canfind out some topics to chat with them. It is not 
natural and lfeel bored. 
MrA: Sometimes, my friends also have no special topic to chat. It 5 normaL 
How about goingfor a trip? 
Pt2: Nobody wiU accompany me to gofor a trip, 
Mr. A: Have you asked them tojoin youfor a trip? 
P(2: Yes, I have but nobody joins me. ShouldIgo alone? 
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Mr. A: Maybe, you can waitfor PL I and me to gofor a trip. You are not active. 
Your elder sister is different. 
Pt.2: Yes, I am not active as my elder sister. 
Mr. A: Have you askedyourfriends to return to school togetherfor the HKCEE 
result? 
pt2: Notyet There is still one month s time for the HKCEE result to be 
announced MaybeIwill call them few days before that day, 
Mr. A: That meansyou have only two closefriends to chat on thephone. Doyou 
know any newfriends while you are studying F.5? Can you know the whole 
class? Do you talk to them? 
Pt.2: Only when I ask them to borrow things. 
Mr. A: You are so limited. 
Mrs. A: How ahontJoyce (Pt2 ^friend)? 
Pt.2: Joyce was busy. She has to accompany her mother to have breal<fast, assist 
the mother in managing the household chores, go to the marketforfood and then 
teach piano and be a tutor. 
Mrs. A: How about ifyou arrangeyour time with something constructivejust like 
Joyce? 
Pt.2:1 will arrange my time to sit alone at home. 
C: Do youfeel bored ifyou just sit at home? 
pa： Yes, I feel bored but I have got use to it Sometimes’ I admire my elder sister 
who has a lot of friends and engagement 
Throughout the dialogue, Mr. and Mrs. A felt that it was not age-appropriate for 
their daughter to remain staying alone at home during the summer holidays. The father 
was astonished to fmd out that his daughter had only two close friends and they did not 
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ask her out. However, Mr. and Mrs. A reacted differently. The mother tried to overtake 
the responsibiUty by arranging courses for her so as to occupy her time constructively. 
Yet, the father tried to encourage her to explore her own interest and do what she liked. 
Obviously, Pt.2 had limited social circle that she had difficulty to expand her life from 
home to outside world that is considered one of the developmental needs for 
adolescence. Besides, it seemed that Pt2 did not resist her mother in arranging 
everything for her. However，Pt.2 ’ s self-starvation was the area her mother was 
prohibited for entry. 
On the other hand, Pt.l, the elder sister，had the dilemma of whether she should 
spend more time to accompany her mother but Pt.2, the younger sister, did not The 
following transcnpts were translated from the Chinese verbatim of the 5也 family 
interview sessions. For the Chinese versions, please refer to P.194 ofAppendix L 
(Mrs. A=Mother; Mr. A= Father; C= Counsellor; Pt 1二 Patient 1，Elder sister; Pt. 2 二 Patient 2, Younger 
sister) 
Mrs. A: As the daughters have been grown up, they do not need so much care 
from me. Therefore, I have morefree time. 
Pt2 (theyounger sister): As my mom has morefree tme’ I will spare more time 
to accompany her. I have this idea since I was small Infact、maybe it is not me 
to accompany my mother but my mother accompany me. 
Pt. 1 (the elder sister): I have the dilemma ofwhether I should accompany her. 
Sometimes, I feel that they do not like me to go out with myfriends. When I 
choose to go out, I feel guilty. I think that they arefree and therefore, I should 
accompany them, 
Ptj： I 诚 not have this dilemma because I am not so occupied with social 
activities as my elder sister. 
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Besides, PL 1’ the elder sister，also expressed her discontent towards her mother ’s 
control but Fr.2, the younger sister, could accept it. The following transcripts were 
translated from the Chinese verbatim of the 4^ family interview sessions. For the 
Chinese versions, please refer to P.193 ofAppendix 1. 
(Mrs. A=Mother; Mr. A= Father; C= Counsellor; Pt 1= Patient 1，Elder sister; Pt. 2 二 Patient 2，Younger 
sister) 
Pt2 (the younger sister): When I look bad, my mother usually guesses wrong. 
Pt 1 (the elder sister): Why do you need the mother to guess what you want^ 
Counselor: Your mother was too anxious aboutyou. Does it affectyou? 
Pt.l: It does not affect me but it affects Pt.2. 
pa： When somebody asks me questions, my mother will answer it quickly before 
I canfigure out the answer. Ifshe answers it correctly, there will be noproblem. 
But ifshe is wrong, I will correct it. 
Pl2 & Pt.l: Mother is so sensitive that she reacts quickly. 
PU： Ifeel that mother always want to control others. She wants me tofollow her 
will because she thinks that she has more experience. 
Mrs. A: I really want to pave a smooth pathforyou. Yet, it does not mean that 
you wiU have no chance tofaiL ljust want to helpyou mimmize the chance of 
havingfailure. 
Pt.l: I mean that not onlyyou want to control my behaviors. It is that when we 
have different opinions, you won t listen to me. 
Apparently, in Family A^ Pt.l, the elder daughter, underwent the adolescent ,s 
struggle of differentiating from the family. PU could have the freedom of exercismg 
her choice of life rather than just following her mother , s wishes. However, she 
experienced the dilemma due to her mother ,s fatoe to let go and thus it was not easy 
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for her. Yet, Pt.2, the younger daughter, just remained home putting aside her 
developmental tasks. 
In Family B，Patient 3 (Pt.3), aged 38, revealed that she did not have any social 
life. The following transcripts were translated from the r ' family interview session. For 
the Chinese versions, please refer to P.195-197 of Appendix L 
(Mrs. B= Mother; Mr. B = Father; C=Counselor; Pt.3 =Patient 3; Y^=Pt.3，s younger brother; Ys= Pt.3 s 
younger sister) 
Mrs. B: Pt2 has helped usfor more than lOyears. Once she completed her 
education, she returned to Hong Kong and helped our business until present. 
C: Is it a great pressure? 
Mrs. B: It depends on howyou perceive. In the past, we did not know what 
pressure is‘ We (I and my husband) workedday m and day outfor supporting 
seven children. We lived there and worked there. We did not know what the 
pressure was. Yet, they named it as pressure now. 
C： You mean you have to do the business yourself. 
Mrs, B: Now, I hear about pressure. At that time, yve eat, work and sleep as a 
general pattern. 
C: Is it thatyou need to workfor long hours? 
Mrs. B: Yes. But now we don t need to. 
Pt.2(ANpatient): Now, it is much better. In the past, we had to work even in the 
nighttime. 
Mr. B: It is because our factory has been moved to mainland China. 
Mrs. B: In thepast, we needed to work day in and day out. WJwn wefelt hungry, 
we would eat some convenient food that was easily available. However, Pt. 3 is 
yiot, Pt.3 said that she would not eat because she was busy. Sheprefers eating 
one meal after the whole day s work Finally, thepresent illness is developed. 
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Pt.3: After I returnedfrom Canada, I insisted that I could not eat the convenient 
food like my parents. I would rather work and work until Ifinished and then had 
one good meal each day. This habit had been lastedfor tenyears. 
Mrs. B: Pt.3 eats one meal a day! 
Pt.3: Yes, I insist eating one meal a dayfor tenyears! 
Counselor: You only work but refuse to eat, don iyou? 
Pt’3:1 even do not drink any water. 
C: Pt.3 is a workaholic, isn i she? 
Pt.3: My parents have complained about my habit all along. 
Mrs. B: We told her not to be like that. You should. But she went away without 
listening to my words. 
PtJ： Maybe, having a good meal a day is the only motivatingforcefor me to 
commit workmgfor the whole day. I have no hobby, nothing at all I cannot split 
my meal mto three. I can work and work continuously in the daytime. But I have 
to eat a good meal at mght. Gradually, I spend three hoursfor one meal at mght. 
Mr. B: She also has a bad habit to waIkfor ten hours in the sameplace every 
day. 
PtJ： I cannot stop once I start eating. After eating so muchfood, I need to do 
exercise. When I walk, I vomit. Therefore, I am thm, This is my habit IfI walked 
yesterday, I have to walk today, tomorrow and the day after. I cannot stop 
talking because I have eaten too much the night before" When myyoimger 
sister returned home, she explained to me that I had no social life and no hobby. 
When I returned homefor work I had nothing butfood Therefore, 1 cannot stop 
once I start eating.. I am sure that I am empty m myprivate life although I am 
competent in work I know I am in trouble but it was only when myyomger 
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brother returned to take up the business that I agreed to be admitted to the 
hospital 
Being a 38-year-old woman, Pt3 definitely needs to develop her social circle 
outside home and also form her own family. However, Pt3 got no friends, no husband 
but her family business only. Apparently, Pt3 also had difficulty in differentiating 
herselffrom the family business/ family. 
In Family C，Patient 4 (Pt.4), aged 16, was also having trouble in her peer 
relationship. She could not get along well with her classmates. The following transcnpts 
were translated from the 3^ ^ family interview session. For the Chinese versions, please 
refer to P.214-215 of Appendix I. 
(Mrs. C= Mother; Mr. 0 Father, C=counselor; Pt.4= Patient 4) 
Pt.4 (ANpatient): At the beginning, I had quarrels with my classmates and 
therefore, I did not eat and was on diet. Gradually, I was getting thinner and 
thinner while my discontentment was alsopiled up. 
Mrs, C (supplemented): At the beginning, Pt.4 could not get along well with one 
ofthe classmates. And then this classmate asked the others to ignore her. 
Gradually, shefelt that thefamily members were also getting into her way. 
Pt4:1 had not said that thefamily members were getting into my way. 
Mr. C: I had explained to her that ifshe could not get along well mth this 
classmate, she could try another. When she goes outfor work, she will have 
chance to bejust able to get along with some of the colleagues while the others 
cannot. 
PtA: But at that time, not only one of the classmates but all ofthem were 
ignoring me.. 
Mr. C: PL 4 maybe unable to get along well with all ofher classmates. 
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PtA: I know that lfelt mhappy at that time when all ofthe classmates ignored 
me. But when I was getting thinner and thinner, my classmates concerned me 
more and myfamily also concerned me more. It seemed to be better. 
Mrs. C: You said that when you got thinner, thefamily concerned you more. In 
fact, whenyou got thinner, thefamily was in trouble. Ifyour body becomes 
normal, thefamily will be better. I treat the three children in afair manner that I 
care all ofthem. It is only thatPtA is compliant and therefore, I need not scold 
her. She is more self-discipUne m the way that she wilI go to her bedroom and do 
her homework after school However, I need to urge her elder sister andyounger 
brother all the time. 
Pt4: You do not scold me does not mean thatyou concern me. My elder sister 
does not like being scolded However, Ifeel that being scolded means thatyou 
care more. 
Mrs. C: Your elder sister andyounger brother are more naughty. 
Counselor: Will the mother praise you^ 
M: Yes, lwill 
C: How about the father? 
PtA: He wiU but not as clearly expressed as the mother. 
Mrs. C: Pt.4 is the one who is the maturest child among the three siblings. It is 
tecause you are well behaved that we scoldyou the less. It is not because we do 
not care you. 
Mr. C: lfyou do the things right, I need not scoldyou. Otherwise, I will become 
‘ unreasonable. 
PtA： It is not necessary to scold me butyou can say some words to show your 
concern. 
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Mr. C: It doesn i mean that when I remain silent, I do not care aboutyou. 
Pt.4: Ifyou do not e x p r e s s y o u r s e l f J d o not know whetheryou concem about me 
or not. 
Obviously, Pt.4 revealed to have trouble with her classmates at school and 
feeling of being neglected at home. However, when she started to get thinner, she 
successfully drew more attention from her classmates at school and from her parents at 
home. Therefore, the data might suggest that self-starvation is a means of drawing more 
care and attention from her classmates and parents and as a result, reducmg her stress 
arising from the peer relationship problem. 
Besides, there was a role reversal m the fannly that also hmder Pt.4 meeting her 
developmental task. As revealed from the family mterviews, Pt.4 took up the mother，s 
role. She was eager to arrange the meals for the fannly and urged her elder sister and 
younger brother to eat whenever they retumed from school. Yet, her eider sister did not 
consider it as care but regarded it as a control. However, to PtA, shejust wanted to show 
her concem to her family. The following transcnpts were translated from the f^ family 
interview session. For the Chinese versions, please refer to P.208 of Appendix I. 
(Mrs. C= Mother; Mr. C= Father; Pt.4= Patient 4; Es=Pt.4，s elder sister; Yb=Pt.4 . younger brother) 
Es: Pt.4 wants to control myfood intake. Whenever I return homefrom school 
Pt, 4 wUl ask me to eat this or that. When 1 refuse, she mll lose temper and cry. 
When she behaves like that, 1 have no choice but to give way. Sometimes, I 
_ don f w_ to return home. IfI do notfo_ her wish，she 诚 cry and throw 
temper. Then, 1 have no choice. Infact, I don t want to eat. 
Mrs. C: Pt. 4 and her elder sister are very close. 
C (ask Yb): Will you give way? 
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Yb: I wont t let her control me all the time. Pt.4 will buy somefood home 
everday and kneel down to ask me to eat thefood. When 1 don i want to eat, I 
will go back to my bedroom. Then, she will go back to her bedroom and kick the 
furniture. Seeing her behaves like that, I will eat later. 
Mr. C: PtA wants to control everybody. The younger brother might have got used 
to Pt4 and bargain with her the types offoodhe wants. 
Yb: I will set limit to the price ofthe food she bought. PtA acts like a mother in 
thefamily. I feel that we are bemg taken care ofby her. She takes up the tasks 
which is supposed to be done by my mother. For example, she will decide what to 
eat for thefamily. She prepares for the breakfast and dinner. I don i like that I 
y,ant everybody to take up their roles accordingly. Atpresent, the mother is 
control by PtA. My eldest sister is also controlled by Pt.4, 
In light of the above, it was found that there was also role reversal in Family C 
family when Pt.4 acted as the mother mstead. In fact, it also hindered PtA to differentiate 
from the family given the role she performed at home. Besides, during the individual 
interview, PtA disclosed the followings: 
(For the Chinese version, please refer to P.217-218 of Appendix 1.) 
PtA: My elder sister is being unfairly treated by Dad. For example, when she 
showed improvement in her HKCEE，Dad was still dissatisfied with her results 
and continued to scold her I then helped my elder sister to talk back to Dad. My 
Dad then scolded me and said that I was ignorant Sometimes, I hate Dad He did 
not recognize my elder sister ^ improvement. As a matter offact, she has already 
hadprogress. She has spent her time studying at home although she is not able to 
attain a good result. I don t like Dad because he hasprejudiced against my elder 
sister. 
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Apparently, Pt.4 sided with her elder sister and acted for her in the way that she 
talked back to her father whenever she felt that her elder sister was unfakly treated by 
her father although her father would scold her. 
Counselor: Is it that you askyour elder sister to eat because you want to show 
concern to her? 
Pt.4: ft^odded) 
C: What are you worrying about? 
PtA: I am worried that my elder sister is unhappy. It is because she will not 
disclose anything to myparents even though she is very unhappy. Ifshe tells 
Mom, Mom will be angry too. My sister is womed that Mom might tell Dad. If 
Mom tells Dad, they might enter mto quarrel Therefore’ she will tell me 
sometimes and ask me not to disclose to myparents. 
Pt,4: My elder sister has changed a lot after my onset ofAN. She becomes 
maturer. Now, she knows how to save money, assistsMom toprepare meals after 
school so that Mom can visit me in hospital 
C: Who dare to challenge thefather in thefamily? 
Pt.4: Only myyounger brother and I dare tofight hack against thefather. 
C： It seems thatyou use only one way tofight hack againstyourfather. 
Pt.4:1 use my ceaseless crying. 
C: Andyour self-starvation. 
Pt.4: (Nodded) And self-starvation tofight back. 
The data above might suggest that Pt.4 acted for her elder sister to fight agamst 
her father. Self-starvation seemed to be a powerM weapon for PtA to battle with her 
father. Besides，there was also regression in the mother-child relationship m Farmly C, 
During the family interview sessions, PtA refused to respond to the counselor but only 
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cried bitterly. When she cried, her elder sister helped her to wipe away her tears. As 
observed, Pt.4 was being treated like a baby by her elder sister. The following segment 
was translated from the V' family interview session. For the Chinese version, please refer 
to P.209 of Appendix I. 
(Mrs. C= Mother; Mr. C= Father; Pt.4=Patient 4; Es= Pt.4 ’s elder sister; Yb=Pt.4 >s younger brother) 
Mrs. C: My eldest daughter was independent when she waspromoted to F. 1. 
However, PtA had more trouble. She attaches to me like a baby. 
Mr. C: When Pt.4 returns home, she just follows the mother here and there. When 
I give comment to her, she becomes nervous. 
Regression might be considered as one of the obstacles for developing age-
appropriate behaviors. 
]ji Family D, Patient 5 (Pt.5) used her long hair to cover her face and thus her 
eyes could hardly be seen. Her voice was timidly low and therefore, could hardly be 
heard. She would only raise her voice when she quarreled with her mother. Throughout 
the family interview sessions, the family rarely touched on the Pt5 ^ social circle and 
peer relationship but focused on the mother ,s being overwhehned by the daughter ’s 
eating problem and marital discontent. Yet, Pt5 did complain that her mother exerted 
too much control over her life. The following transcripts were translated from the 2^ ^ 
family interview sessions. For the Chinese version, please refer to P.223 of Appendix L 
(Mrs. D =Mother; Mr. D= Father; C=counselor; Pt.5= Patient 5) 
Pt.5: She (the mother) watches me in every aspect ofmy life. It seems thatIam 
being guarded everyday. 
The following transcripts were translated from the 5^ family interview session. 
For the Chinese version, please refer to P.226-227 ofAppendix I. 
(Mrs. D =Mother, Mr. D= Father; C=counselor; Pt.5= Patient 5) 
c (ask Pt.5): How wouldyou iikeyourparents treatyou? 
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pt.5: It s not necessary for themto control me so much 
Mrs. D: (reactedpromptly) You shouldhave toldme. How shouldwe know what 
you want ifyou do not tell us? 
Mr. D: We do not want to controlyou. 
Mrs. D: Wefeel hard to controlyou. It ^ only thatyou do not speak up. In this 
way, it will be hard foryou to grow up. 
C： I don f agree about that. When a girl grows up, she definitely has her own 
secret (It was an issue of personal boundary.) 
Mr. D: It doesn t matter. She only needs to tell us ifshe goes out. 
Pt.5:1 definitely have. 
Mrs. D: Yes, she does tell us when she goes out But I wish so much that she can 
talk with her elder and younger brother. I don i understand why. Myfriends told 
me that their children were good in relationship that they talked to each other. If 
you have grown up, you have to talk to me. 
C： (talking to thefather) 1 disagree about that. When a girl grows up’ it ^ not 
necessary that she should tell everything to her brothers because ofsex 
difference. 
Mrs. D: How about me? She can tell me. 
Mr. D: You shouldn t stress thatyou are the mother and she isyourdaughter. 
You think thatyou are in a higherposition. Pt5 willfeel bad about it 
C： (ask thefather) What should Pt. 5 do to convince her Mom that she had grown 
up in this two weeks? 
‘ Mr. D: She only needs to eat more. Other things are not important, men we take 
a bus today, a woman askedme whyyou (Pt5) are so thm. I am worriedso 
much. 
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(Pt.5 started crying bitterly after listening to herfather ^ words. Her mother 
immediately moved to sit by her side andpass tissue to her.) 
Mrs. D: Don t cry. He is not scoldingyou. Ifyou are a grown up girl, don t cry. 
I y,ould rather you to speak out. Ifyou are unhappy, just speak up. I would rather 
you to talk hack. 
lt might suggest that there was a control issue between the mother and daughter 
dunng the adolescence. PtJ, bemg an mtrovert, talked little. In her heart, she did not like 
bemg intruded by her mother. She did not speak out but just cried and used self-
starvation to exert her personal boundary. Therefore, it might also suggest that Pt5 also 
had the difficulty to differentiate from the family for forming her self-identity. 
In Family E’ Patient 6 (Pt.6) said that her unhappiness anses from her parents , 
conflict and the family fmancial problem. The following transcnpts were translated from 
the ist family interview sessions. For the Chinese version, please refer to P.228 of 
Appendix 1. 
(Mrs. E 二 Mother; Mr. E =Father; C 二 counselor; Pt.6=Patient 6) 
Pt.6: (WMe crymg) The parental conflict has been lastedfor more than three 
years. When Ifeel unhappy, I cannot disclose to myfriends. 
Dunng the family mterview sessions, Pt,6 's peer relationship was not touched 
on. Yet, all the family members agreed that the mother was keen on havmg control m 
everything though the mother said that she only wanted to care. The followmg transcnpts 
were translated from the 3^ ^ family mterview session. For the Chmese version，please 
refer to P.23l-232 of Appendix I. 
(Mrs. E = Mother; Mr. E =Father; C 二 counseior; Pt-6=Patient 6; 1^  brother 二 Pt.6 ’s eldest brother; 2^ 
brother = Pt.6 ’s second elder brother) 
2^ brother: She (the mother) always sticks to herself and never listens to others , 
y^ords. Her personality cannot be changed so easily, 
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Pt.6: She (the mother) always thinks that she is right in everything. Ifshe thinks 
like that, nothing can be done. 
产 brother: She (the mother) always says that others do not listen to her. Infact, 
she is not aware that she also does not listen to others ^rds. It ^ difficult to 
change her way of thinking. 
Counselor: It seems thatyour mother cannot listen toyour words now. (Ask the 
father) What willyou do when she does not listen toyour words? 
Mr. E: I will ignore her. There will have no chance to quarrel 
f brother: Ifyou ignore her，she will continue talking. 
Pt.6: She wiU insist her stand You cannot argue. Therefore, I wUl not talk back 
but remain silence. 
2"d brother: I will also ignore her. 
f brother: It does i mean that I ignore her. Ijust ignore her instruction. When 
she asks you to do something，she expects you to do U immed:ately, e.g. dnnk the 
soup. It might be a minor issue but she wUl repeat and repeat It becomes 
troublesome. 
Pt.6: When she has nothmg to do’ she wUlfmdsomethmg to do immediately. 
Therefore, she is busy all the time. 
Mrs. E: Your Dad is already not compliant Whenyou (the children) are not 
compliant, I will be angry. 
C： Do you mean that your husband is not compliant and therefore you need to 
repeat and repeat? 
Mrs. E: He always takes the lead He neverfollows my way. 
Mr. E: Doyou mean thatyou want to control everything andtake the lead? 
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Mrs. E: Have you ever feel guilty? When you are able to eam money, you only 
bring home some money. When you were able to eam more money, you spent the 
money to havefm with other women. Apartfrom taking care ofthe children and 
having two meals, 1 have nothing. 
Mr. E: (Remained silence) 
C： (Ask thefather) Do you want to give any responses to her? 
Mr. E: No. 
Mrs. E: I want to separate with him. 
Mr. E: She always thinks that she is right in everything. 
Apart from the control issue, it was also apparent that there was mtense mantal 
discord between the couple. The mother was M l of discontent while the father just 
Ignored her gnevance. The mantal issue would be discussed m the later part of this 
chapter. 
In the other segment during the f^ family interview session, it was found that 
there was regression m the mother-child relationship m Famtly E. For the Chinese 
version, please refer to P.228-229 of Appendix I. 
(Mrs. E : Mother; Mr. E =Father; C 二 counselor; Pt.6=Patient 6; 1^  brother = Pt.6 ’s eldest brother; 2^ 
brother 二 Pt.6，s second elderbrother) 
Pt6:1 don i wantyou to do everythingfor me. 
Mrs. E: I amyour mother and therefore, I am obliged to doeverythingforyou. 
You can tell mother what you want to eat. I will cookfor you. You don i need to 
^orry about whether Daddy have money or not. You can continue to study. 
Pt.6: She does everythingfor me. She treats me like a little child, lnfact, lfeel 
annoyed (It was an issue ofcontrol and personal boundary.) 
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Mr. E: She always asks Pt.6 to eat it or that all the time. When she grows up, she 
feels troublesome. 
Pt6: She needs to see me complete thefoodsheprovides. Otherwise, she will not 
telieve that I have eaten thefood. It seems that she does not trust me. It is only 
the mother who closely guards me in thefamily. 
When the autonomy issue was touched on, Mrs. E shifted back to her husband，s 
bnnging much trouble to the family instead. It was apparent that Pt6 complamed that 
her mother treated her like a baby. It was not sure whether Pt.6 behaved like a baby that 
her mother treated her like a baby or vice versa. However, regression in mother-child 
relationship was obvious m this case. In fact, regression might also be considered as one 
ofthe obstacles for developing age-appropriate behaviors. 
5.2.2 Being triangulated in the parents marital discords and self 
starvation as a means of diluting their conflicts 
The research finding revealed that there was different mtensity of mnmL 
j ^ ^ m all the families except m Family B. AN patients were found bemg tnangulated 
mto the parents 'mantal discord while the AN symptoms served to distract or dilute such 
marital discords in different ways. 
In Family A, Mrs. A, bemg canng, concerning and responsible, devoted all her 
time and energy to take care ofher husband and daughters. Ever smce the daughters were 
bom, she took every active step to pave a smooth path for their upbnngmg. Her husband 
was responsible to the family fmancially. Her only complamts were his frequent late 
retum for dinner and excessive dnnkmg of alcohol m the past years. The followmg 
transcnpts were translated from the 2^<^  family interview session. For the Chmese version, 
please refer to P. 186 of Appendix I. 
(Mrs. A= Mother; Mr. A= Father; C=Counselor; Pt. l=Patient 1，Elder sister; Pt.2=Patient 2, Younger sister; 
both PT.1 and PT.2 were AN patients) 
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Mrs. A: When I buy the food from the market, I cannot obtain the expected result. 
(Mr. A and Pt2 remained silent without give any response to Mrs. A) 
C: (AskPt2) Isyour mother talking toyou? 
pa： Hal? 
Mr. A: Is it that I have drunk too much alcohol last night? 
Mrs. A: I have said thatyou should know that 
Mr. A : That means I am right 
Mrs, A: I thinkyou should have had enough alcohol outside butyou continued 
drinking when you returned home last mght. You have made a deal with Pt 1. You 
said that ifshe eats more, you would drink less. Yet, you breakyourpromise. In 
this way, yourpropriety was damaged infront of the daughters. I know that it is 
hard m your work but you can use other ways to reliefyour pressure. 
Mr. A: I admit that I was wrong in this aspect. 
Mrs. A: There is a lot ofnews saying that the onset ofliver disease can be 
happened at the age of40. Ifyou are sick, you might befired. Your body belongs 
toyou. IfI have to waitforyou, I can eat earlier. 
C： There is always conflict at dinnertime. Is it? 
Mrs. A: Yes, it is. 
Mr. A: I return home late at night. 
Mrs. A: Infact, he can off-duty early but he will go to bar with her colleagues 
nght after work. When there are morefriendsjoin, he wiU stayfor longer time. I 
expect him to retum home at 8:00p.m. but he can t. When you are waiUng at 
home, he will suddenly ring me up and tell me to eatfirst My effort seems to be 
in vain. 1 know that he works hard Therefore, I hope that thefamily can dine 
together at nighttime. It was only until the daughters vnset ofAN that they 
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wanted to eat earlier instead of waiting her the father 5 retum so as to avoid 
conflict. It is because ofhis late retum for dinner that conflict arises. 
C: How do youfeel when your parents were in conflict? 
Pt.2:1 will be unhappy. But this problem has been lasted for a long time and 
therefore, I have got used to it. 
C: How long does it lasts? 
Pt.2: Since I was in primary school I was afraid of the dinnertime previously 
until we dine in different time. At present, I eat with my elder sister earlier while 
my mother will waitforfather ^ retum There is a deal between myfather and 
elder sister. If my elder sister eats more, he wiU drink less. 
Mr. A: There is no relationship between my drinking alcohol and my daughter，s 
food refusal It is only that Pt 1 does not like me drinking alcohol and therefore, I 
get this idea. 
C: (Ask Pt2) Didyour fatherpromiseyou anything? 
Pt.2: My father told me that in I could recover, he would bring me to ride a 
bicycle. But I can t. 
In light of the above, AN has become a powerful means for Pt.l and Ft.2 to 
bargain with the father on behalf of their mother. For Pt.l, she used AN to make a deal 
with the father that if she ate more, her father would drink less. For Pt.2, she used AN to 
draw the father home. Their father , s returning home late for dinner and drinking 
excessive alcohol were the two major complaints ofthe mother. 
On the other hand, Pt2 was more than willing to be her mother ,s companion so 
as to replace the father ’s role as a husband. The following transcripts were translated 
fi-om the 5^ family interview session. For the Chinese versions, please refer to P.194 of 
Appendix 1. 
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(Mrs. E= Mother; Mr. E= Father, C=Counselor; Pt. 6= Patient 6) 
Mr. E: There is something unhappy in thefamily that affects PtA 
(PT.6 cried bitterly when the father disclosing the above.) 
Mrs. E: It is the money matter that is bothering. He brings a lot oftrouble to the 
family. He had already declared bankrupt 
Mr. E: I was in debt of200 million dollars. It had been a large burden to me. 
Sometimes, I could not fall asleep. 
C: Have you toldyour wife? 
Mr. E: She cannot understand. 
Mrs. E: (Raised her voice) It is not a matter ofunderstanding or noL Ifhe can be 
moreprudent, he will not cause such trouble. In thepast, he used violence 
against mefrequently. He had improved after the son warned him. Yet, he had 
slapped me to the wall recently. He has also gambled. 
C: (to Pt.6) How long is the conflict? 
Pt,6: It has been a long time. Ifeel bad but cannot disclose to myfriends. 
C: What makesyou feel the worst? 
Pt.6:Idon tknow. 
C： How do your elder brothers react when theparents are in conflict? 
Pt.6: They r-emainedsilence. I don i want them to quarrel O^hile crying) I 
don t know why they always quarrel because of money. We are not a common 
family. Myfather does not want my mother to bother him but my mother only 
^ants to concern him However, although she wants to concem him. she should 
not mention hisprevious misdeeds. Otherwise, he will be unhappy. She should 
avoid complaining his misdeeds. 
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In light of the above, Pt6 was also being triangulated into the parents ,marital 
discord. On the one hand, she understood that her father did not like her mother to bother 
him because her mother always mentioned his previous misdeeds. In fact, she knew that 
her father was unhappy. Apparently, her father might have disclosed his feeling to Pt6. 
On the other hand, Pt6 also realized that her mother used her criticism to concem her 
father. Again, her mother might have also disclosed her feelmg to Pt.6. M this way, when 
the couple could not communicate well between themselves, Pt6 served as a bndge for 
them. Dunng the interview, she neither sided with the father or the mother. Yet, she 
seemed to be able to understand the feeling ofboth parents. 
Besides, during the family interviews, the mother was keen on taMng about the 
financial matter mstead ofthe daughter，s AN problem. Yet, the father only concerns the 
daughter ’s AN problem. The following transcnpts were translated from the 3^ ^ fanuly 
intemew session. For the Chinese versions, please refer to P.231 of Appencfe L 
(Mrs. E= Mother; Mr. E= Father; C=Counselor; Pt. 6= Patient 6) 
Mrs.E:Iwant totalkaboutthef_ly ,sfmanaalprMem.PL6 ^ANproblem 
has been improved. 
Mr. E: It is necessary to talk about the daughter .AN. Whydoyoudistractthe 
issue? 
It was apparent that the mother came for the fmancial matter but the father came 
for the daughter，s AN problem. It might suggest that if it w e not for Pt.6 ,s AN 
problem, the father would not talk to his wife about the financial matter. In this way, AN 
helps to draw the couple together and gives the chance for the mother to deal with the 
marital disputes with the father. 
lB Family D, the marital relationship between the parents was poor. Mrs. D had 
piled up her frustration arising from the mantal relationship. Throughout the interview 
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sessions, she could not stop complaining her husband and kept on airing out her 
gnevances. When her attention was shifted to her daughter ,s AN, she and her husband 
could forget their unresolved conflict butjoin together to handle the daughter，s problem. 
The following transcripts were translated from the 1^ family interview session. For the 
Chinese versions, please refer to R222 of Appendix 1. 
(Mrs. D= Mother; Mr. D= Father; C=Counselor; Pt.5=Patient 5) 
Mrs. D: Ifeel thatyou are not responsible to thefamily. When I want to discuss 
somefamily issues withyou, youjust ignore me. Whenyou are at home, you 
speak nothing but keep on watching the television, 
Mr. D: Do you know that I sleep too little?" 
Mrs. D: Do you know that I cannotfall asleep?.. 丨 
Mr. D: Infact, 1 have strong headache because ofinsujficient sleep. As I have to 
take up a part-timejoh m addition to myfull-timejob, I can have little time to 
sleep. : 
Mrs. D: I cannot feel any warmth at home. IfIfeel happy, I will be happy even , 
just sitting at home. It seems that 1 have to shoulder the whole family alone 
_hout having any support. Whi!e havmg argument, you will threaten not to give : 
any monetary contribution home. When I heard this, Ifeel unhappy. To you, ！ 
money is more important than me. You have driven me crazy. : 
Mr. D: I have given you the whole portion ofmy income. What do you want? IfI 
do not take up this nighttimejob, I will have nothing. 
Mrs. D: I am not a gambler. Why should I work? I want to earn moneyfor 
happiness. I have self-esteem. 1 loseface infront of the neighbors when you scold 
me like that. I want to nirnib myfeeling and go away.. 
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Mr. D: I have givenyou the whole portion of my income. I have no extra money 
for me ifI do not take up part-timejob. 
Mrs. D: It is not thatyou have no extra money. You have spent your money in 
gambling. You are irresponsible to thefamily. You only laid thefamily burden to 
me alone. When I speak, you scold me. It is useless to speak with him, 
Mr. D: Iftheproblem cannot be solved, it is meaningless to speak about it. 
Mrs. D: He is rarely at home. Even when he is at home, he wiU not talk to me. 
When there is anything happen, he will only blame me. We have no 
communication at all 
Mr. D: Then’ you mean that I am the sinner in thefamily. 
Mrs. D: We cannot discuss anything in a calm manner. Ifyou do not want to talk 
to me’ you can talk with the children. In the pastyears, I only take care ofthe 
children and quarrel with you. 
Mr. D: Is it that 1 need not workfor money and sleep? : 
Mrs. D: ljust want that thefamily can sit together and chat He can talk with � 
others well but not with us. I cannotfeel any warmth in thefamily. , 
The couple had endless argument throughout the family mterviews. It seemed 
that Mrs. D could not listen to Mr. D ’s words. Dunng the 4^ farmly mterview session， � 
Mx. D just left the interview room in the midst of their heated quarrel. The eldest son ； 
revealed that it was the usuai pattem that the father would leave home when mother 
continued picking on him. They could not resolve their mantal discord. The only time 
they could join together was dealing with Pt.5 ^ AN problem. Apparently, AN served 
as a glue to hold the couple together. 
In Family C，the marital conflict was subtle. They did not have any open conflict 
regarding the marital relationship but how to handle the eldest daughter ’s study problem 
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and outdoor activities. Apparently, PtJ was sided with the mother to fight against the 
father. The following transcripts were translated from the 3^ ^ family mterview session. 
For the Chinese versions, please refer to P.215-216 of Appendix 1. 
(Mrs. C= Mother; Mr. C= Father; C= Counselor; Pt.4=Patient 4) 
Pt.4: You ffhther) always scold my elder sisterfor not studying! 
Mrs. G: Yes, I agree. You scold her or not making no difference. But if 
you scold her too much, it will become troublesome. 
Mr. C; I have expectation on every child. Ijust want her (the eldest daughter) to 
achieve higher educational attainment. I work m the MTR. I need to be very 
humble because I don i know how to do the task 
Mrs, C: I amflexible. Ifshe (the eldest daughter) does not listen to my words, I 
) 
Will just let she he though lfeel angry also. : 
Mr. C: Infact, you (mother) are wrong ifyoujust cover up the children ^ matter, 
fThey began to have conflict) 
Dunng the 4^ family mterview, Mr. C has also expressed his discontent towards 
his wife. The following transcnpts were translated from the 4^ family mterview session. 
< 
For the Chinese versions, please refer to P.220 of Appendix I. 
• 
(Mrs. C= Mother; Mr. C=Father; C=Counselor) : 
C; Whatprevents thefather to get close to the children^ ； 
Mrs. C: He (the father) rarely speaks out. 
Mr. C: When I speak out^ you (the mother) said that I will make the children 
unhappy. When I do not speak out, yon said that I do not speak out. Next time I 
will not come. 
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5.2.3 Self-sacrificing for thefamily interest 
There was a strong belief of self-sacrifice for the sake of the family interest in 
Family A & B. Li Famify B, Pt.3 had to take up the family business although she did not 
like it. The reason was that her younger sisters did not like this business. Being the eldest 
daughter in the family, she chose to stay. The following segment was translated from the 
rt family interview session ofFamily B. For the Chinese versions, please refer to P.197 
of Appendix 1. 
(Pt.3= Patient 3) 
Pt.3: As everybody (younger sisters) refuses to take up thefamily business, I have 
to. You will ask ifall ofthem refuse to take up the business, who will take it up. It 
should be me then. 
Dunng the 2^ ^ family interview sessions, Pt.3 repeated agam that she had to stay 
because all her younger sisters wanted to leave. She had no choice but stayed The worst 
of all, she dared not voice it out but kept the feelmg to herself. The following segment 
was translated from that session. For the Chinese version, please refer to P.199 of 
Appendix 1. 
PtJ： I cannot tell the truth thatIfeel bored At that time，nobody was willing to 
retum home to assist in the family business. All of them said that they wanted to 
go to Canada. My youngest brother and sister were still studying. Therefore, I ‘ 
did not disclose myfeeling. I could not stop themfrom leaving Hong Kong, 
Dunng the 5^ family interview sessions, when the Counselor said that Pt3 has 
been married to the family business, Pt3 ,s younger brother even opined that M has, in 
fact，got married to the family. The following segment was translated from that session. 
For the Chinese version, please refer to P.206-207 of Appendix I. 
(Mrs. C= Mother; Mr. B=Father; Pt.3=Patient 3; C=Counselor, Yb-Pt.3 ^ younger brother) 
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Counselor: (to Yb) Obviously, your parents are much ajfected by the weight of 
Pt.3. They will get angry easily by it. 
Mr. B: (Using tissue to wipe away tears in his eyes) She (Pt.3)just remain the 
same despite ofmy repeated urging and advice given, 
C: Do youfeel thatyou are a failure? 
Mr. B: Definitely, 
pt,s: It is only that I cannot do whatyou want. 
Mr. B: Pt.3 ^ refusing to eat made mefeel like afailure, I have told her before. 
C: Is it defeatedyou the most? 
Mr. B: flJodded) I have told her hefore. 
• 
C: Doyoufeel that she (Pt3) used her body weight to wrestle with you^ j 
Pt3:1 want to go to the toileL (Pt.3 left the room) I 
] 
C： Is she (Pt.3) a compliant girl since she was a child? | 
i 
Mr. & Mrs, B: Yes! \ 
C： (Ask Yb) Why do you think thatyour eldest sister (Pt.3) choose to use her body : 
) 
weight to fight with the parents? 
\ 
Yb： It might be that the body weight is the most direct way to do so. For example, 
,fshe uses the business, it is indirect Ifshe uses her bodyweight, myfather ； 
should be serious in this matter. : 
C: What do you thinkyour eldest sister isfighting with yourfather? 
Yh： She (Pt.3) might think that she has not got a companion at her age. Maybe, 
she thinks that she has sacrificed too muchfor thefamily but at the end ofthe 
day, she gets nothing. However, I think that it should not laid the blame on the 
family. For example, everybody has ajob but still has their social circle. 
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Sometimes, I doubt whether she wants to fight with theparents orjust get 
attentionfrom them, I don t know which is correct. 
(Counsellor asks Mrs. B to go out andfmdPt3 back to the interview room. After 
a while’ Mrs. B andPt.3 returned together.) 
C: (Askfather) Does Pt.3 feel hard to take up thefamily business? 
Mr. B: In the past, some guys wanted to date her but shejust rejected them. 
Pt.3: It s the problem ofmy choice. I told myselfthat ifI wanted to manage the 
business well, I had to give up my social circle. 
C: It ^ really hard to shoulder the family businessfor more than 10 years. 
PU： It ^ myproblem. It s myfaultfor choosing that. I hadplaced my social life 
under the carpet. My problem was just covered until I ^e got aproblem with my ； 
health. I knew that there was a problem at that time. However, I have to handle \ 
thefamily businessfirst. So’ I have no time to handle mypersonal problem. The : 
family business is already right on the track but now Ifeel bored. ： 
C: It seems thatyour daughter (PU) has already got married to the family 
business. 
I 
Yb: Not only does she get married to the family business but thefamily as well 
Obviously, Pt3 has sacrificed her choice of career and her social life for the , 
family business. As revealed from the above data, it might suggest that Pt3 use her self- ； 
starvation and body weight to express her discontent towards this sacrifice. 
In F_fy A, Pt2 was more than willing to hold back her need of developing her 
social world but remam home to accompany the mother as it had been mentioned before. 
During the 5^ family interview sessions, it had been discussed that Pt2 took up the role 
ofthe father to accompany the mother, Pt2 had explicitly voiced out that she would 
continue spending more time to accompany the mother until the father could retimi home 
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to take up the role. Tbe following segment was translated from that session. For the 
Chinese version, please refer to P.194 of Appendix 1. 
(C=Counselor; Pt.2=Patient 2) 
C: What should they do before you stop accompanying the mother and 
develop your social circle? 
pa： When the mother andfather can have their world, I will have my 
world. 
Both Pt.2 and Pt3 were willing to sacrifice their well-being for the sake of the 
family mterest. This trait of self-sacrifice and submissive can be understood under the 
lens oftraditional Chinese family in which cohesiveness, closeness and loyalty are being 
upheld. When one has to be loyal to the family mterest, one needs to give up her own ‘ 
interest especially for the female in traditional patnarchal society as it has been ^ 
mentioned m previous chapter about the female roles in the traditional Chinese families. 1 
i( 
Bemg bound by the patnarchal society ,s construction offemale qualities ofself-sacnfice 丨 
and submissiveness at the expense of the development of self is the women，s tragedy. ： 
Apparently, Pt.2 and Pt3 were typically being bound by these qualities. ！ 
5 2.4 Being helpless and powerless in the families，selfstarvation 丨 
becomes a means ofempowering the mothers in thefamilies 
L 
i 
Moreover, it would not be surpnsed that the mothers m ^ s t of the families were : 
also impressed to be submissive and self-sacnficmg except in Family B. In Farrnly A, 
Mrs. A quitted her job and concentrated herself to take care of her husband and two 
daughters leavmg little space for herself. She felt the emptiness when her two daughters 
entered into adolescents and had little time at home. On the other hand，Mrs. A felt 
helpless m influencing her husband ,s choice of staying out late at night and drinkkig 
excessive alcohol. Yet, after the da_ters 'onset of AN, the father returned home for 
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dinner earlier and made a deal xvith Pt.l that if she ate more, he drank less, ln this way, 
self-starvation could be understood as a weapon to empower the mother to influence her 
husband. 
In Family C, PtA disclosed that Mrs. C was the one with the lowest position at 
home. Mrs, C was so submissive that her husband and children could throw temper on 
her. She would only tolerate until it was beyond her limit. Pt.4 had explicitly mentioned 
that she used her ceaseless crymg and self-starvation to fight back against her father on 
behalfofher elder sister and mother. ORefertoP.218 ofAppendixT) 
In Family D, Mrs. D revealed that she could not feel any warmth at home. She 
felt that she had to shoulder the family burden alone. All she wanted was to see her 
cMdren and communicate with her husband. Although she devoted herself for the ； 
family, she got nothing m return. She felt miserable. (Refer to P.221-222 ofAppendix I) ( 
In Family E, Mrs. E complained that she had nothing. After getting mamed, she | 
got only two meals and the grown-up cMdren. Although she was bemg complained by 
her husband and cMdren that she was controlling, she felt that she could not control . 
anythmg at home. If it were not for Pt.6，s self-starvation, she could hardly any chance to ！ 
raise her discontent with her husband and had a dialogue. Therefore，it was found that 、 
Mrs. E tumed up for family therapy because ofthe family ,s fmancial problem while Mr. : 
E tumed up for the daughter ’s AN problem. (Refer to P.231 ofAppendix I) : 
To summarize, Pt.2, bemg loyal to her mother, remained home most ofthe time 
trymg to replace her father ’s role of accompanying and sharing with her mother at the 
expense of Pt2 ^ need for self-development. At the same time，Pt.2 -s self-starvation 
successfully drew her mother closer to her. Her mother was too ready to take over the 
responsibility of arranging activities for Pt2 dunng the summer holidays. Most crucially, 
Pt.2 and her elder sister ’s self-starvation became a powerM asset for them to bargain 
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with the father to drink less alcohol and return home earlier for dinner on behalf of the 
mother. Therefore, both PtA and Pt2 were being triangulated into the parents ,marital 
discords althoughP^.2 was more affected. 
Pt.3, being loyal to the family, also putting aside her need for self-development 
but limiting her life to running the family business. It was mainly due to her younger 
siblings refused to take up the family business. Pt.3, being the eldest daughter, said that 
she had no choice but remained at home to take up the family busmess when all her 
younger siblmgs chose to emigrate to Canada. Pt.3 told herself that if she wanted to 
manage the business well, she had to give up her social circle. Therefore, for the past 
years, Pt.3 had placed her social life under the carpet and thus she got no friends and no 
hobby. Pt3 ^ self-starvation made her father feel as a failure and became Pt.3 ,s last | 
battlefield to wrestle with her parents to assert her personal boundary in the family. | 
Pt.4 had difficulty in engaging satisfactory peer relationship at school and feeling i 
ofbeing neglected by her parents. Her self-starvation successfully drew more care and 
attention from her peers and parents. Being loyal to her mother and elder sister, Pt.4 
sided with them to challenge the father. Her self-starvation was a powerful means for her | 
to fight against her father. As her mother was too soft，she was the one who got the : 
lowest position in the family. PtA took up part ofthe mother ,s role in the famly so that : 
there was a role reversal Besides, after Pt.4 ^ onset of self-starvation, her elder sister ： 
became mature. Pt.4 disclosed that her elder sister knew how to save up money and 
assisted the mother to prepare meals. As Pt.4 s parents had conflict m handling her elder 
sister，s study problem and behavior, her elder sister，s behavioral change after Pt4 ^ 
onset of AN help relief the parental conflict. 
Pt.5, feeling ofbeing guarded and control by the mother in every aspects of life， 
was mihappy because she did not like being mtruded by her mother. However, she did 
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not speak butjust cried and used self-starvation to exert her personal boundary. Besides, 
her self-starvation also distracted the parents marital discords and drew them together to 
handle her self-starvation problem. Otherwise, Pt5 's father would just left to avoid 
conflict with her mother. 
Pt.6, being taken care of like a baby and controlled by her mother, needed to 
wrestle for autonomy in the family. Besides, being triangulated into her parents 'mantal 
discords, Pt6 had limited space for selMevelopment. Self-starvation might be a means 
of exerting her personal boundary. Besides, it also helped draw the parents together and 
sidestep the marital discords. 
From the data gathered in the above, it might be concluded that the AN patients 
•4 
had difficulties in behaving in an age-appropnate ways which might suggest that they j 
} 
had the difficulty in differentiating from the family. It might be due to their loyalty to the i 
i 
families or parents, obligation to sacnfice for the family at the expense of their self- J 
development and being tnangulated in their parents ^antal discords. On the other hand, 
the data coUected also suggested that self-starvation might serve the toction of exerting ^ 
I 
their personal boundary, diluting their parents ,mantal discords and empowering the j 
、 






Results ofthe Study—Data Gatheredfrom Mutual Support 
Group Sessions 
6.1 Case History 
This mutual support group, for the period from November 1999 to March 2000， 
consisted of 7 members. They were all female AN patients receiving out-patient 
treatment in the Psychiatnc Department of the Pnnce of Wales Hospital. Their age 
ranging from 18to 36 years old. 
Pt.7，aged 18, was bom the eldest among 4 siblings. Her father was a decorative 
worker and her mother was a Ml-time housewife. She had two younger sisters and one “ 
younger brother. At present, she was a F.6 student PtJ started to have trouble with her ； 
I. 
body weight and food when she was 16 years old. Her lowest body weight was 82 lb. ； 
that was one year ago. At present, she weighted 55 kg but her ideal body weight was 90 】 
lb. while her height was 157cm. 
•i 
Pt8, aged 18，was bom the youngest among 3 siblings. Her father was a horse- ^ 
\ 
trainer and her mother was a baby-sitter at home. She had one elder sister and one elder | 
brother. Currently, she was also a F.6 student Pt.8 started to have trouble with body -
1 
weight and food when she was 15 years old Her lowest body weight was 82 lb. that was ‘ 
five months ago. At present, she weighted 86 lb. and her ideal body weight was 90 lb. 
while her height was 153cm. 
Pt.9，aged 36，ranked the second among 4 siblings. Her father was already retired 
while her mother used to be a 倾-time housewife. At present, Pt9 worked as a clerk in a 
religious organization. She had been admitted to psychiatnc hospital due to her suicidal 
attempt. Pt.9 reported that she did not have any trouble with her body weight and food 
all along. At present, she weighted 31.4 kg. andherheight was 150cm. 
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Pt.W，aged 23, was the youngest among 4 siblings. Her father was retired while 
her mother used to be a MMime housewife but had been a baby-sitter before. She got 
three elder brothers. Currently, she worked as a clerk. PUO started to have trouble with 
her body weight and food when she was 17 years old. Her lowest body weight was 75 
lb. At present,: she weighted 98 lb. but her ideal body weight was 77 lb. wMle her height 
was 150cm. 
PU i , aged 23, ranked the second among three siblmgs. Her father was a secunty 
guard and her mother was a Ml-t.me housewife. PtAl was a umvers.ty graduate and 
now she worked as a reporter and a substitute teacher. PU1 started to have trouble 摄 
body we.ght and food when she was 13 years old Her lowest body weight was 90 lb. 
that was 7 years ago. At present, she weighted 105 lb. but her ideal body weight was 95 丨 
I 
lb. while her height was 15 8cm. 丨 
PU2，aged 18，was the younger between two siblmgs. Her father was a pastor ！ 
wMle her mother ran the beauty parloux busmess. n n , major m dancing, was studying 
in an art college. She started to have the trouble 滋 body weight and food when she 丨 
鹏 17 years old. Her lowest body weight was 90 lb. that was about 3 years ago. At ： 
present, she weighted 120 lb. while her height was 170cm. ； 
Pt.l3, aged 34, ranked the sixth among seven siblmgs. Her father worked as a : 
restaurant manager wMe her mother used to be a MMnne housewife. All her siblings : 
had been moved out leavmg only her to lwe with the parents. As PtA3 was just 
discharged from the hospital，she was still unemployed. P"3 started to have trouble 
^ t h body weight and food when she was 29 years old. Her lowest body ^ g h t was 38 
kg. that was 2 months ago. At present, she weighted 40 kg. while her height was 158ctn. 
• 
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6 ^ D ^ u c n.thPred from Mntn.l S"nnort Group Sessions 
Based on the participant observation in the three group sessions of the mutual 
support group on sharing about the life stresses and families among group members, 
transcnpts were also made by reviewmg the videotapes repeatedly. The verbatim of the 
group sessions were analyzed so as to extract common or smular themes — they 
,epeated themselves and exhaustive. Fmally, four themes were Mentifled. They were that 
the AN patients ,having cUfficulties m handlmg peer relationships; difficulties m resisting 
the parents nntrusiveness to their personal boundanes and self-starvation as a means of 
asserting their personal boundanes; bemg tnangulated m their parents ,mantal discord or 
m-law relaUonsMp problem and self-starvation as a means of diluting their mantal 
d.cords; and acting for their mothers. These themes would be compared with the data , 
gathered from family interview sessions. : 
6.2.1 Having difficulties in handlingpeer relationships | 
麵 ， a s it was found in the data from family mtemew sessions, most of the [ 
group members expressed to have difficulties m handlmg peer relationsMp. The ； 
following transcnpts were translated from the Chmese verbatnn of the 3^ ^ group sessions. < 
For the Chmese version, please refer to P. 237-238 of Appendix II. ‘ 
Pt. 7： My majorprohlem is that I needfnends tofiU up my 24 hours a day e,en | 
though they may not he my goodfnends. Wken I havefr.nds to accompany 騰,/ ； 
feel that there is not enough carefor me. However, tfI ha.e nofnends by my 
side, 1 feel lonely. 
Worker: Everybody should have some tme to he alone m 24 hours a day. 
Pt. 7： I definitely have the problem ofhandling the time ofbeing alone. 
Worker: (Ask other members) What wouldyou do when you are alone? 
Pt,8 & 10: Go shopping or eating. 
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Pt.9: I also have the problem ofhandling the time ofheing alone. I will not eat 
but keep myselfhusy with housework 
Worker: What are you afraid of? 
Pt.9:1 am afraid ofthinking suicide when I am alone. 
Worker: Is it because you are afraid ofloneliness? 
Pt, 7: After havmg the problem ofAN and BN, I am afraid ofbemg alone. It is 
because when I amalone’ I cannot stop eating. WheneverIfeel bored and 
•happy that I wUl eat and eat untU I cry because 1 kno^ I have eaten too much! 
Pt.9:1 will use work to fill up my time. 
pa： I cannot always have friends to accompany me and also Ifeel that they are 
4. 
not good enough. ( 
Pt,8: Butyou have said thatyourfriends concernyou much [ 
Pt, 7: Yes, but only when I am unhappy, they concern me. When I am not | 
•happy，they • not have special carefor me, So’ I sUllfeel that they are not [ 
good enough. ‘ 
Pt.8: Myfriends complain that 1 ask too much! • 
Pl} 0： Myfriends also have the same complamt. ^ 
Pt.8:1 don f k _ whether it is a kmd ofconcem, Maybe’ they think that I am a ) 
沙卿.However, Ijust thmk that I want to makefrtend wUh them and therefore, I ： 
want to understand more about them. 
Pt, 7： Maybe, you are not making a good match. 
Pt,9: What is the meaning ofgood match? 
Pt,7: Is it whetheryou are willing toput a^ayyou selfesteem to go together with 
them? 
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PUO:Idon tthmkso. Even thoughyouforceyourselfto be mth them, itseems 
to be.. 
Pt, 7： I can t accept it. When I see some ofmy classmates try to get in a group by 
joining them to tell jokes, Ifeel strange. I can i do it 
PUO: Infact, it will be too hardfor me. People around might also laugh atyou. 
Pt 7: Maybe, it is because I have no self-confidence. I am always afraid that 
people might laugh at me ifI go tojom thenu I am also afraid —people might 
not welcome me. Therefore, I will not go tojo:n them, lnfacU it is because I ha.e 
no self-confidence. 
PtAO: The same as L I always think thatpeople do not like me. 
«. 
Pt.8: The same as L ( 
I 
Pt 7:1 know that some people will do so but I can t IfeeL 
Pt,10: Ifeel that it ^ a kind offaking. ( 
Pt. 7: It might not beflattermg. Maybe, even ifI can do it，people might not Uke , 
» 
狐 Some people told me that ifI do not take mUiative to get to knowfriends, , 
people will neither do so. IfI do not talk to people, people will not talk to me. | 
However, I thmk that it is hard to take imUative because I am afraid thatpeople 
might not accept me. ) 
PtAO: It seems thatyoujust tornyourface (putawayyourself-esteem) tojom : 
j> 
others. It makes me feel “ cheap r' 
Pt, 7： It is related to our self-confidence and confidence towardsfriends. Maybe, 
it is because I have had unhappy experience before. Therefore, I have no 
confidence now. 
PUO: The same as 1. Therefore, I am afraid ofeverything, 
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Pt.8: My teacher told me that I am pessimistic. Ifeel that I hayefewfriends and 
feel that everybody treats me poorly. 
Obviously, Pt7, 8 and 10, in their early adolescence, had similar experience of 
having difficulties in developing satisfactory peer relationship due to their lack of self-
confidence and confidence in friendship. They had the common struggle of craving for 
friendship but at the same time were afraid of being rejected. Similar to the first set of 
data extracted from family interview sessions in 5.2.1, they had the difficulties of 
meeting the developmental needs of expanding their life from their families to outside 
world. Therefore, similar finding might be confirmed in this aspect. 
6.2.2 Having difficulties in resisting their mothers intrusiveness to their 
personal boundaries and self-starvation as a means ofasserting : 
their personal boundaries : 
On the other hand, most of the group members felt that their mothers were ' 
mtrusive to their personal boundary in the way that they spoke for them most of the time ( 
rd , 
and made them feel embarrassed. The following transcnpts were translated from the 3^  , 
• 
group session. For the Chmese version, please refer to P-235-237 of Appendix 11. , 
Pt. 10： I feel terribly hard ifI am being compared with by others. For example, if i 
you are beingpointed and told that others ucademic results are so good butyou ‘ 
] 
see yours are so poor. I feel terribly hard! , 
：* 
Pl 7: / also don t like being pointed and compared with others! ‘ 
Pt.lO: Butyou can i control others! 
Pt j: Usually, it 5 yourfamily members who will do this comparison. 
Pt.IO: Yes, that 5 right! 
Pt7: Myfriends will not do it. 
Worker: (Ask Pt. 7) Do you mean that the greatest source ofstress is fromfamily 
members? 
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Pt. 7： Yes. I care much about my family. To me, family is more important than 
friendship, lput family members m thefirstplace in my life. However, I receive 
little from them. Therefore, Ifeel distressed. Since I start to have AN and BN, I 
become distant with my parents. It seems that myparentsfeel that they concern 
me a lot hut I abandon myself. When I try to improve our relationship，theyfeel 
that I am different already. It seems that my parents have abandoned me. 
Therefore, I feel the pressure. 
Pt. 10： But the problem is that youjust cannot control yourself. It ^ not because 
you do not want to change hutyou cannoL 
Worker: (Ask other members) Does anybody elsefeel the same? 
Pt,8: Ifeel the same. My mother will scold me mfront ofothers. For example, 丨. 
^hen we go to grandmother ^ home, my mother will speak aloud and tell \ 
everybody that I am dietmg. Ifeel embarrassed especially when there are male ( 
here. ’ 
PtJO: My mother also tells everybody thatIam dieting. 1 don t hke her saymg , 
I 
this topic! I 
Pt. 7： Does she say that her daughter is as thin as a stick? . 
Pt.8: Does she tell everybody? ’ 
PtAO: Yes, She will tell everybody that I wUl eat nothmg! She wiU tell everybody, : 
j> 
men or women. 
Pt. 7; My mother will do the same. She will tell all relatives andfriends. 
Worker: (Ask all members) Do you agree that mothers can do such kind ofthmg? 
Pt,7: Ofcourse not! It embarrasses me a lot! 
PtAO: She repeatedly tells others that she (I) don i eat that or she (I) is dieting. 
It becomes big news! 
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PU3: Yes, She will say, ‘ She will not eat anything. She is dieting! Or she will 
not eat this or that because she is dieting. It is not mcessaryforyou to ask her to 
eat anything!， 
\ 
(PtJ, 8 &10 strongly agreed) 
Worker: Does it mean that the mothers speakforyou all? 
Pt.lO: Yes. My mother is like that. 
Pt.8: Yes. My mother is also like that. For example, she insists to sit by my side 
^hen I go to see the doctor. Even the doctor asked my mother not to speakfor 
me. The doctor said that my mother was too protective. However, I don f thmk 
that she isprotective. As a matter offact, she speaksfor me. The second time 
,,hen I go to see the doctor, 1 asked my mother, m a soft voice, not to enter the ： 
treatment room. However, she responded m a brute manner and said why not , 
Then，shejust went inside. Therefore, I cannot talk to the doctor alone. 
1 
pt. J 0:1 wiU push my mother out! ‘ 
Pt. 7： Ifshe goes inside with you, she wiU argue whenever she disagrees. ’ 
I 
paO: Yes, it ^ true. Even though my parents are talking to outsiders, they wiIl 
also talk back together! . 
Worker: (Ask all members) Do youfeel bemg trapped byyourfamily^ ) 
I 
Pt. 10: Ifeel very embarrassed. • 
Pt.7: They will react strongly ifyou disagree with them. 
Worker: (AskPUO) You said thatyou wouldpushyour mother out ifshe insisted 
to go with you to see the doctor, didn t you? 
凡 7: Yes, but it was in vain because my mother knows the doctor well. Finally, 
she willpush in andIhave to see the doctor with her. 
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In light ofthe above, most ofthe members felt difficult to assert their views or 
wish m front oftheir parents, especially their mothers. Although they knew their views 
were more true to them，they felt the pressure of foUowmg their parents ,wish. In other 
words, they feel difficult to assert their personal boundary especially when their mothers 
become mtrusive. Their mothers would easily take over te voice and speak for them. 
They failed to resist though they said that they had tned. 
Dunng the sxxth group session, Pt7 and 11 even expressed their helplessness 
while facmg their mothers，。r family members ^judgmental attitude and downgrading 
their personal views and feelmgs. The followmg transcnpts were translated from the 6^ 
group session. For the Ounese vers.on, please refer to P.248-249 ofAppend.x IL 
Worker: (Ask Pt. 7) Do you think thatyourparents really wantyou not to eat? ； 
P, 7； I don t knoM^. She (my mother) ^ants me to lose w e ^ eat less andspend ‘ 
te money. She doesn i Uke me seeing the doctor. Shefeels that it is shameful to 
tHefarmly. She tMnks that ifBNshouldsee a doctor, U 诚 be my ownproblem. ； 
She thmks that U is not necessary to see a doctor. When I told her that my teacher • 
also supported me to seek me.al treatment,myfather sa:d that they were 
• t e . They don t know that to Ulness is not only related to emotional but also 
mentalproblem. They don i understand, Tkeyjust thmk that U rs myfault. , 
THerefore, I avoid discussmg th:s topic ^Uh them. When myfarmly is m harmony, : 
7 诚 be happy. I 诚 never raise tMs issue. IfI 丨爾 no money, I wUi try to sort 
out myself. I am afra:d oftcMng about tMs issue. It is because rfmyparents 
scold •’ I cannot express my v.ew. IfI express my ^w，theyfeeI that I talk back 
to them. I am also afraid ofhaving quarrels. Every Ume, when they keep scoldmg 
meJcanonlycrybutremainsnent Evenwhenlcry’ mymotherw:IInotfeeIpity 
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for me. She will only say that it is my fault and it is uselessfor me to cry. 
Therefore, I will rather remain silence and avoid asserting my views. 
Worker: Do youfeel thatyour parents have their own view about your illness? Is 
it necessaryfor us to be affected by their views? 
Pt, 7： But they are most important to me. I care much about their views. I care my 
family more than my friends, IfI cannot relate well to myfamily members, it will 
be useless even ifIam very welcome by myfriends outside home. It is because 
the realpart ofme is not good enough. Therefore, I wiU try to make them 
satisfied about me. Iftheyfeel that it is wrong to dieting and eating too much, I 
wz7/ try to satisfy them even though I think that their requirement is outdated or 
not suitable. For example, my mother wants me to change my eating habit 
immediately. It is very stressful to me but I don t want to rebel against her. I will 
try to meet her expectation. 
Worker: (Ask other members) How can we help her？ 
Pt. 11:1 have the same experience as Pt 7.1 also care much about my parents , 
v,ew5 on me, Sometimes, I try to tell myselfnot to care what they say because I 
know that they are wrong. I also know that they cannot understandmypoint of 
yrew and therefore, it is useless to push them to do so. However, I can i do it. I 
still care what they say. 
Worker: Does it mean thatfamily should be the most supportiveplacefor us? 
However, >ve have a gap with ourparents. 
^r： Because they hurt us the most They will say something to hurtyou. They say 
% 
that you are dieting and wiU never eat. Infact, it doesn i make seme! 
R. 7; 1 agree. They might think that their words do not have any harm. However, 
j feel hurt very much, Ifthese words are told by others, it doesn i mean so much 
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However, parents should loveyou forever. Yet, they say such kind ofwords. They 
might say that others will not give good advice to you when they toldyou to see a 
doctor. However, they don t know that these words already hurt me much. They 
are so stubborn and consider that their views should be the best. Any contrary 
views should be rejected. They think that I should not follow others 'views ifthey 
are not the same as them. Yet, they don t know that their views are not right. 
Wheneveryou tell them that they are wrong, they will judgeyou as rebellious. 
Worker: lfso, what should we do? 
Pt. 7: Just cover up! 
Pt. 11: Remain silence! 
Obviously, the AN patients had the inner struggle of following their parents ,wish 
or their own wish. As their parents gave approval oaly if their daughters obeyed their 
wish while their daughters craved for their approval, they would avoid having argument 
with them but try to meet their requirement, like Pt 7. In other words, they chose to give 
up their own wish or cover up so as to avoid open conflict. Although they wanted to 
ignore her parents ,words, they could not. She was still affected by their judgement. 
Apparently, this inner struggle might be arisen from the traditional Chinese culture for 
parent-child relationship in which obedience, compliance, loyalty, pieties towards i 
parentsandseniors were being held in Chinese families. Yet，resisting to eat seems to be ‘ 
the critical area of control for them and their illness was maintained even their parents 
wished them to be recovered. As a matter of fact, the above findings are similar to the 
data ofthe family interview sessions in 5.2.1. 
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6.2.3 Being triangulated in theirparents marital discord or in- law 
relationship problem and self-starvation as a means ofdiluting the 
marital conflicts 
6.2.4 Acting for their mothers in the families 
Finally, most ofthe members had close relationship with their mother and act for 
them during their upbringing. At the same time, they were being triangulated in their 
parents ,maritai discords. When comparing among their siblings, the AN patients were 
the one who were most emotionally involved into their mothers ,marital distress. The 
following transcripts were translated from the 5^ group session. For the Chinese version, 
please refer to P.241-242 of Appendix 11. 
Worker: (Ask Pt.9) Wouldyou helpyour mother whenyou see her being scolded 
by yourfather? 
pt.9: Yes, I will When I see my mother cry, I will also cry. I love my mother very 
much when I am small However, when I grow older, Ifeel that my mother relies 
on me instead ofprotecting me. Recently, Ifeel that she is a great burden 
especially because my health is not good. It is because my mother has a lot of 
complaints. 
Worker: Is it that your mother talks to you only? 
I 
Pt.9: Yes, she told me a lot about myfather 5’ misdeeds when I was very small , 
Worker: It was hardforyou，wasn f it? ‘ 
Pt.9: The doctor had once commented that my mother treated me like afriend 
instead ofa daughter. She flooded me with her imhappiness during my 
upbringing! 
Researcher: Do you like your mother, e.g. personality? 
Pt.9: Yes! Myfather hated me because I liked my mother very muck I am so 
weak and reticent. 
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Obviously, Pt.9 was overwhelmed with her mother ,s grievance from marital 
discords since her childhood. When her mother cried, Pt.9 also cried. Although Pt.9 did 
not mention that she acted out for her mother，it was obvious that she was overloaded 
with her mother ,s grievance. It might suggest that, as a result of which, Pt.9 had limited 
space to grow up. 
The following transcripts were also translated from the 5^ group session. For the 
Chinese version, please refer to P.242-244 of Appendix II. 
Pt.8: When I was small, I was afraid of attending kindergarten. I had been crying 
for more than one month. Even my mother felt helpless. It was because I was 
closely attached with my mother My school phobia was sustained even after I 
attended primary one. Infact, I attended the same school with my elder brother 
and sister. Yet, I was still afraid of attending school. I remembered that I was so 
nervous that I had vomited once, 
Pt.ll: Was it because your teachers were strict? 
Pt.8: No, they were not. It was due to my psychological problem. When I was 
attendingP.2 andP.3,1 was sufferingfrom neurosis I was afraid that my 
mother andIwould die. I was very afraid that my mother would disappear. I was 
sufferingfrom insomnia for some time and needed my mother to accompany me 
while I slept. She had to sit at my bedside. In fact, I shared a room with my elder 
brother and sister. Yet, I still insisted my mother to accompany me to sleep until I 
fell asleep. 
Pt 11: Ifeel that you were lack of security. Was there anything happened? 
Pt.8: Nothing special Maybe, it is my personality. 
Worker: How isyourparents marital relationship? 
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Pt.8: Their relationship is good. I just think that it is valuable because they have 
been togetherfor almost twentyyears. My father is very stubborn but my mother 
tolerates himfor so long. My mother will suppress her feeling. She will tell me 
her discontent but will not quarrel with my father. 
Worker: Your mother tellsyou her discontent towardsyour father, doesn ,t she? 
Pt8: Yes, she does. But they will not listen to my words. When I talk to my 
mother, she will not listen. 
Worker: Butyour mother always talks toyou ahoutyourfather ^ misdeeds! 
Pt.8: Sometimes. 
Pt, 11 ： It doesn t matter who you are hut only thatyou are available. 
pt.8:1 stay at home most of the time. Therefore’ she talks to me qmte often. 
Again, Pt.8 was closely attached with her mother since her early childhood. Her 
school phobia and sleeping problem might be arisen from the separation anxiety with her 
mother. Besides, her mother, facing her father , s stubbornness, avoid having direct 
confrontation with him but ventilating her feeling by taDcing with Pt8. M this way, Pt.8 
was also being triangulated into the parents -marital relationship. Pt8 performed the role 
ofbeing a listener to her mother ,s grievance. 
The following transcripts were translated from the 6^ group session. For the 
Chinese version, please refer to P.245-247 of Appendix II. 
Pt. 7； When I was small, myfather loved me very much. At that time, we were 
liying in Temporary Housing areas. Whenever he returned homefrom work, he 
would bring us to ride the bicycles and buy food at stores, I think that he was the 
best man I had ever met. I was very happy. However, he disappointed me when 
he was discovered ofbeing involved into an extra-marital affair. It changed my 
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perception towards him. 1 could not accept him andfelt unhappy. I could not talk 
to him. I needed one year ^ time to reconcile with him. 
I had once told myfather that he was the bestfather in the world in the 
past but he had done such kind ofthing. 1 told him that Ifelt very hurt I needed 
one year to settle my feeling before I could talk to him. Myfatherjustpretended 
that nothing had happened. 
Not only that my mother quarreled with myfather after discovering his 
extra-marital affair, they even entered into afight. 1 was yeryfrightened at that 
time. Myfather had never scolded or hit me before. However, he hit me and 
scolded me once because ofthat woman. At that time, I could hardly moved or 
even drank water. That incident had the greatest impact to me and therefore 
impressed me a lot. 
I had never told anybody about that incident except my boyfriend. I 
always believe that myfamily was very happy and harmonious. Ourfamily 
relationship was very good. I was evenproud ofmyfamily. Yet, myfather was 
found being involved in an extra-marital affair, lfelt ashamed and could not 
accept it. Therefore, I did not tell anybody. 
Worker: How long did it happen? 
Pt 7: Two or three years ago. Infact, myfather said that the woman was only his 
God sister. He had returned Shen Zhen to pay visit to her yesterday. My mother 
was unhappy with that but could do nothing because myfather denied ofhaving 
any affair with her. However, he behaved in the way that they had extra-marital 
relationship at that time. I wanted to help my mother because I was the eldest 
child in thefamily while myyounger sister and brother was too small to help out. 
Jnfact, they dared not say anything. However, Ifelt that my mother was very 
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unhappy. My father scolded me because I spokefor my mother. As a matter of 
fact, I think that it was myfather ^ fault. Ijust wanted to do somethingfor my 
mother. Yet, hedidnotappreciateme. Therefore, Ifelt disappointed. Before, we 
were happyfamily but now it had been changed. 
Pt.8: Will yon hate your father then? 
Pt, 7： I won 1 It is because everybody might make a mistake. Now, he treats us 
we//. It seems that he wants to compensatefor his misdeeds. Therefore, 1 will not 
hate him. 
Researcher: Who do you think would be more unhappy，your mother oryou? 
Pt. 7： Ofcourse my mother would be unhappy more than 1. She had lost more 
than 30 lbs. because ofthat incident. She did not want to sleep with myfather and 
therefore’ she movedto sleep in the sitting room. Myfatherproposedmy mother 
not to take care ofthe family and get divorce. Then myfatherprepared mealsfor 
us and my mother cook foodfor herself.…… 
Worker: You want to helpyour mother very much, didn tyou? 
Pt, 7： Yes, ofcourse! I am the only one in thefamily to help my mother. Therefore, 
1 spokefor my mother. I told myfather that he should not treat my mother in that 
manner. However, my father might thmk that I was too young to differentiate who 
was wrong. He did not like me to make thejudgement that he was wrong. 
Therefore, he scolded me. However, I think that he was wrong and therefore, I 
wanted tofight for my mother. Infact, he was wrong in thefirstplace but he 
scolded me back. 
Whenever my parents talk about that issue, I will he very frightened. 
Therefore’ whenever I am at home, I will he veryfrightened I am afraid that they 
might enter into afight Sometimes, my mother will speak in a brute manner to 
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I 
challenge myfather. She scolds myfather quite often, lfeel that myfather should 
get angry but he tries to control himself YeU I am afraid that ifhe cannot control 
himself, he will get angry. 
It was because I had experienced a very hard time before and I did not 
•nt to happen again. I am veryfrightened. Myparents andyounger siblings do 
notfeel as strong as I. 
Worker: Apparently, you should havefaced a lot of dilemma because ofbeing 
trapped in-between! 
Pt 7： Yes, ofcourse! Maybe, it is because I cannot stand my mother being 
maltreated by myfather. Myyounger brother and sister will remam silence even 
^hen they see what happened but I can 1 Even though I know that I might he hit 
by myfather, I mll speak for my mother. Othermse, Ifeel unrest. 1 am obliged to 
help my mother. 
Fortunately, myfather treats my mother and us well now. Yet, Ifeel the 
distance with him. Apparently, he did not care me much as compared with 
before! Maybe, myfather feels that I have grown up already. Infact, Ifeel very 
unhappy because he does not care about me as much as when I was a child. It 
seems that my existence becomes worthless at home. 
Worker: What ^ the meamng ofyourfeeling ofworthlessnessforyour existence? 
Pt 7: It seems that my father does not care me as much as when I was a child. He 
loved me very much before but now his lovefell into minimal! 
Worker: Didyourfather 5 extra-marital affair affectyour emotion? 
Pt. 7： Yes. By that time, I became very neurotic. Whenever myparents were 
talking, I became very sensitive. I was afraid that there might be something 
happened. 1 could only relax a little bit after theyfmished their dialogue. 
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Whenever they spoke loudly, I would he very nervous. I was worried that there 
might be something happened. 
Worker: Did it like a bomb that would be exploded anytime? Wereyou afraid 
thatyour parents might get divorce? 
Pt. 7: Yes, but I was not worried that they might get divorce. I was afraid that my 
father might use a knife to chop my mother out ofangry. I knew that myfather 
y,as quite impulsive. 1 was worried that he might hurt somebody. Moreover, they 
Uked to quarrel m the nighttime. Although they were talking m their bedroom, I 
could still hear their dialogue. Whenever I heard their dialogue, I could notfall 
asleepfor the whole night because I was worried that something might happened 
again. It happened quite often. 
Researcher: Wasyour onset ofANhappened at that tme whenyourparents were 
having intensive marital discords? 
Pt. 7： Yes, almost at the same time. When I refused eating at that tme, my parents 
concerned me very much and therefore, I was very happy. 
Pt ll： Was it becauseyou wantedto draw attentionfromyourparents^ 
Pfj： A little bitl At the beginning, I was on diet because ofbeauty. However, I 
received much concern from many people after I was suffering from AN and 
therefore, I continued to refuse to eat Before, I received little care and concern 
from others. Because ofAN’ there were morepeople to concern me. Therefore, I 
maintained AN. 
It is also obvious for Pt. 7 to stand by her mother ’s side and distant herself from 
her father when her parents were having marital discords. Her AN was also onset almost 
at the same time when her parents 'marital discords were intensive due the extra-marital 
affair. Emotionally, she was very disturbed and behavioral-wise, she developed AN. She 
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admitted that she wanted to receive more care and attention from her parents and peers. 
Apparently, AN serves to detour the marital problem ofthe couple. 
Similarly, PU1 was being trapped into in-law relationship conflict. She took side 
with her mother and fought against her patemal grandmother. The following transcripts 
were translated from the 6^ group session. For the Chinese version, please refer to R250-
252 ofAppendix IL 
Pt,lI: My family conflict was mainly arisenfrom the in-law relationship 
problem. Similar to PL 7’ I was very sensitive and afraid. When I was small, I was 
yery afraid ofSundays and dinnertime because it was highlypossible to have 
family conflict. I could notfall asleep m the mghttime when I heard some noise. 
My mother was an adopted child. My maternal grandmother committed 
suicide byjumpmgfrom height. My mother always threatened that she would 
jumpfrom height also. Besides, they would use a chopper to threaten others in 
the midst oftheir conflicts. Therefore, I had no sense of security. Whenever they 
^ere having conflicts, we (my elder sister andyounger brother) wouldgo to the 
kitchen to hide all choppers and knives. 
Worker: Was it because they had really used a knife to threaten others? 
Pt, 11： Yes, they had. Besides, they had also entered into afight in the midst of 
their conflict. 
Worker: Who fight with whom? 
Pt, 11 ： It is my grandmother who fought with my mother. Since the conflict was so 
great that the whole floor ofneighborhood realize ofthe conflict. Ifelt ashamed 
of it. 
Worker: What wouldyourfather do? 
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Pt, 11： He would try to stop them. My mother might have hurt myfather ifshe was 
careless. Yet, my mother told me that she was overwhelmed by anger and only 
wanted to threaten my grandmother. She did not really want to hurt her. 
Therefore,IunderstoodPt7 ^feeling when she disclosed herparents vonflict 
I had no sense ofsecurity at home. I could not sleepfor the whole night 
Whenever I heard some noise’ I would be too afraid tofall asleep. As Ifelt 
ashamed with thisfamilyproblem, I dare not disclose to my classmates. 
Worker: How aboutyour elder sister andyounger brother? 
Pt. 11: Wefelt the same. When we shared ourfeeling now, it wasfound that all of 
us were afraid ofSundays. It was because when myfather was at home, it was 
highlypossible that my mother would have conflict with my grandmother. 
Whenever my father was at home, my grandmother would also stay at 
home. When myfather went out for work, my grandmother would also go out to 
avoid staying with us (my mother and siblings). However, when myfather was at 
home, my mother would say a lot ofthings to imtate my grandmother. When my 
grandmother could not tolerate, she would talk back Infact, I think that it was 
normal However, when I was small, I would side with my mother blmdly. 
Therefore, 1 feel guilty now. 
Sometimes, I think that I am punishing myselfwith my eatmgproblem. It 
y,as because I started to have ANshortly after my grandmotherpassed away. My 
mother also had asked why 1 started to have this eatmgproblem at that time. She 
doubted whether I was possessed by ghost. When I started havmg AN, I refused 
to eat with thefamily. hfy mother think that it might be my grandmother ,s spirit 
y,hich has taken over my body and took revenge to her. Infact, shortly after my 
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grandmother passed away, I started to have AN and since then I had never had 
any meal with my family. 
Worker: You have not dined with your mother, have you? 
Ptll:No. 
Pt.8: Where will you go? 
Pt.ll: Study room. 
Pt.8: Just the same as L 
Worker: Was there anything happened? 
pt. 11 ： I don t know. I don t understand. Yet, my mother thought that it was my 
grandmother s spirit that possessed me and took revenge to her by irritating her. 
My mother had said that it had been a long time I had not had any meal with her. 
She said that it was my grandmother who took revenge through me, She strongly 
believed in that. 
There was once when I had intensive conflict wUh my mother, she said 
that she was wrong before. Yet, my mother also said that my grandmother had 
died already and therefore, she should let go. When I heard that, I felt more 
relief. 
1 had thought whether I was angry with my mother. After my grandmother 
passed away, I realized that I was wrong because I sided with my mother,,fPUl 
started crying) 
Although it was not a big misdeed, lfelt sorry to my grandmother. 
Although my grandmother did not like me because I was a girl, I could not 
compensate my fault. (Continued crying) 
jf that time, even my grandmother wanted to go home, she coidd not 
because she had to avoid my mother. When I avoid eating, I have to avoid going 
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home until late at night when they had finished their meal It wasjust similar to 
my grandmother. 
Besides, when my mother said something, I wanted to argue with her’ 
However, whenyou argue with her, it will only enter into quarrel It was similar 
to my grandmother s situation. She might feel misunderstood. 1 wanted to 
explain but I could not I don t know why I was so blind that 1 could not see my 
grandmother ^feeling but now I have to tolerate the same thing! 
I had thought of going to my grandmother ^ tomb and telling her that I 
knew what happened before butIcould not. Sometimes, my elder sister and 
younger brother rebuked my eating problem. It wasjust liked my mother rebuked 
my grandmother. I wanted that they did not solely rebuke me but to understand 
that I also had hardfeeling. Besides, my mother even named me as evil It seemed 
that my grandmother used me to take revenge on her. Sometimes, I would be 
disturbed by it. I even doubted whether it was true. Sometimes, Ifelt thatIwas 
not a victim but an instrument. I don t know whether I am still being trapped in-
between my mother and grandmother. 
Worker: How isyour relationship withyour mother? 
PtAl: Before the onset ofAN, we were very close. When I was small, I yvas very 
afraid that myfather and mother would be dead. I wasfrightened that my mother 
* 
might not be there after 1 woke up. Sometimes, I would touch my mother. My 
mother would askyou whyyou suddenly touch her. I wanted to tell her that 1 was 
afraid to lose her but I did not. Especially after they had had conflict, I was 
afraid. 
For Pt.ll, she was being trapped in-between the conflict between her mother and 
grandmother. Though it was an in-law relationship problem rather than marital discords, 
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the impact was also similar. She also sided with her mother and fought agamst the 
counterpart. Yet, shortly after the deceased ofher grandmother, AN was developed. 
Based on the data gathered from the mutual support group sessions, it was 
apparent that most of the AN patients had difficulties in handlmg peer relationships and 
could not differentiate themselves from their families to enter mto the outside world. It 
might be due to their bemg overwhehned by their mothers ,emotional distress either 
arising from mantal conflict or in-law conflict Due to their close relationship with their 
mother, they would stand by their mothers 'side to fight against the counterparts. Bemg 
too loyal to their mother, they had limited space to develop their own selves that affected 
their meeting oftheii developmental needs. As it was found that the AN patients were 
the one who were most involved into their mothers wn ta l discord, it might suggest that 
the AN patients were the one who were the most loyal to their parents. Besides, their 
having difficulties m resisting their mothers ,mtrusiveness to their personal boundanes 
might also create difficulty in developing their self-identities. 
While comparing the data gathered from the mutual support group sessions and 
the family interview sessions, three common themes can be extracted. £ ^ , the AN 
patients have the difficulties of meeting their developmental needs m expanding their 
social circle and resisting their mothers 'mtrusiveness over their personal boundary. AN 
becomes the most powerful weapon to fight agamst thek parents and assert their personal 
boundanes. Secondly. AN patient are bemg tnangulated in their parents ^antal discords 
and self.starvation as a means to dilute their conflicts. M y , 履 patients act for their 
mothers and self-starvation as a weapon to empower the mothers m the families. 
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^3 Cross-checking ofthe fmdinffs with group members and worker 
In order to cross-check the research findings with the group worker and members 
ofthe mutual support group, I had also attended the last group meeting that was designed 
for evaluation. However, only 4 members were present. 
According to Pt.3 of Family B，who joined the mutual support group at later 
stage，AN was a means to gam back her personal boundary or space. She explained that 
she needed to use food to fill up her loneliness because she had no self-identity. She was 
lost in her family. She said that her parents were mtrusive and controlling in a way that 
she could not fmd herself. In other words, AN had the meaning of searching for self-
identity at the individual level. 
For Pt.l2, AN was a means to fill up her loneHness. Ptl2 was Mly aware that 
she was m need of friendship. She needed to have somebody to taU. to tomg the lunch 
break. Although she was m need of fnendship, she was afraid of approachmg people 
because she was worried that she might offend others by speaking a wrong word or 
throwmg temper out of control Therefore, she was always alone. On the other hand，she 
had poor relationship with her mother. Pt.l2 said that her mother complained that if 
PU2 loved her, PtA2 shouldbe compliant. Pt.l2 felt conftised. Food could provide the 
sense of security. 
Similarly, PtAO also used food to fill up her loneHness. She felt guilty if she ate 
too much. M her workplace, Pt.lO had nobody to taDc to. Therefore, She felt lonely. 
Whenever she felt lonely, she would eat and eat that she could not stop. PtJO admitted 
that she was not happy at her workplace. Besides, she felt that she was bemg guarded by 
her parents at home. She could not have her personal boundary or space at home. 
Therefore, she had to go out late at night so as to avoid her parents ,i_siveness. She 
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wanted to change herjob but could not at present stage. She planned to fmd a part-time 
job so as to occupy her time constructively. 
Although Pt7 was not present，she had also disclosed that she would eat 
ceaselessly if she were alone. (P.237-238 of Appendix II) Pt.8 and her family were 
receiving family therapy in the Family Social Work Practice & Research Project， 
Department of Social Work, The Chinese Umversity of Hong Kong. Pt.8 only uttered 
that she did not want to be preoccupied with food until she died. She said that life was 
too short. 
From the group worker ,s point of view, the group members were perfectionists 
who were keen on havmg comparison with the best people. They had no self-confidence 
with low self-esteem and had high expectation on themselves. They had uncertain self-
identity and could not tell others who they were. Yet, they would try hard to meet others， 
expectation on them. It might be due to their upbrmgmg that they could not felt their 
worthiness inside themselves. Besides, they were lonely without fnends or companions 
that they resorted to food to fill up their loneliness. 
In summary, all the group members resorted to food to fill up their loneliness. 
Their loneliness was onginated from their lack of self-confidence, friendship and self-
identity. I might conclude that AN was a means for them to differentiate from their 
family and exert their personal boundary in the mdividual level. Yet, for the family level, 
the AN patients did not touch on during the evaluation meeting. 
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Chapter 7 
Discussions and Conclusion 
7.1 Research Findings of this study 
Feminine self, food, body and love did bear special meaning for AN patients and 
their family members，which might shed some lights on understanding the manifestation 
of self-starvation in Hong Kong Chinese families. As revealed from the research 
findings, three common themes were identified. 
7.1.1 Firstly, AN patients were found having difficulties in differentiating or 
individuatingfrom the mother-daughter relationship or thefamily and self-starvation 
y^as a means of exerting their personal boundaries while facing their mothers， 
intnisiveness. As revealed, they could not expand their life from home to the outside 
world. As disclosed, they had uncertain self-identities, low self-confidence, low self-
esteem and were perfectionists and as a result of which, they had the difficulties in 
handling the peer relationship. 
Although she was competent in work, Pt.3 said that she had no social life and 
hobby apart from work. Therefore, Pt.3 said that there was a big hole inside and 
therefore, she needed to use food to fill it up. Pt.7, 10 and 12 said that they could not 
face aloneness. It might also be deduced that the AN patients had the difficulties to value 
their inner worthiness and could not reassure their self-identities. Through non-stop 
eating, they could attain the sense of security. In order to allow them for non-stop eating, 
Pt.3, 7, 10 and 12 needed to restrict their food-intake and launch excessive exercise. 
Self-starvation, on the other hand, help the AN patients to draw more care and 
concem from parents and their peers as revealed by Pt2, 4 and 1、Therefore，they 
preferred to maintain this illness. In this way，self-starvation might, to certain extent, 
help reduce the stress arising from peer relationship problem. 
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Apparently, the AN patients, all of them were female，have the difficulties to 
reassure their inner worthmess and develop their self-ideBtities. It might be ^derstood 
under the lens oftraditional Chinese family culture and female ,s position in the family 
and society. As it has been discussed in 2.3.1 & 2.3.2 ofChapter 2, there is no mdividual 
self in Chinese families but only a collective self. One ,s behaviors or achievement or 
faitoe is representing the coUective qualities ofthe family. Besides, the family members 
should be arranged into proper hierarchic order by generation, age and gender as 
stipulated in Five Cardmal Relation (Wu Lun). They are the sovereign and subject, father 
and son, elder and younger brother, husband and wife, and fnend. The distnbution of 
power is arranged by this hierarchic order. Obviously, women ’s position is the lowest in 
the family. 
Due to this internal hierarchical structure of nghts and obligations m Hong Kong 
families, it was found that in tm_n upon subordmates , pnvacy is still considered 
legitimate and justifiable. (Chan, 2000) to other words, the parents thmk that it is 
legitimate andjustifiable ifthey closely momtor their daughters ,behaviors and mtrude 
their pnvacy by reading their personal letters or dianes, etc. Without the concept of 
personal boimdary, they want to know everythmg regarding their daughters and expect 
their absolute filial piety and compliance to their mstructions. In the parents ,mmds, 
every opimon, if it is out of good will, should be appreciated and followed by their 
daughters. On the other hand, the daughters are also taught to accept this intrusion 
because filial piety is the law ofthe family. 
As from the research fmdings, PU 3, 5 and 6 in 5.2.1 of Chapter 5，as well as， 
Pt. 7’ 8’ 10，11 and 13 m 6.2.2 of Chapter 6, did mveil that their personal boundaries were 
being intruded at home and they failed to resist. They felt helpless and could only 
tolerate although they felt distress. All of them felt hard to express their opinions or 
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views in front oftheir parents. Their voice was not heard at home and therefore, they 
chose to remain silence most ofthe time. 
In Family A, Pt,2 wished that her mother could speak everything right for her 
instead of answering them herself. It was leamed that it was a pattern developed since 
childhood. Her mother had played the role of speaking for Pt.2 and therefore, Pt2 did 
not have her ovm voice since her childhood. She did not need to express herself. 
In Family B’ Pt.3 said that her parents were intrusive and controlling in a way 
that she could not fmd herself. She did not know whether she should respond to her inner 
urge when she found that it was different from her parents ,wisk Self-starvation became 
the only way for Pt.3 to gain back her personal space or exerting her personal boundary 
at home. Again, Pt3 avoided having conflict with her parents. It was because fiUal piety 
was very important in Pt 3，s mind and she was strongly bound by it. 
Xn Family D, Pt.5 ’s voice was so timid that she could hardly be heard. She would 
only use her hair to cover her face and her crying to express her discontent mstead of 
speaking it out aloud. Ln her heart, she did not like to be guard by her mother. 
In Family E, Pt6 had explicitly asked her mother not to treat her like a baby and 
not to do everything for her. She felt that she was being guarded Her father commented 
that P .^(5could not develop herselffreely due to the mother，s intrusiveness. 
hi the mutual support group, PtJ, 8, 10 and 11 were Mly aware that their views 
were different from their parents. They realized that their parents would not Hsteri to 
them because their parents coidd not accept the differences. Even though they had tned 
to explain their views, their parents could not understand. Their parents thought that they 
should know what were good for them. Finally, they could only avoid bringing out their 
differences so as to avoid conflicts. Yet，they felt distress. 
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In Chinese families, the parents give approval only if their children comply with 
them and meet their expectation. Otherwise, they will withhold their love and approval. 
Therefore, holding different views, the AN daughters felt being abandoned if they did 
not follow their parents，wish. Finally, they chose to give up their wish orjust cover up 
so as to avoid open conflict, except their self-starvation. 
Those traditional Chinese values being upheld in the family might be understood 
as one ofthe counteracting forces acting against the individual ,s psychological need for 
the formation of self-identity. Ifindividual self was not being encouraged and while the 
personal boundaries were being intruded time and again such that they could not protect 
themselves, their inner psychological uige for self-development might be disturbed. It 
would be difficult for them to bmld up their self-identities and as a result, inner turmoil 
might be resulted. 
On the other hand, the AN patients could not wage open conflict in the aspect of 
intrusion of pnvacy since the Chinese families uphold harmony, filial pieties towards 
parents and compliance. Therefore, the conflicts among family members, such as, the 
parent-child, mantal, among siblings, etc, might be hidden or disguised. The AN 
daughters might detour to self-starvation. Their bodies and body weight was used to fight 
agamst those intrusions. In this way, self-starvation might be miderstood as a legitimate 
means of expressing discontent in the family. As such, the family structure and 
characteristics of Chinese family might also exert counteracting force agamst the Hong 
Kong Chinese AN patients in the process of identity formation. 
On the other hand, it was found that the AN patients could give way to their 
parents in most aspects of life except in food intake in spite of their parents ,strong wish 
oftheir recovery. It might be due to the special meaning of food in Chinese culture. As it 
has been mentioned in 2.3.1 ofChapter 2, the Chinese parents concem much about their 
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children ’s bodily ftmction and food intake. Provision of food becomes the significant 
means to express their love, care and concem in family relationship. Yet, their emotional 
need is highly implicit in Chinese culture. Instead of asking each other how one feels that 
day, the parents will ask their children whether they had eaten enough food after 
returning home late after work or study. Li return, the children might concem their 
parents ,health issue. Therefore, food, not only perform the function of nourishing the 
body, but to express love and care of the parents as well as the acceptance of this love 
and care ofthe children in Chinese families. 
When there was tension between the parent and child, food and body become a 
means for expressing their discontent In Family B, Pt.3 ’s younger brother had said that 
Pt,3 used her body and body weight to fight with the father because it was the most 
direct way and the father should be senous in this matter. Yet, the parents did not address 
the emotional upset ofPt.3. When she started to have the problem ofeating, they knew 
that there was somethmg wrong. Yet, the focus was still on the food intake in behavioral 
terms but not her emotional life. 
On the other hand, if there was conflict between the mother and daughter, the 
daughter might refuse to eat the food provided by the mother as a way of expressing her 
discontent. Therefore, food and body can be used for taking revenge in Family B. In fact， 
there should be other way to express the discontent and ventilate the emotion in other 
way. However, in AN families, eating or non-eating become an important issue and has 
been used as a way to express their discontent. 
As a result of which, food becomes a powerful tool for the AN patients to fight 
back in the families. It might be understood under the lens of women ,s position in 
Chinese families. As it has been mentioned under the governing of Wu Lun and the 
teaching of four books of Confucius, women ,s position is the lowest in the Chinese 
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famiUes and society. The feminists in the western countries have also put forward that 
food is one ofthe few areas oflife in which women are expected to be in control due to 
the dichotomous division of labour at home and the limited resources available for 
women. As such, women，s position in the society can also be considered as one ofthe 
counteracting forces acting against the Hong Kong Chinese AN patients in the process of 
identity formation. 
7.1.2 Secondly, AN patients were being triangulated in their parents marital discord 
that self-starvation was a means of diluting or distracting their conflicts. The 
requirement of women ,s being submissive to male is prescribed in the four books of 
Confacms and his disciples. As cited in Koo (1985), women yield obedience to the 
instructions of men, and help to carry out his principles. When young, she must obey her 
father and elder brother; when married, she must obey her husband; when her husband 
died, she must obey her son. 
Jxi this way, women have no independent self but a relational self Their self-
identities should be built on their fathers, husbands and sons. Their choice of life was 
also rested on others. Although they were old teaching, most of the mothers of the 
samples collected for this study were submissive and self-sacrificmg for the well-being 
ofthe families despite ofhaving discontent towards their husbands. Their conflicts were 
also disguised due to women ,s submissiveness and upholding harmony at home. Finally, 
when the AN patients, the one who were being triangulated in the couple，s marital 
relationship, started to develop AN, the couple joined together to handle her illness, fc 
this way, their conflict was diluted or distracted. 
As revealed from the research findings in 5.2.2 of Chapter 5，it was found that 
Mrs. A quitted herjob to be a full-time housewife so as to take care ofthe daughters and 
husband. She was busy in handling the family matters but ignoring her personal need. 
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Her self was equivalent to the family self. When the daughters enter into adolescence 
stage, Mrs. A felt the emptiness as the daughters were no longer in need ofher intensive 
care. Her emptiness were intensified when her husband continued to stay out late at night 
with his colleagues and drank excessive alcohol instead of returning home for dinner. 
In fact, this marital discord had been lasted for a long time. It started when Pt2 
was in primary school and therefore, she was afraid of dinnertime. All along，the couple 
could not deal with this conflict directly. Finally, her daughters ,AN became a powerful 
asset for the daughters to bargain with the father on behalf of the mother. It successfully 
drew the father to return home earlier and drank less alcohol. Apparently, both PtA and 
Pt.2 were being triangulated into their parents Tnarital discord. 
^ Family E，Mrs. E was also a full-time housewife who took care of the children 
and the husband whole-heartedly. However, she felt bad about her husband due to his 
kresponsibility and violence against her. By the time ofhaving family interview, Mrs. E 
complained that he was m heavy debt that the family was having financial problem. 
During the third family interview, Mrs. E asked her husband whether he felt guilty. She 
complained that Mr. E just gave some money to her and then went out to fool around 
with other women. Mrs. E uttered that she could have nothing but the children and two 
meals in all the years. As revealed in 5.2.2 ofChapter 5, Pt6 was being triangulated mto 
the marital relationship. AN becomes a glue for the couple for holding them together to 
deal with their marital discord. Ifit were not for AN，the father might not spend any time 
to taUc with the mother. 
Similarly in Family D，Mrs. D was also a full-time housewife to take care ofthe 
children and her husband all the years. Mrs. D complained that her husband was not 
responsible to the family. Apart from giving monetary contribution home, her husband 
did not bother anything else. Therefore, Mrs. D felt that she had to shoulder the family 
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burden alone. She uttered that her husband had driven her crazy and she could hardly feel 
any warmth and respect at home. Pt.5 was also being triangulated into the marital 
discords. As discussed in 5.2.2 ofChapter 5, their marital discords had been lasted for a 
long time. Yet, the couple could not resolve the conflict. Mr. D would leave in the midst 
of conflict without any resolution. Yet, they couldjoin together to deal with Pt5 ,s AN 
problem. Apparently, AN served the family meaning ofholding the couple together. 
In Family C, Mrs: C was a dedicated working mother. Although there was no 
explicit marital conflict between the couple during the family interview sessions, they 
had different opinion on the eldest daughter ,s supervision. Yet，Mrs. C was submissive 
with the lowest position at home and she dared not challenge her husband. Pt4 ’s AN 
was a powerful means to fight against the father，s authoritarian. 
In light of the above, the AN patients，mothers had a consistent pattem of 
swallowing their bitterness whenever there was any discontent or suffering. They were 
bound by the traditional teachmg to be submissive and self-sacrificmg. Therefore, they 
did not choose to separate or divorce even though they had discontent towards their 
marital life. 
From the research findings in Chapter 8, the group members of the mutual 
support group were also being triangulated in the marital relationship, for Pt. 7, 5 and 9, 
as well as in-law relationship for ?tAl. Although thek parents were not present in the 
group sessions, their mothers were depicted as submissive and their fathers were 
authoritative. 
The AN patients might model their mothers 'submissiveness, relational self and 
self-sacrifice during the upbringing. The family interest as a whole was always put in the 
first consideration and is more important than personal interest. It was obvious for Pt.2 
and 5 to sacrifice their personal need for the family interest. In Family A, Pt.2 chose to 
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stay home to replace the father ,s role to accompany the mother instead of developing 
her social life outside home. In Family B, Pt.3 put aside her social life and better career 
choice to assist the family business when all her younger sisters and brother chose to 
immigrate to Canada. 
When having discontent, their mothers would only accept and tolerate without 
any other means to resist. The AN daughters might also leam that although they felt 
discontent when their views were not listened and their personal boundaries were being 
intruded, they could only tolerate and accept so as to avoid open conflict. Being strongly 
bound by the traditional Chinese teaching of upholding harmony, loyalty, compliance, 
filial piety and respecting their parents and seniors, they would only remain silence and 
bury their inner needs for identity formation as well as the emotional turmoil ansing 
from the problems with peers. 
While perceiving to have limited resources available for expressing their 
discontent, they might use food and their own body to wage wars with their parents. As a 
matter of fact，food and body become the only resources available for the AN patients, 
while their parents would definitely care much, to fight back m the families, and it was 
considered to be a legitimate means. On the other hand, it also helps dilute or distract 
their parents , mantal conflict and hold the couple together to deal with their AN 
problem. 
7.1.3 AN patients nmthers werefound helpless and powerless that self-starvation 
becomes a weapon for them to empower their mothers. Most of the AN patients were 
enmeshed with the mothers. As mentioned before，most of the mothers were submissive, 
self-sacrificing and with relational self that they were also undifferentiated with their 
daughters. The AN daughters were their valuable source of support when they did not 
relate well with their husbands. Besides, most of the AN patients sided with their 
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mothers and act for them whenever there were marital confUcts. It was obvious that most 
of the AN patients, who were the most emotionally involved into their mothers , 
emotional distress, were being triangulated into their parents ^narital discord. 
In the mutual support group, Pt.7, after realizing of her father ,s extra-marital 
affair, spoke for her mother in the midst ofthe parents ,conflict Finally, she was scolded 
and beaten by the father. Yet, she still felt that she was obliged to stand by her mother ,s 
side and speak for her. Pt9 said that her mother flooded her with her unhappiness during 
Pt9 '5 upbringing. Her mother had treated her like a friend rather than a daughter. Pt8 
said that her father was very stubborn but her mother just tolerated him for a long time. 
Her mother would suppress her feelmg. She would teU Pt.8 about her discontent but 
would not express her discontent to her father. 
It might also be understood under the lens of traditional Chinese culture that 
women ,s significance is defmed mainly by their role in reproduction, especially for 
producing male descendants. It is only mitil a wife produces a male heir that she can gain 
some status within her husband，s family. Once she got a son, she has a weapon to fight 
back. (Pearson, 1990) 
Apparently, all AN patients had no independent self-identity or differentiated self 
due to the traditional Chinese family culture, role of women and the enmeshed 
relationship with their mothers. Most of the AN patients m the mutual support group 
revealed that they did not know who they were. As disclosed by the group worker, it was 
difficult for them to describe themselves. Besides, it was common for them to iise food to 
fill up their loneliness. Pt2 described that there was a hole inside and she needed to use 
food to fill it up. It might be understood as identity crisis. 
This research findings did suggest that AN is not as simple as a woman having 
fat-phobia or striving for beauty. Throughout the data coUection process，none ofthe AN 
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patients in my study mentioned that they restricted their food-intake due to fat-phobia. 
lQStead, they mentioned that they were not being listened at home, had difficulty to 
relate with their peers, and did not know who they were. They felt lonely and could not 
stand this loneliness. The AN patients had a hole deep inside their heart that nothing 
could be fiUed up after playing a self-sacrificmg role in the family, denying their 
personal needs and living for their mothers ,emotional need since their childhood. At the 
end of the day, they did not know who they were. Without a clear personal boundary, 
they feel that nothing is in control. 
In sum, it might conclude that the issue of womanhood orfemininity under the 
patriarchal society as well as the family characteristics and structure of the Chinese 
culture might create counteractingforces acting against the adolescent girls when they 
need to respond to the psychological need for the formation of self-identity. These 
counteracting forces did suppress the development of self during the adolescence. 
Without a proper resolution, selfstarvation might be developed The meamng 
construction ofself-starvation in Hong Kong might be understood as a means ofgaining 
back thepersonal boundaries andsearchmgfor self-identUies at the indmdual level On 
the other hand, it might also have the meaning of empowering the mothers in thefamily 
and diluting the marital conflict by drawing the couple together to deal with the 
daughters s self-starvation problem at thefamily level 
7.2 Contributions ofthis study 
The present study can be considered as original in the psychosocial study of 
anorexia nervosa (AN) patients in Hong Kong. It contributes in knowledge development 
in understanding the manifestation of self-starvation locally. Besides, it goes beyond the 
biomedical model by penetrating the bodily manifestation of AN for miveiling the inner 
meaning construction at individual and family level which inspires that the treatment 
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model for AN patients should be broadened from the individual to family level and 
maybe the societal level. 
On the other hand, the present study confirms the psychological and sociocultural 
perspectives in the western countries in understanding self-starvation under the 
relationship between the individual , s need for psychological development and the 
environmental context, mainly the family and society. It also confirms the family 
systems model in understanding self-starvation as serving the family ftmction of diluting 
the couple ,s marital discords in Hong Kong Chinese AN patients. 
7.3 Limitations of this study 
This is an exploratory research in Hong Kong that case study research strategy 
was employed in this study. As the sample size was 13 who were all female and drawn 
by referral for receiving family therapy and attending mutual support group meetings, 
they might be biased due to the help-seekmg behaviors ofthe AN patients. Therefore, it 
will not be mature to generalize the findings to the larger population at present stage. 
As the data collected was firom direct observation and participant-observation, the 
researcher did not have much direct interaction with the data subject. Therefore, the data 
collected might be biased since the themes emerged dmng the family interview sessions 
and mutual support group meetings might be bound by the context. As there was only 
one patient m the mutual support group was an mcest victmi, the theme could not be 
developed during the group session. Although this theme does not mention in my 
research, it does not mean that it is not significant. On the other hand, although the theme 
of fat-phobia has not been mentioned in the two sets of data, it cannot be ruled out at 
present stage since it might be due to the limitation of the treatment context that this 
theme cannot be elicited. 
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On the other hand, this study focused on extracting common themes from the two 
sets of data collected, it cannot mle out the mdividual case difference due to the 
uniqueness of each individual AN patients. Besides, deviation such as the theme of setf-
sacrificing quality in Pt2 and 3 was put aside in this study. 
Besides, the inter-rater reliability could not be obtained due ,to the lack of 
researcher available for reviewmg the video-tapes of the first set of data. As a result, I 
could only rely on my analysis to consolidate the findings from reviewing the videotape 
ofthe family interview sessions for extracting common themes. However, I had tried to 
identify another source ofdata so as to triangulate the findings with the first set ofdata. 
For the second set of data obtamed from the mutual support group meetings, I 
had attended 5 sessions and could have direct interaction with the AN patients. This set 
of data was used to triangulate ^vith the first set of data. Besides, I had also attended the 
last evaluation meeting for counter-checking the research fmdings with the group 
members, to addition, I had also scheduled meetmg with the group worker to counter-
check the fmdings so as to strengthen the validity ofthe present study. 
7,4 Recommendation 
7.4.1 Future research 
7.4.1.1 Proposed Theoretical Framework for Future Study 
M Hong Kong, we have not yet developed any model in understanding AN. 
Based on the findings in this study and the literature review in westem countries, I would 
like to propose a theoretical &amework for understanding of self-starvation m Hong 
Kong for future study. As confirmed with the findings in this research, that there were 
some counteracting forces arising from the family characteristics and culture as well as 
the societal construction of femininity in Hong Kong that thwarted the process of identity 
formation. It might be due to the lack of proper resolution, self-starvation was emerged 
for exerting individual , s personal boundajy and obtaining autonomy as well as 
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empowering the mothers to dilute the parents ’ marital discords. It is similar to the 
theoretical framework as summarized from the western literature review. (Refer to 
Figure 1) Yet, due to the cultural difference, the component and intensity of family 
characteristics and culture as well as the societal construction of femininity is different 
from the westem countries. 
Firstly^ as revealed from literature review on the traditional Chinese culture as 
well as confmned with the findings from this study, it is found that individuality is not 
encouraged during their upbringing of AN patients. The family qualities of harmony, 
cohesiveness. closeness, loyalty, pieties towards parents and seniors are bemg upheld. 
Childjren are taught to respect the ordering ofthe hierarchical dualities, such as, father-
son, younger brother-older brother, wife-husband, nephew- unde and so forth. Filial 
piety and compliance are highly encouraged in Chinese families. (Moore，1967; 
Solomon, 1971; Hsu, 1972 and 1985; Wu, 1965; Tseng, 1973 and 1975; Kleinman, 
1979； Chan and Lee, 1995) It has also been highlighted that due to the internal 
hierarchical structural of rights and obligations in Hong Kong families, intrusion upon 
subordinates , privacy is still considered legitimate and justifiable. (Chan, 2000) As 
confirmed in present study, self-starvation served as a means of exerting one，s personal 
boundary while facing parents , intmsiveness. Difficulties of differentiating or 
individuating from the family were identified. 
Secondly, male dominance is also true to the traditional Chinese society and 
families. There is also a dichotomous division oflabor in the domestic and public sphere. 
As depicted in the three obedience for women, women have to yield obedience to the 
instruction ofman and help to carry out his principles. OCoo, 1985) The Chinese mothers 
have been portrayed as self-sacrificing, suffering, guilt-inducing and over-involved with 
their children. Q^EE, 1996) Therefore, femininity is also defined by submissiveness,幽 
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sacrifice and relational self. Although there is increasing opportunities for receiving 
education since the implementation of compulsory education since 1971 in Hong Kong, 
the fundamental structures of gender division and hierarchy remain the same. (Choi, 
1995) As confinned with the present fmdings, the mothers of the AN patients were 
helpless and powerless in their families. When facing marital discontent, they would 
only swallow the bittemess and tolerate. The findmgs of this study reveals that self-
starvation oftheir daughters empowered the mothers to fight against the authontarian 
fathers in the families and dilute the parents Tnarital discords. 
Thirdly. controlUng emotions is a necessary condition for proper behaviors. 
Therefore, the Chinese parents, especiaUy the mothers, demonstrate love through 
expressing concerns over and takmg care oftheir children ,s bodily toctions and needs. 
It is also umque for Chinese that verbal expression of emotions in the Chinese language 
is predominantly somatic oriented Ln other words, mdividual ,s bodily toction is more 
important than her verbal expression in emotion. (Moore, 1967; Solomon, 1971; Hsu, 
1972 and 1985; WU, 1965; Tseng, 1973 and 1975; Kleimnan, 1979; Chan and Lee， 
1995) 
As the Chinese parents demonstrate love and care through expressing concerns 
over and taking care of their children，s bodily ftmctions and needs, it might also be 
deduced that Chinese fannlies bear special meanings for food, body and love. Lee (1991) 
has already put forward that given the importance attached to proper eating and the 
parental affection that food provision symbolizes, food refusal may represent their 
nonconfrontational means of expressing hostility towards parents on one hand，and a 
struggle for adult identity on the other Yet, at the same time，it might also draw more 
care and concem from her parents. As revealed in Family B, Pt3 used body and body 
weight to wrestle her parents. 
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On the other hand, due to the limitation of present research, the theme of fat-
phobia did not emerge. Yet, it could not be ruled out at present stage. M order to have a 
comprehensive framework for understanding of self-starvation in Hong Kong, I would 
like to incorporate this theme in the proposed framework. It was summarized in Figure 5. 
Figure 5: Summary ofthe proposed theoretical framework of understanding self-starvation 
in Hong Kong 
Formation of self-identity " • Loner conflict ^ Female qualities as governed by Three 
Obedience such that submissiveness, 
/
w^v seLf-sacrifice andrdationship seLf 
\ Nv are being uphdd in Chinese famiUes. 
\ \ ~~i>ocietal construction ot slnn Dody 
. \ I 一 — . I 
\ Family characteristics ofhierarchicaI 
\ governed by Wu Lun, fUial pieties 
towards parents, compliance and 
upholding harmony did suppress the 
development of self in Chinese famil ies. 
Other alternatives available No alternatives available 
for developing oneself resulting into stunted/ 
outside home and have undeveloped seif-identity. 
her own identity. r ~~~ 
Functions: 
Family ievel; Sidestep the famiUes ’ 
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Lidividual level: Nonconfirontational 
T ^ f means of expressing 
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Free from self-starvation Self-starvation ~> on one hand and a 
— ，f — struggle for asserting her 
personal boundary on the 
Other self-destructive other. At the same time, it 
Or acting out behaviors. draws mcsre care 
— and attention from 
parents. 
The above framework was derived from the westem framework and the research 
findings of present studies together with the unique features in Chinese culture. The 
major difference between the westem framework and the above proposed framework lies 
on the internal hierarchical structural of rights and obligations in Hong Kong families, 
strong belief of filial piety, and upholding of harmony as well as three obedience of 
women. To what extent the above postulation is true should be subject to further 
empirical testing. 178 
7.4,1.2 Pr0D0sed Methodology 
In order to deepen our understanding ofthe manifestation of self-starvation, it is 
worthwhile to laimch further research on having in-depth and direct interaction with the 
AN patients and their families. Yet, it might be difficult to obtain their consent for 
research solely starting from the roie as a researcher. As observed from the relationship 
between the AN patients and the family therapist as well as the group worker of the 
mutual support group, I believe that it would be more feasible to launch ftoher research 
through practice so as to build up relationship with the AN patients m the first place. 
Otherwise, it might be difficult to obtain consent from them for m-depth mterview. 
7.4.2 Management of AN patients 
Research in the westem countnes have akeady confirmed that a multi-
disciplinary team approach offering a combination ofmedical and nutntional treatment 
together with family therapy works best with adolescent AN patients with the onset of 
illness before 19 years ofage and a duration ofillness ofless than 3 years when compare 
with individual therapy during the controlled study by Russell and his colleagues at the 
Maudsley Hospital in London. (Grange, 1999) 
La Hong Kong, there is no existing research on the effectiveness of family 
therapy. Yet, the research findings of present study did suggest that there is both 
indmdual and family meanmg underneath the self-starvation process. It seems that 
individual and the family is connected to each other that maintains the symptom of self-
starvation. Having realized the meamng construction behind the facade of self-starvation, 
it might suggest that treatment should be rendered in helping the AN patients to 
differentiate from the triangulated parent-daughter relationship and develop their self-
identities, gain back their self-confidence and cultivate their inner worth. 
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Among the 13 AN patients in the present study, there are 3 adults. It was found 
that they were similar to the adolescents in having difficulty to assert their personal 
boundary, being strongly bound by the traditional teaching on filial piety towards their 
paients and being extremely loyal to the family. It might be —que m Chinese culture in 
which the degree of connection between parent and child is so tight that it might even 
extend to adulthood or even midcQe age. In this sense, family therapy might be also 
effective for adult patients when considering to help them to differentiate from the family 
and develop their own personal life. As the present study focus on the meaning 
construction for self-starvation at individual and family level, to what extent the famiiy 
therapy and mdividual comiselmg on formation of self-identity through mutual support 
group is yet to be confirmed with further research on treatment ofAN patients. 
Although family therapy might perform an unportant role in the management of 
AN patients, there is limited practice of family therapy m Hong Kong. At present，there 
are only two treatment centres m Hong Kong for offermg family therapy. One is m T^e 
Chinese Umversity ofHong Kong (CUHK) and the other is in The University ofHong 
Kong (HKU). The centre in CUHK has built up connection with the Department of 
Psychiatry in Prince ofWales Hospital for making referral for rendering family therapy 
for AN patients with their consent. 
Apart from the limited practice of family therapy in Hong Kong, there is also 
stigmatization effect on AN patients. At present, when AN patients are in cntical 
situation, they would be admitted to a psychiatric ward which is considered not an 
appropriate place for them. Most of them feel that they are different from the mental 
patients in the same ward. Therefore, they might have hard feeling in ward It would, to 
certain extent, affect their rehabilitation. Apart from psychiatric ward, there is no other 
place to accommodate them so far ifthey wanted to stay away from home on temporary 
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basis. The existing provision for adolescents, e.g. a small group home or a girls ,hostel, 
cannot accommodate an AN patient for rehabilitation due to their rules and regulations. 
The Hong Kong Eating Disorders Association (HEDA), the newly formed 
organization, is planning to establish a hostel for the AN patients so as to minimize this 
stigmatization effect, Ifthere is a place for the AN patients to test out their life choices 
with support, provided that they do not harm themselves，it might be beneficial for the 
AN patients to build their life outside home. 
Besides, a mutual support group for attaining emotional support from peers with 
similar struggle might also help them start developing their personal Ufe. Self-identities 
seem to be a very vague concept. However, it might be understood as a matter of choice 
in every aspect of life. The fundamental question is who should be in-charge of one，s 
life, the mother, the family, or oneself. 
7.43 Prevention of AN 
The prevention of AN should address the taidamental issue of women ,s self-
identity and worthiness. Mass media, promoting women ,s beauty by having a slim body 
shape or over-emphasizing on the external qualities，does reinforce the AN patient ,s 
relentless pursuit ofslimness. In fact, women ,s beauty is one ofthe big businesses m the 
commercial world. Women , s worthiness becomes exteraaHzed, materialized and 
commercialized. It counteracts the professional，s effort m rendenng treatment on AN. 
Although the AN patients in my studies did not mention about fat-phobia, it might still 
be one of the areas of concem. Putting too much emphasis on women，s external 
appearance will undermine their inner value and self-worthiness. 
Public education on promoting both women，s independence and interdependence 
should also be stressed instead ofjust a relational self. Having a differentiated self but 
maintaining the inter-personal connection might be a better mode of existence. 
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\ 
Women ,s inner qualities and worthiness should be placed before extemal appearance. A 
societal structural change of patriarchal society should be shift to egalitarian society. 
Choices should b€ available so that food and body should not be the only areas of control 
for women. 
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Appendix I: The Chinese verbatim of family 
interview sessions 
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< A 家 庭 》 — 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
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病者 1 (姊姊）：佢誌 _好悲觀，我鍾意學就學，唔會誌得唔得 ° 
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< A 家 庭 》 — 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 







































•我 -得 0 3 4 4 7飲大佐就唔係幾好。 
•我感覺唔到Daddy的壓力。 
母親：我幫佢 _舖條路太好。 
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< A 家 庭 》 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
治療師：你同唔同意？ 






•覺得爸爸幫到媽媽無 _緊張 0 
治療師：會唔會覺得因為你嘅唔緊張，令到你太太好緊張 ° 








工作，所以工作緊要 _ ° 
病者2(妹妹）：•唔鍾意媽媽管住晒。 
•但係誌深一層佢又係關心你，所以 
治療師：關心你又管你 行空間成長 ° 
病者2(妹妹）： （點頭） 
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< A 家 庭 》 — 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
( 八 家 庭 〉 一 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
治療師：你覺得點呀？ 
病者2(妹妹）:：條腰痛。 




































治療師：Grad . Dinner點呀？ 
病者2(妹妹）：0»_好食 
- 1 8 8 -
{ A 家 庭 》 _ 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
父親：有同我講啲食物，但同 _同學點就唔知 ° 
治療師：問吓佢 




晒 喫 I 佢 搶 答 ° 
母親：佢咪係屋企概發言人囉？你太太以前點喫？。 






















病者 2 (妹妹）：•由細到大都係 _，習慣比阿媽照顧晒。 
•會誌住答，因為唔識答，阿媽就同你答埋，習慣佐啦丨 
•暑假我悶 _，悶過媽咪 ° 
•我誌住戆戆居居過暑假 ° 
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治療師：^你卩甘奇怪，要等爸爸、等家姐先去街玩，你啲 fr iencH& ？ 
病者2(妹妹）：有 我啲€1丨604好古怪喫！ 
父親：佢好少提及佢啲 f r i e n d，媽咪就多啲，我響屋企時間少，佢又好 
早瞓。 








病者 2 (妹妹）：得兩個朋友比較傾得埋，但佢地都拍緊拖 
父親：以前有好多喫！ 
病者 2 (妹妹）：好無聊，無 ©講，好悶，好似應酬卩甘，温啲 _ _ 1 # ° 
父 親 ： 無 《 1大家朋友都無包礙講，我哋都係彻，有有想去旅行？有有 
旅行可以參加。 
病者2(妹妹）：行人去旅行，都行人問我去，有概不過 






父親：通電話都係三兩個咋！ F .5有行識到新朋友，成班你識唔識晒， 
有冇講吓 _ ？ 
病者 2 (妹妹）：借 _就會 
父親：你太狹窄啦！ 
母親：� 0 7 0 6呢？ 
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< A 家 庭 》 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
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病者 2 (妹妹广唔係日日擔心成績唔好，係家姐派個時先醒起 ° 












治療師：你想唔想媽咪幫你安排晒所有 _ ? 
病者2(妹妹）：無包所謂即係我鍾意無包所謂。 
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< A 家 庭 》 — 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 








•有要求病者 1 (姊姊 )抽 4 5分鐘同阿妹傾吓偈，妹妹想同佢傾吓 
棟科 ° 
治療師：點呀你？會考放佐榜，點呀？ 
病者 2 (妹妹）： l A 2 B 3 C，但覺得過得去 ° 
父親：好滿意喫啦！ 
母親：滿意，以前我緊張佢尤其小學 







病者1(姊姊)&病者2(妹妹）•• 阿媽好sensitive ’反應好快 一 
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.< A家庭》—第五次家庭面談摘錄 
( 八 家 庭 〉 一 第 五 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
母親：因為女大晒，唔需要附多照顧，得閒佐好多。 





















父親 &母親：係呀，病者 2 (妹妹）由細到大心地都好好喫！ 
母親：病者 2 (妹妹 )細個 _陣話，如果媽媽你入老人院，我陪埋你入，家 
姐出去賺錢養我哋兩個。 
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< B 家 庭 》 — 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
< 6 家 庭 〉 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
治療師：點樣可以幫到你？ 




病者 3 ：佢就話我係 k e e p f i t啦，但係後來的D o c t o r話係屬於工作壓力、 
家庭問題，加上自己有30(：丨&11丨£6和&0567，導致嫩家_，講講 
吓我都唔知係點？但李誠話係keep fit ！ 
治療師：（問父親和病者3)你_又點蹄？ 
母 親 ： 大 家 都 搵 唔 到 個 問 題 出 _ ！ 
病者 3 ：初頭我都唔入院喫！我都唔會覺得係病，後期體重係�甘跌，需 
要改，個樣都變埋，好似孟加拉出嚷 _， _家個樣好 _，啦家 
肥岐。 
治療師：屋企人同你住埋卩甘耐，對你的.問題總有蹄法喫！ 






病者 3 ：佢就八年，其他就十年。 治療師：除佐病者3，所有兄弟姊妹都移晒民，係點喫，係家庭計劃定係 ？ 
病者3 &母親：係家庭移民。可以陸續附去加拿大。 
治療師：點解病者 3唔去嘅？ 
父親：佢 (病者 3 )有組織能力 
母親：佢 (病者 3 )係埋一齊 _廠度做野，其他就職晒個邊。 
治療師：病者 3幫你哋手做 ^呀？ 




我 _兩個人七個細路都唔知壓力 «邊度膝，就唔知壓力 _邊度 
嚟，住又 _度，做又 _度 
治療師：間廠係一手一腳喫？ 
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< B 家 庭 》 — 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
父 親 ： _ 家 間 工 場 上 佐 大 陸 做 。 
病者 3 ：家庭作業，一定喫啦！ 
母親：開完嗯就上床！佢哋 _幫就有《甘緊要囉，以前都幾吃力 ° 
母親：我 _做做下嘅肚餓，拿啲野嚟食，要養活佢 _喫嗎，但係佢口地 
就唔係，就話唔得閒唔食住，要做埋一餐過先至食。 _咪鬥出 
呢個病晴囉。 
病者 3 ：近期我讀完書返喫！就先自己執著話，唔會好似佢哋�甘拿_口野 
膠食，就做做做，做到做完返屋企先食一餐，差唔多有十年係 
口甘啦！ 
母 親 ： € 就 靜 係 食 一 餐 羅 ！ 




病者 3 ：佢哋有嘈我，一直都有嘈我 ° 
母親：我哋同你講，你唔可以柑樣，你應該初頭就聽吓，到後期未講 
完已經走岐去，唔見佐人。 
病者 3 ：但日頭做卩野可以投入，呢個可能係我唯一的原動力’我其他行 
任何嗜好。 ^都行喫啦！相當長概時間係时。 
治療師：嗰時弟弟同妹妹都唔響度？ 


















病者3 ： •我一食就收唔到口，食丁點野對我有 t 2用。食佐附多，一定 
要做運動，行得多就幅’所以瘦。 
•我有個慣性，琴日行過，今日要行番，聽日都要，唔行唔得， 
因為琴晚食唆 _多 _，唔行點消化。呢個 l o g i c唔妥，醫院話 
唔暗，入佐醫院就分六餐。食佐附多唔舒服，食得太多，®， 
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父親：病者 3好多 _都好聽話，係食個度唔聽，好乖’叫佢过佢都聽。 
母親：係食嗰度變壞岐，其他有包野。 






弟 弟 ： 係 爸 爸 _ 度 學 有 條 理 、 細 緻 
病者 3 :•自己生意，盡量做到幾多就幾多。 
•如果你問我私生活有啲 ^野，我鍾意 _包呀，我會答唔到；但 
一問起工作，我樣樣都得。 
•做卩野要擔養仔坐頭位，我唔會俾佢哋_辛苦。一定要快。 
弟 弟 ： 我 會 放 低 。 
病者 3 ：我放唔低。 
父 親 ： 我 都 急 但 病 者 3 比 我 更 急 。 
















•我概生活太501丨08 ‘ ^ m relaxt ime，於是放晒在食物方面’ 
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< B 家 庭 》 一 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
於是誌點d iges t。 
•食改到，行改唔到。 
治療師：（問媽媽 )你哋平時有 ^ »娛樂？ 




病者 3 ： •唔習慣呢啲生活，覺得哂時間，唔瞎戲，由於哂時間，不如 
做運動 ° . 
•食 _第一個鐘頭係生理需要；第二個鐘頭係由於行 _做；第三 
個鐘頭有個好怪既感覺，佢酏越鬧就食多 _ _，唔食就行。 
治療師：（向病者3家人)佢係一個好寂寞概人。 
弟弟：覺得佢係好封鎖自己嘅人，大概十年左右。 
病者 3：你要做好呢？妹妹 1弟弟 _就唔能夠譲其他 _，唔可以有灰色地 
帶‘就唔會做得好。 
弟弟：唔想佢 ^‘快樂，但唔知點幫佢，覺得佢有另一啲嗜好。 
病者 3 ：個啲鬼仔又返 _。 
弟弟：轉吓環境可能好啲，居住環境例如去加拿大又或者轉工。 
妹 妹 ： 我 都 建 議 可 以 轉 工 。 
弟弟：屋企生意壓力大，幫人打工可能壓力無卩甘大。 
病者 3 :我已經三十八歲，我出到去轉包工呀？ 
父親：佢就係講自己的道理，要聽人講呀！ 
病者 3 :女人接受唔到加磅，糟肥豬^甘，上磅感覺唔好。 
弟弟：如果唔做運動無啦寄托。 
治療師：佢(病者3)封鎖在自己的世界，又只有工作的時候至出來。 
病者 3 :•我會話只係迎合其他人。 
•我出唔到嚷。 
•我想打低道牆 ,但打唔低 ° 
治療師：病者 $如€^^有條魔術鎖匙，你期望佢可以點幫到你？ 
病者 3 ： •改岐個壞習慣。 





弟弟：係佢行目標，行寄托，唔知自己做緊 ^ o 
病者 3 ： •呢種生活方式唔暗，但係又改唔到 ° 
•我啲朋友已經消失晒。 
父親•• 你改唔到就由你媽媽分配食物俾你，我分配你行路。 
弟弟：其實佢只係跟佢自己的 1 0 8化，唔聽人講慨。 
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< B 家 庭 》 — 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
< 8 家 庭 > 一 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
治療師：你爸爸係點喫？ 




母 親 ： 其 他 女 行 做 _ 多 ， 冇 _ 願 幫 做 廠 。 
病者 3 : •魏然要幫人做，不如幫屋企做。 
•有 7 0 %係為自己， 3 0 %係父母概原因。 
治療師：家庭慣啦要捱，唔捱唔得。 




父 親 ： 病 者 3 學 岐 我 ， 一 定 要 做 晒 。 
母親：但就學唔做交朋結友，父親过都要快，食得快，做得快。 
病者3 ： •工作開始10口^06，boring..…但又抽離唔到。 
•自己做得快手，要0(^叩丨64時間。 




病者 3 ：我唔接受閒暇，近四年間廠搬上大陸，不需要開夜，有空閒時 
間去行又gui l ty，去玩又gui l ty，可能係食得唔暗，咐你又|念， 
as a working woman，你都要 keep 吓喫！ 
治療師：你 _概家庭就嗨不停概工作，工作，再工作，唔習慣有空閒。 
病者 3 ：唔係，佢哋得，淨係我唔得。 
治療師：工作和家庭係分唔開噪？ 
病者 3 ：係我分唔開，佢馳分得開。 
治療師：你爸爸媽媽要放口甘多時間喉工作方面，係要養七個仔女，捱係 
有成果，但係唔知你點解要捱得啦辛苦，你有有拍拖？ 








佢哋過去喫，佢 _ (弟弟 &妹妹 )有一段時間先至返嚟。唔通你捉 
住佢哋唔俾佢哋過哮！ 
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(B家庭》一第二次家庭面談摘錄 
父 親 ： 其 實 辛 苦 可 以 請 人 喫 






病者 3 :•因為鬧交解決唔到問題，行用但又用佐氣。 
•發癲解決唔到問題。 + ^ r - = ^ , ^ / ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ . 人^^有脾氣，發丨曳的時候應該發浅’唔應該襟住自己。 ^ 
I I 3 ： i S l S，！係唔鍾意，但誌返轉頭，有得翻喫，因為佢口地 
想幫我。 
治療師：15概1633011&616令到我哋^1"晒乎？ 
弟 ^ ： 有感覺到但翻，但佢抑壓住。 




^ £ i ^ 有 一 道 圍 牆 ， 好 似 裝 佐 個 丫 仔 ， 唔 俾 人 入 卩 甘 。 
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< B 家 庭 》 — 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
( 8 家 庭 》 一 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
绝绝 . ^亩重包都好，應該早 ^！單聲，要有啲心理準備。 
I I ： f S X S V i n g i i ’ 但 誌 《 倒 轉 ， 佢 話 出 去 食 飯 要 預 先 通 
知。 
弟弟：點解你成日用衰佐 _形容食飯，飽佐咪飽佐囉！ 
病者3: : S I I S ^ I 1 ^ ~ ^ ^ « « ^ ^ ’ 但 
_覺得我好唔暗。（病者 3哭得很厲害 1 一 工 � - # € ^ ^ ^ . . 
•好似佢哋話今朝，話我唔講，就好似感受到唔尊重，我唔； 
只一次’我講過話唔鍾意出去食’唔只一次， l a s t minute先 
至話俾我聽去邊度食。 t i ,m^A^n , 
•哉華過好多次，133101丨1^163有人煮飯又唔話俾我知！ 
治療師：病 |，覺得你哋唔尊重佢，你哋又覺得病者 3唔尊重你哋。究竟 
出現佐 1 2 _問題 ° _ 
弟弟：昵個係價值觀概問題，^飯」系好簡，_阳1事_°卩*自3,。（病者3 
病者：3 : •食嘢好多時no f un，好bo r i ng，跟住自己食目c i _ ^丙百 




J i 3 ：运為我三餐都食得唔開心！（病者3繼續哭） 
弟 弟 ： 如 果 我 哋 完 全 唔 理 你 食 _ 二你會唔會開心？ 
病者 3 ：都唔會丨你根本係同我鬥氣丨 
S l ： 二 霊 二 = 二 1 ; 讓 好 ， 根 本 我 馳 會 唔 理 你 幾 黑 ， ^ ^ 晶 食 
%%,:�•；猛9‘枱上有5/6樣餘，我唔。一。我。一噼自己房食 
一包餅 
治療師：餐枱上發生什麼 1 1 @ 
病者 3 ：好難喫！大家都附大，習慣好難改丨 
治療師：你可唔可以講多啲？ 
病者 3 :食 0野就係食 _ ！有啦！ 
治療師：你希望唔係淨係食 ®！ 
病者 3 :佢哋都1^6(1啦！ 
治療師：你希望點碟？ _ 
K \ : J S I ！’ 二 1 5 猛 1 溫 ’ 點 解 有 時 我 想 講 嚼 ， 鍾 意 
病 . 就 應 我 幾 句 ， 唔 鍾 意 又 鬧 我 兩 ， ； ^ ^ ^ ^ - - - , ^ ¾ ^ 
父親：佢思想係附就附，佢想同我馳傾谒，同佢講佢又接受講口冓吓 
唔想講 ° 
父親： ^二樣嚼但會接受， 0甘多年都係 #。 
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< B 家 庭 》 一 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
病者3 ：我有時想帶起個話題，有工004就講，冇mood就鬧你兩句，正 
常家庭，應該有傾有講。 
母親：屋企有外人 ( m a i d )。 
病者 3 :晚晚都係我帶起話題，重要嘢又話講俾我聽，傾到最發矛就係 
講 我 要 講 _ ^ 呀 ！ 
弟 弟 ： 點 解 一 定 係 要 食 飯 嘅 時 候 講 _ 。 點 解 要 揾 _ 講 啫 ， 有 嗽 講 咪 講 
囉 [ 
病者 3 ：出院之後，就淨係講飲食！ 
治療師：病者 3未建立家庭，好想同你哋拉近啲 ° 
病者 3 ：可能我已經依賴係食 _方面，所以我行所謂 ° 
治療師：你用食物哦處理你啲呀！所以你係有所謂 ° 
« 
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< B 家 庭 》 一 第 一 次 個 人 面 談 摘 錄 
< 8 家 庭 〉 一 第 一 次 個 人 面 談 摘 錄 
病者 3 ： •我一返房就食自己嘢，成條餅 2 0塊食晒！有一晚仲煮麵食。 
•其實三餐食概都係唔鍾意概呀！ 
•我一定要填飽自己個肚先能控制唔食，一餓就唔得。 
•可能係我同佢哋食 _好唔en j o y，就鍾意私人概嗰刻食自己鍾 
意食概 _ ！ 
•食佐晚飯，.私人嗰刻鐘可以食一個鐘，因為係唯一可以 r e l a x 
概嗰一刻鐘都行埋。 




病者 3 ： •我係避開佢 _ (父母），因為唔想治療師妹妹 ^ 3 6 110以6化。 
•我點講到啫，最終嘅問題解唔到，我點講，連我鍾意抱概公 
仔都俾佢 _掉埋， _我點呀！ 
•夜晚嗰餐係我唯一可以 r e l ax® ！ 
•如果我食晒佢 _俾我概 _，我飽唆，即時覺得好悶，因為已 
經飽佐，即刻誌，我唯家飽佐，今晚又要食，唯一可以 r e l a x 
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( B 家 庭 》 一 第 二 次 個 人 面 談 摘 錄 
< 8 家 庭 〉 一 第 二 次 個 人 面 談 摘 錄 
治療師：你概家庭生活與工作完全分唔開喫，你好似無晒私生活€ ° 
病者 3 ： •我唯有3叩91633自己才可以溶入，你唔鍾意嘅就1『&丨11自己去 
投入 ° 
•我做 _得，但噼私生活就一榻糊塗。無正常少女成長嗰種一 





















病者 3 ： •行唔通喫！舊式概家庭，仔係重要，個仔返曜我所做過概一 
切就無晒！我無話要得 _ ^ _，人《轉變好快，好善忘，可 
以忘記得一乾二淨。 
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< B 家 庭 》 一 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
( 6 家 庭 〉 一 第 五 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
弟弟•• 其實你想試 ^野可以同我哋傾吓，大家配合一吓喫，如果你知 
道自己想做12嚼。 
病者 3 ：唔知呀？如果我講岐出 [ §的時候，係難啲喫，好似一唔得概時 
候，佢 _就？ ^ 3 ^住你！就係想打仗都唔据呀！ 
病者3 ：譬如你有一個公仔，你無第二個公仔代替到概話，prob lem即係 
我鍾意一個公仔玩，又無一個新公仔俾我，但又隨時想拿走我 
嘅公仔， _無疑個舊公仔又爛，又有菌，對身體無益。 
弟 弟 ： 即 係 你 無 第 二 樣 寄 托 ？ 










治療師：我相信佢_唔係完全明白，你覺得係包D野con t ro l令你飲食唔正 
常，係佢哋概contro l令到你飲食唔正常。 
弟 弟 ： 但 我 哋 已 經 減 低 佐 
父 親 ： 我 哋 已 經 唔 講 佢 
父親：佢根本食得好少，但你食 
病者 3：我始終都係自己一個人食覺得開心 _。 
母親：啦你好矛盾，你又想一家人一齊食一路講 ®，但又想自己一個 
食好開心。卩甘我就唔知應該點做呢？ 
弟弟：你講嗰個公仔唔係運動，係第二樣 0 1 _ 0可唔可以講多啦你概 
問題， _家無人想攞走你概公仔。 






誌，係 ^ _令你有壓力要呢埋食一餐？ 
治療師：其實有 ^ ^ ^壓力？ 
病者 3 ：温唔到第二個方法！ 
弟弟：即係你温唔到第二個方法減壓方法？ 
病者 3 ：係呀！我淨係得呢個方法減壓。如果 ^ 0 1病者 3妹妹 1佐，就無 
佐個公仔 
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( 8 家 庭 》 一 第 五 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
* * * 氺 * * * 氺 * 
治療師：好明顯佢哋 (父母 )係好受佢 (病者 3 ) _體重影響。係唔係好容易 
俾佢跌體重激親？ 
父親：（用紙巾抹眼淚 )講曜講去都係《 ！都無用喫！ 
治療師：你有無覺得好失敗？ 
父 親 ： 直 情 失 敗 ！ ！（繼續用紙巾抹眼淚） 
病者 3 ：我唔係唔想聽，係改唔到。 
父親：佢 (唔食 ^野 )呢樣野令我覺得好失敗，我都同佢講過喫！ 
治療師：你有無覺得係你一生最失敗就係呢樣？ 















•有時我又有誌佢係唔係鬥氣定係ge t attention ° 
治療師：係，你爸爸上次有講佢好似報復 ° 
氺 氺 * * * * * * 氺 
(病者3返回面談室） 
治療師：病者 3你點解要用食晴 _同你爸笆媽媽對抗？ 
病者3 ：我覺得唔係，係一個 re lax概方法° 
治療師：你係唔同意我概講法 ° 
病者 3 ：我有少許同意 °佢哋 (父母 )越迫我’我就越唔食 °最大概問題係 
公仔問題，我行嘢可以代替，我又唔買衫唔行街. 
氺 氺 * 氺 * * 氺 * 氺 
治療師：會唔會覺得病者 3揹起頭家，揹起盤生意好辛苦喫？ 
父親：以前有人追佢，佢又唔鍾意 
病者 3 ： 一直係我選擇概問題，要做好盤生意，一定要放棄社交生活， 
做好佢。 
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< B 家 庭 》 _ 第 五 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
治療師：揹佐十幾年係好辛苦喫！ 




、？^ S 6帀• S. ft {2: ^  分工黑占 D^  ？ 
£ i ： 我跟10%客，佢(病者3)跟90%，我跟新客，佢(病者3)跟舊客。 
病者 3 ：我唔能夠全部放手，因為舊客要適應 ° 
父親：但佢啦家概工作量只需幾個小時，但佢就去行路 ° 
病者3 :我唔放手，因為我得閒，無理由 l oad晒落佢(弟弟）度。 
父 親 ： 唔 係 唔 可 以 放 手 。 
治療師：你(病者3)唔放手，係因為你怕面對空閒概空間，係咪呀？ 
氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 
治療師：其實，佢(病者3)同屋企盤生意結佐婚！ 
弟弟：佢 (病者 3 )唔止同家族生意結婚’仲同屋企結岐婚。 
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( c 家 庭 》 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
( < : : 家 庭 〉 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 

















•條氣好唔順，誌到病者 4有呢個病’跟住就鬧呢兩個仔女 (姊 
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( c 家 庭 》 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
治療師：即係你唔係次次都就佢 (病者 4 ) ? 
弟弟：我咪坐響度等一陣蹄吓佢 (病者 4 )點先，然後先入房食囉！ 
父親： •佢(弟弟)可能年紀細，佢好似習慣岐啲囉！ 







弟弟： 我會限制價錢 ° 
父親：但個問題 |系假如我 _個個都卩甘硬，可能成家人都會嘈交，因為 
佢媽咪見佢(病者4)發脾氣，入房大吵大鬧，佢媽咪就會好亂’ 
又捉吓家姐(姊姊）鬧，又捉吓我鬧’於是就佢（病者4)多啲0 
治療師：媽咪鬧邊個多 _ ？ 
弟 弟 ： 鬧 家 姐 多 啲 。 




(病者4不停地哭，姊姊用紙巾替她抹眼淚 ° ) 
父親：佢 (病者4 )呢半年好啲，有話打自己。 
母親：基本上佢都控制唔到，佢啲同學食啦 _包嚼都返嗪講俾我聽， 
問我邊個暗。 







•佢(病者4)好貼身，好似B B (Baby)_ ！ 
父親：佢 (病者 4 )一返 _，就貼住媽咪，一話吓佢 (病者 4 )就好似好亂。 
治療師：（問姊姊)你覺得家姐(病者4)係點喫？ 
弟弟： • 二家姐(病者4)似媽咪多啲° 
•例如：我哋每日食包蹰餘都誌晒，佢話晒事o 
•我覺得佢哋好似俾佢(病者4)照顧附！ 
•佢照顧我 _多 _，佢做晒媽咪贿嚼！ 
•例如：佢(病者4)煮早餐，預備_餘。 
治療師：你想唔想係卩甘？ 
^ i ： • ©口|^^意佢_。我想每個人都似番每個人，想媽咪似番媽咪° 
•媽咪俾家姐(病者4)管住。 
•大家姐俾二家姐管得最多。 
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弟弟：大家姐，你有有誌過試多幾次唔就佢 (病者 4 )呀？ 
姊姊：（只在哭，沒有回應 ° ) 















- 2 1 0 ~ 
( c 家 庭 》 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
( < : 家 庭 〉 一 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 





























父親： •讀書最叨係病者 4。 
•讀書«講，佢(病者4)最文靜，又會自己編時間。 
•病者 4好自律。 
•到佢 _中一我就開始放手俾佢 _自己讀。 
治療師：•原來爸爸係你哋概補習老師_噪？ 
•(問病者4)佢係點樣訓練到你有自律喫？ 
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病者 4 ：爸爸期望我好過家姐。 
父親：呢方面反而唔係最重要，反而希望佢 (病者 4 )概身體好番。 
治療師：係咪讀書壓力大喫？ 
姊姊：會考壓力好大，好似讀極都讀唔晒書附。 













父親： 胃口行 _好，頭痛柑囉。 
病者 4 :•有壓力影響個情緒多啲。 
•唔想同人傾倡。 
治療師：卩甘樣同我傾渴有有壓力喫？ 
病者 4 ： _家傾渴有壓力！ 
治療師：如果 1分係最少壓力’ 10分係最大壓力’你俾幾多分？ 
病者 4 ： •係 8分壓力！ 
•想返屋企食飯瞓覺。 
(休息一會後） 






•細細個就驚爸爸，但大大吓同佢講吓 ®，又無包 0野 _ ® ！ 
弟弟：•驚爸爸，佢 (父親 )會視佢概情緒而鬧人。 
«情緒唔好，佢會求其捉個人 _鬧喫！ 
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〈 匸 家 庭 》 一 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
父親：首當其衝梗係佢 (弟弟 )囉！ 
病者 4 ：(不停地哭)我要返屋企呀！ 
母親：你返屋企都要唔好喊先得喫！俾啲工友見到咪行晒面囉！ 
病者 4 ：你 _唔走我咪自己走囉！ 
(病者 4於是起身就走，姊姊立刻拉住她。） 
治療師：不如 _啦，如果病者 4收聲，我 _就完佐今日 _面談啦！ 
(病者4於是不再哭，治療師簡單總結後完結本節。） 
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( c 家 庭 》 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
( 〔 家 庭 〉 一 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 







父親：我都同佢 (病者 4 )講過，呢個唔暗唔睬，咪同第二個《 ！你唔驗 
理佢(病者4)，出曜做野仲有啲暗，有啲唔暗。 
病者 4 ：但係都唔係一個^^嘛！嗰陣時係成班口丫嘛！ 
父親：可能但 (病者 4 )係同所有同學都唔暗！ 
治療師：會唔會你覺得爸爸 _講係唔明白你。你會想爸笆同其他屋企人 
點講你會舒服《1。 
病者 4 ：有过特別反應。 
治療師••你觀察爸爸呢幾個月有_唔同，係唔係呀？ 

















治 療 師 ： _ 知 《 係 ^ _ ？可唔可以講俾爸爸知呀？ 
病者4 ：知道嗰帕係我唔開心，行人理我 °但係我瘦岐之後， _同學又 
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( c 家 庭 》 _ 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
•佢自律帕，自己入房做功課，最乖係佢。但家姐、細偖就勞 
氣啲。 















病者 4：但你唔出聲我點知你係咪關心我啫 1 
治療師：03(147係唔係好難估喫！ 















病 者 4 : •我唔係一定要佢(父親)講_句話。 
•佢(父親)唔同佐，我就唔同唆° 
父親：你想我點呀！你講口丫 ！ 
病者 4 ••好似你啦家附就得噪啦！唔好好似響醫院附就得喫啦！ 
治療師：附簡單咋？ 
病者 4 ：你成日揸住家姐啦痛腳，話佢唔讀書° 
母親•• 係呀！你話佢又係啦，唔話又係^^，你話得多好煩喫！ 
父親：•我對個個仔女都有期望。 
•我都係想佢 _讀多啲書，我響地鐵站做 _嚼，又唔識做，所 
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< < : 家 庭 》 一 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
以 ^都要低聲下氣 
母親：我好稔，話得聽就聽，話唔聽就算。就自己谷氣。 
父 親 ： 其 實 佢 隱 瞞 住 仔 女 _ _ ， 我 覺 得 唔 暗 。 
(父母開始為如何教導大女而爭執。） 
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< ( : 家 庭 》 一 第 一 次 個 人 面 談 摘 錄 
< < : 家 庭 〉 一 第 一 次 個 人 面 談 摘 錄 









治療師：你有 ^ 0 1係可以自己決定喫？ 









仍治療師 h e治療師 k得佢好嚴、好緊！ 
•佢夜晚會玩到十二點幾，好晏啦 °好似聖誕節，佢應承十點 
返，但又打電話返曜話十二點返，但爸爸叫佢即刻返，但最 
後佢都係十二點返，爸爸 ^ 6 6 ?家姐 & 6 6 ?得好緊！ 
•家姐就算爸爸好惡鬧佢，佢都當係耳邊風。 
•我會载家姐唔抵！ 一 
•譬如家姐考會考由 4分進步到 1 2分，已經好佐好多，但 0 & 4 4 7 
都唔滿意，仲成日鬧佢，我咪幫家姐鬧番Daddy，跟住Daddy 
咪鬧番我囉！話我唔識嘅，所以有時我好憎Daddy 。家姐以 




治療師：係唔係你叫家姐食 0 1，係想關心佢，因為你覺得佢響屋企好委 
屈 ° 
病者 4 ：(點頭） 
治療師：其實係一種關心[«噪？ 
病者 4 ：(點頭） 
治療師：你係唔係擔心《 1 ^ _ ? 
病者 4 ： •擔心佢唔開心，因為家姐佢幾唔開心都唔會同我哋屋企人講， 
同佢哋講行用。 
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( c 家 庭 》 — 第 一 次 個 人 面 談 摘 錄 
•同媽咪講就會好激氣，又唔知會唔會講番俾0&(1(17聽，同0&(147 
鬧交。同D a d d y講更加行可能，有時就同我講，跟住叫我唔 
.好講。 
•我知道佢 (家姐 ) ® ! ®，但係就唔講囉！ 
•因為講佐俾媽咪知佢又擔心，佢唔同媽咪講，係因為媽咪好 
緊張，驚佢擔心！有時同我傾吓偈就算。 
•以前同 0 3 4 ( 1 7行得傾’ _家好啲。 
•以前一開口就鬧，鬧家姐多啲！ 






















病者 4 ：細倦敢同爸爸對抗，同埋我o 
治療師：你係用一樣殺手鐧喷同爸爸對抗。 
病者 4 ：淨係識喊囉。 
治療師：同埋唔食野！ 
病者 4 ：(點頭） 
•我好少同 0 3 4 4 7講 _。 
• Daddy好少 _醫院探我，但有原因，要蹄住細偖，幫媽咪做 
家務 ° 
•同Daddy —齊嘅時候，好似係一個男仔同一個女仔行端端行 
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病者 4 ：四年班開始，有男仔追，中一時就最多，但開始瘦嗰陣就有包。 
最多慨時候，有 3、 4個。佢 _會打電話約我食飯、蹄演唱會 0甘 
囉！ 
治療師：如果你唔鍾意佢哋，你會點呀？ 
病者 4 ：我會走岐去。 
治療師：即係你識得應付？ 
病者 4 :•我識得應付，如果我唔鍾意概話。 
•感情方面我唔係�甘著緊，唔一定要拍拖 ° 
治療師：其實你係唔鍾意啲有權威概男人，係唔係呀？ 
病者 4 ：係呀，我唔鍾意«1又惡又有權威概男人。 
治療師：所以唔係男人、女人概分別’只係唔識得同啲有權威概人相處。 
病者 4 ：(點頭） 
治療師：你家姐係唔係比你識得同 0 3 ( ^ 7相處？ 
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< c 家 庭 》 — 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
< 〔 家 庭 〉 一 第 四 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
母親：如果病者 4大 _ _，識得自己管自己，我就放心《勺。 
父親：如果病者 4好番，佢 (母親 )就放心 _。 
母親：病者 4好番，覺得值得。（開始喊得厲害） 
























氺 氺 氺 * 氺 氺 氺 氺 * 
治療師：过嘢阻住爸爸親近仔女？ 
母親：佢 (父親 )唔出聲噪！ 
父親：我出聲你又話我得罪啦仔女，我唔出聲你又話唔出聲，我下次 
就唔 _喫啦！ 
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( D 家 庭 》 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
< 0 家 庭 〉 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
父親：個問題係佢 (病者 5 )唔想食 ° 
母親：佢就成日搞到家嘈屋閉，唔止係唔食嘅 0 
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•你響屋企一粒聲都唔出，對住部電視，你都唔同我哋講 _ ° 






















母親： •佢 (病者 5 )啲 _解決唔暸，咪又係困住我 ° 
•我一出聲，佢就鬧，同佢講都行用喫丨 







父親：我係咪唔駛媪食，唔駛瞓覺 ^ ^ ？ 
母親： •我好想一家人響度傾吓俱 ° 
•佢(父親）同第二啲人又好多嘮講喫！ 
•我響你屋企一购溫暖都得唔到！ 
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《 D 家 庭 》 一 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
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( D 家 庭 》 一 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 






母親： •響屋企都休唔到息 ° 
•我有時都好憎自己，點解會 _ ！ 
•初初搬入呢間屋都有卩野喫，都四年啦丨 
•我驚嗰啲人，有端端嗰卩的人成日響我個腦度騷擾我，《1人揾 
交嘈，又提 _垃圾放響你門口 ° 
父親： •佢見到街 _人都驚。 
•我叫佢唔好驚，你唔駛理人點蹄喫° 
治療師：（問病者5)你媽媽要點先至會放心噪？ 
病者5 : •阿媽見到我哋三個（仔女)有傾有講，咪放心^]。 
•我有問佢(病者5)_，佢都唔答。 
•爸爸同媽媽係同一陣線在病者 5概問題上。 
•如果病者 5有問題，媽媽嘅神經衰弱嚴重 _。 
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( D 家 庭 》 — 第 四 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 

























父親： •你個人好專制’成日話人 _嘅老公又包包，你又冇 _用，我 
頂住條氣。 






•兩個人好似有 _ _隔住。 
治療師：（問病者5)如果你媽媽同爸爸離婚會唔會開心？ 
病者 5：阿媽離岐婚會仲唔開心！ 
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( D 家 庭 》 — 第 五 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
( 0 家 庭 》 一 第 五 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
治療師：你媽咪唔想爸爸將佢同其他師奶比較喫，係嗎？ 
病者 5 ：(點頭） 
治療師：你媽媽係唔想人哋迫佢喫，係嗎？ 
病者 5 ：(點頭） 
治療師：附你呢？你想唔想人哋迫你喫？ 
病者 5 ：(搖頭） 
治療師：其實你同你媽咪都係幾似喫？ 
病者 5 ：(點頭） 
治療師••你媽咪話你哋開心佢就開心，佢係咪都好受爸笆同你_影響喫？ 
係嗎？ 
病者 5 ：(點頭） 
治療師：卩甘佢唔開心會做包？ 
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( D 家 庭 》 一 第 五 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
(治療師於是邀請父母返回原座一起面談，治療師重覆問病者 5想爸爸媽 
媽點對你。） 






治療師：卩尼 & 1就唔同意，因為大個嘅女仔有自己概秘密，唔係所 _都 
講出來嚷喫！ 
父親：呢《 1話唔話唔緊要，但你出街要話低聲 










父 親 ： 你 主 要 係 食 多 _ ， ^ 都 唔 緊 要 。 今日坐車嗰陣，有師奶話 
^你個女啦瘦，我個心又怯一怯 
(病者 5始哭得很激動，於是母親離開原來座位，坐在病者 5身旁，開始 
安慰她 ° ) 
母親：唔好喊啦！又唔係話你，大個女就唔好喊啦！我寧願你講出 ^ ® 
好過 你有包唔開心就講出嚷，同我頂嘴好過 
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( E 家 庭 》 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
< £ 家 庭 > 一 第 一 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
父親•• 屋企有 _唔開心，影響岐個女 (病者 6 ) ° 
病 者 6 :(開始哭） 
母親：係錢嘅煩惱，佢 (父親 )俾岐好多麻煩屋企。父親好容易發脾氣， 
其實佢（父親)盤生意已經宣佈唆破產。 
治療師：（問父親)可唔可以講多少少係點喫？ 








(母親忍唔住不停地數說老公的不是，不停地插父親講 _ ° ) 
治療師：屋企係附有幾耐呀？ 
病者 6 ： (不停地哭）屋企係 _已經好耐。唔止兩三年。有唔開心又唔可以 
講俾 _朋友聽 
治療師：最唔開心係 ^野？ 
病者 6 ：我都唔知。 
治療師：當父親&母親鬧交概時候，你同哥哥會點做？ 










母親：媽咪緊係就你’你要煮 ^嘢媽咪就煮《 ！ Daddy有有錢你唔® 
同佢擔心。你自己過番讀書概生活，同同學 
病者 6 :•幫晒我做，好似我好細個啦！ 
•其實我覺得好煩囉！ 
父親：我成日叫佢 (母親 )唔好煩個女，等佢自由發展 ° 
病 者 6 : •唔鍾意佢(母親)卩甘緊張。 
a唔鍾意佢當我好似 3 8 _看待，好似爸爸附講，我自己會食’ 
但如果佢成日蹄住’就覺得好大壓力好煩！ 
父親：佢成日叫佢食 ^食也，大岐就覺得好煩。 
病 者 6 : *好似要蹄到我食嘢先至算食佐。 
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母親：最好係佢 (父親 )唔好俾卩甘多麻煩屋企人’影響到我 _概情緒 ° 
(在面談過程中，父親不大願意回應母親。） 
父親：•佢 (母親 )神經緊張，唔係個女要蹄醫生，係佢 (母親 )要蹄醫生 
至暗！ 
•母親都瘦佐，以前有 1 0 0磅，啦家得番 9 0磅！ 
•佢都唔係點食，不過病者 6緊要 _。 
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< E 家 庭 》 一 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
《 £ 家 庭 〉 一 第 二 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
大哥•• • 0&4(17同媽咪之間嘅關係影響到病者6。 
•未必直接影響病者 6。 
•如果佢哋關係好番，對整個家庭包括每一個人都會好 ® ^ ！ 
•病者6唔食卩野，可能由於Daddy同媽咪嘅關係° 
二哥： •我贊成大哥 _講 ° 
•可能係媽咪夾硬迫佢食 _ ’令佢反感。 
•媽咪成日叫佢食卩野，佢覺得係食飯，先至係食佐嚼丨 






大哥：覺得佢 _兩個之間概問題緊要過病者 6概問題，所以要處理先 ° 
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( E 家 庭 》 一 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 
( £ 家 庭 〉 一 第 三 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 










父親：都話行。佢 (母親 ) _家都精神衰弱 ° 
大哥：啦係屋企嘅開支啫。 
父親：呢幾個月行 _做就差啲二 












病者6 ： •出少 _街，減少驗費。 
•唔多唔少都會受屋企影響。 











病者6 ： •好少話我°通常都係話佢(二偖）多啲° 
•唔好打機，唔好卩甘前蹄電視 
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母親：佢 (二偖 )講佐有件事，講完又唔記得，但長氣又唔鍾意 ° 
父親：唔探佢咪有效，唔駛鬧交 ° 
大哥：（搖頭 )唔睬佢就不停 _講曜。 
父親： •佢好堅持佢嘅立場，唔可以反較佢 ° 
•唯有唔較嘴，唔出聲囉。 





病者 6 ：佢有嘅做就揾蹰做，有時停。 
















母 親 ： 都 有 5 、 6 年 啦 ！ 
治療師：（問病者6)你見到佢_附，你會點做？ 








病者 6 ：最近媽媽有改變，但唔係真正改變，係襟住自己，唔係真正快 
樂。 
大哥：我覺得如果爸爸自律《 ^ ’例如：我細個嗰陣，做番好本份，自 
然佢(母親)就哦少啲。 
治療師：•如果爸爸做媽媽《藥，可以令佢(母親)癲少®。 
•(向父親說 ) _你老婆就會煩少 _個女 ° 
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( £ 家 庭 〉 一 第 四 次 家 庭 面 談 摘 錄 




















病者6 ：佢(母親)都聽唔到，我_講嘅1® ！佢(母親)好悲觀喫丨 
父親：重開頭到 _家，都係重覆著同一番話。 
治療師：係包嚼令媽媽可以撐得起頭家？ 
病者6 :係我哋，媽咪先可以撐起頭家 ° 
大哥：佢 (母親 )好照顧我哋 ° 
二哥：但媽咪錫阿妹 (病者 6 )多 _。 
病者6 ：佢（二哥)唔聽話^y嘛！ 
治療師：有行教你 _ ^ _喫？ 
二哥：有包點教我哋噪！ 




二哥：其實媽咪響生活上細節照顧得我 _好好，但係仲當我 _好細， 
變啦有空間發展。 
'^o ^  
- 2 j j " 
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病者7 ： (問病者 1 1 )其實你咐開心係咪已經適應岐呢個病？ 












病者10 ： •覺得好辛苦喫如果同人比較。 
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•即係成日俾人指住_話，你蹄吓人哋幾好口丫啲成績，你蹄 
吓你幾差！好辛苦囉！ 
病者 7： 我唔鍾意俾人指指點點嚷比較囉！ 
病者10 :但係你無可能控制其他人囉！ 
病者 7： 通常係 _屋企人先至會 _！ 
病者10 ： 無錯啦！ 
病者 7 ： 我啲朋友就反而唔會^甘囉！ 
病者10 :我讀書 _陣就係 _囉！甚至係學校都係附！ 
病 者 8 : 你概意思係咪啲人拿出曜講呀？ 
病者10 : 係呀！ 
病者 8 ：卩甘我又唔係呢種，係自己比較囉！ 
病者10 :自己當然有啦！但係加埋人哋又講呢，就好似有好大舊石頭 
壓落曜 ^甘，好辛苦《， _刻好似就死 0甘，讀佐 _多年中學， 
就俾人壓岐卩甘多年！ 
病者 7 ：卩甘都暗嘅家人都好大壓力喫！ 
病者11 : (問病者 7 )會唔會家人概壓力最大？ 
病者 7 ： 會呀！我一向好重視家人概程度係俾朋友緊要啲喫！我包都 
擺家人第一位噪！但我擺得《重，收得_少，覺得好 有 





氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 
小組工作員：你哋其他人有無覺得好似佢(病者7)_，覺得屋企概壓力係 
大喫？ 




病者10 ：我阿媽又係《甘噪！周圍同人講佢（我）減肥呀 我好怕佢講 
呢啲野囉！ 
病者 7 ： 0甘你媽咪有無話我個女減到好似條柴《甘呀？ 
病者8 : 係咪 ^人都講呀？ 
病者10 :係呀！佢會話我 ^都唔食呀丨總之係包人都講囉，不論男女， 
總 之 ^ 人 講 _ ！ 
病者 7： 我又係呀！總之噼親戚朋友面前就講囉！ 
病者10 :總之一帶起個話題就講 ° 
小組工作員：柑你哋同唔同意 _阿媽 _做噪？ 
病者7 ： 梗係唔同意啦，好尷瓰喫嘛！ 
病者10 ：成日譬如你話唔食呢樣嘅就話你係減肥，就大事舖張囉！ 
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、j^ %、3 : 係呀！佢會話：「佢唔食喫啦，佢減肥口丫嘛！」又或者「佢 
唔食呢啦野喫啦，佢減肥呀！你唔験叫佢食喫啦！」即係 _ 
囉！ 
(病者 1 0、病者 8及病者 7都同意！） 
小組工作員：：即係你阿媽代岐你講呀？ 
病者10 :係呀！我阿媽都係卩甘喫！ 









病者 7 ： 佢 _同埋入去會反較《 ！ —唔暗聽就反駭！ 
病者10 :係呀！佢 _對住啲外人都係柑喫丨跟住就一唱一和口甘！ 
小組工作員：你 _會唔會覺得俾屋企困住 0 4 ？ 
病者10 : 覺 得 好 爐 遮 
小組工作昌：你口地會口吾會反抗？ 
病者 7 ： 〃你越同佢 _講唔好講’佢 _就越講得犀利！ 
小組工作員：（問病者10)你有推阿媽出去？ 
病者10 :有，但係都唔得，因為佢同醫生好熟，結果就一齊蹄！ 
氺 氺 氺 * 氺 
病者 7 ： 我最大問題係想無時無到，就算唔係好£”16卩4都得，可以二十 
四小時攝滿哂我卩的時間。 
(所有組員大笑） 
病者 7 ： 我有朋友陪概時候，就覺得佢 _關心得唔夠；但無概時候又 
覺得寂寞。 
小組工作員：但係每個人二十四小時總有啦空間係自己概！ 
病者 7： 我就係唔識得享受自己概空間！ 
病者11 : 你咖一個人會做啲包？ 
病者 1 0 &病者 8 ：行街、食® ！ 
病者 9 ： 我好怕一個人靜落曜’其實屋企好嘈’我就唔會食嚼’我會 
不停做嘢！ 
小組工作員：你怕 1 2 ® ？ 
病者 9 ： 好怕靜落膝，會診自殺 
小組工作員••會唔會係怕寂寞？ 
病者 7 ： 我自從厭食、暴食之後就唔敢一個人，因為唔同人一齊概時 
候就食礙，因為悶、唔開心，就唔停《食、食、食、食到唔 
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停得，食到喊，因為唔開心食佐 _多嚼！ 
小組工作員：你會唔會係將唔開心概0野轉移岐響食物度？ 
病者 9 : 我就會用做嘢充塞啲時間。佢(病者7)有時就會揾朋友。 
病者 7 ： 但唔係成日揾到，同埋我又嫌班朋友唔夠好！ 
病者 8 ： 仲唔夠好呀？你話好關心你喫？ 
病者 1 : •係呀！唔開心概時候咪關心，但平時無事無幹概時候就唔 
會特別關心囉！ 
•我始終覺得我班朋友唔夠好囉！ 
病者 8 ： 我《5朋友有畤反而埋怨我問得太多囉！ 
病者10 ：我 _朋友都有話我你唔好打爛沙盆問到篤。 
病者 8 •  •我唔知柑算唔算關心囉？可能覺得我哋八卦。但係因為想 
了解你多 _囉！ 
•譬如你想同佢 f r iend，想知多®] ！ 
病者 7 ： 可能係大家唔夾！ 
病者 9 ： 其實^卩野係夾呢？ 
病者 7： 其實係肯唔肯埋堆概啫！ 
病者10 : 其實都唔係喫！有時你肯埋堆，但係夾硬擠埋去 I 都好似 
病者 7 ： ^ ^就 ¥受唔到！見到有啲同學可能無端行埋去講笑，好似好 
怪 _，會覺得好似響度陪笑 _ ！我就做唔出 
病者10 :其實 _係好辛苦噪！其實可能啦人都響度笑緊你 
病者 7 ： •其實可能係自己無信心’蹄你概人都好怪 
•成日驚啲人會唔會笑你呢，就 _失埋去嘅話 
•形住人哋未必歡迎你，所以唔走埋去。其實都係無信心！ 
病者10 ： 我都係 成日都覺得人 _唔鍾意 ° 
病者 8 : 我都係 
病者 7： 有 _人會埋堆，但係我做唔到 我覺得 
病者10 :好似好假卩甘 
病者 7 ： •未必係奉承，可能覺得就算自己做到，人哋都會唔鍾意囉！ 
•有啦人話如果你唔主動，人 _點會主動，你唔同人講 ®， 
人哋點同你講嘢呀？ 一 
•有時你主動係好難喫嘛！因為你唔知人咖接唔接受你！ 
病者10 :好似整爛塊面同人一齊，整 0 & 6病者 1 0 p自己咐！ 
病者 7 ： •其實係關乎對自己概信心，同對朋友概丨|心囉！ 
•可能以前試過^！唔開心概經歷，所以無信心丨 
病者10 :我都係喫！樣樣都驚！ 
病者 8： •我老師都話我誌到好灰 
•覺得自己無 ^朋友呀，覺得人 _對我唔好 ° 
病者 7 ： •可以同人傾吓偈，但係唔可以深入囉！ 
•我接受唔到表面概朋友 
氺 >!< 氺 氺 氺 
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小組工作員：其實情緒會影響食慾 
病者10 : 情 緒 唔 好 就 食 _ 
小組工作員：會唔會無其他渠道發拽？ 
病者 9 ： 我情緒唔好就落街，太夜就用被矇頭 ° 
病者10 : 我 都 試 過 ° 有 一 次 我記得嗰日打 1 0號風球，其實無地 
方行，淨係企響度 企啦個幾鐘。 
病者 8 ： 我都想走，但係走唔到，都唔知去邊 
病者10 ：讀書概時候覺得無地方走，但係啦家大個佐，出唆做卩野，就 
無口甘驚 :.• 
病者 8 : ¥家我會去自修室，有時我阿爸下午放假，我就會去自修室， 
蹄吓雜誌 _ 
病者10 ： 我會返公司坐 可能由細到大同阿哥一係鬧交，一係打交 
病者11 :係互打，定係被打？ 
病者10 ： •係被打呀！係由大打到細 ° 
•爸爸媽媽都阻止唔到。 
•我大哥用籐條打，細嗰個阿哥就用拳頭打。 
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互助小組第五次聚會摘錄 
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病者11 : 係咪因為 _你 _憎你阿爸？ 
病者9 ： 係呀？我可能因為信岐教，好想原諒佢，但係我忘記唔到囉丨 
病者 8： 唔怪得之你时憎你阿爸啦！ 
病者9 ： 佢啦家都無改變過囉！餐餐食飯餐餐鬧人囉丨由細細個開始 
就係口甘！ 
病者 8： 呢件事有無其他人知呀？ 
病者9 ： •無人知，連媽媽都唔知！ 
•我阿媽係好軟弱喫，軟弱到 ，總之佢保護唔到我啦丨 
病者12 ： 佢搞過你一次呀？ 
病者9 : 係呀。 
病者12 : 其他啲家姐、細妹有無 ?z 
病者9 : «我得一個細妹，佢好細個° 
«好奇怪，我出世嗰陣，我屋企人好迷信喫’我阿爸賭輸錢， 
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我阿爸話我腳頭唔好，已經唔鍾意我喫啦！但我細妹出世 
嗰陣，佢就贏佐馬，我好記得佢仲買佐個電飯燙番 _ ’所 












病者 9 ： 係呀！我會內疚喫！ 
病者 8 ： 應該係《佢，點解要內疚啫？係佢唔暗口丫嘛丨 
病者 9 ： 係呀！我都知呀！因為我覺得佢好興響食飯嘅時候鬧人囉丨 
我最唔鍾意佢餐餐食飯餐餐鬧人 ° 
病者 8 ： 附多卩野鬧概！ 
病者 9 : 係呀！連粗口都出埋！ 
硏究員：佢最多係指向邊個嚷鬧？ 








•我 _幾個仔女 _性格搞成 _，都係炬（笆 )做成丨 
硏究員：啦家係咪一齊住緊？ 
病者 9 ： 係監硬生活埋一齊！ 
硏究員：有無誌過分開呀？ 
病者 9 ： 總之個個各懷鬼胎，好似死要響埋一堆，但係又互相唔關心， 
都係互相勾心鬥角。 
小組工作員：係咪成家人都唔鍾意你爸爸？ 
病者 9 : 係呀！ 
小組工作員：連阿媽都係？ 




病者 9 : • 會 _ ！因為我阿媽一喊我就跟住佢喊！我以前仲錫阿媽 
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•因為佢 (媽 )又有好多 _埋怨。 
小組工作員：：即係你阿媽淨係同你講？ 
病者 9： 我細細個 _陣，佢已經成日同我講阿爸 _唔好概嘢！ 
小組工作員：附你個角色咪好難做囉？ 
病者 9 ： 嗰陣時個醫生話你阿媽唔係當你係個女，係當你係個朋友， 
成曰將啲唔‘開心嘅^野灌輸哂俾我丨 
研究員：卩甘你覺得你同媽媽似唔似，響性格上？ 
病者 9 ： 似呀！我阿爸就係憎我似足哂我阿媽！太耐弱，又唔出聲 ° 
硏 究 員 ： 附 你 細 妹 呢 ？ 








* 氺 氺 氺 氺 
病者 9 : •我唔識得去麻醉自己！我聽見你 _話用食物麻醉自己’即 
係發浅’我連呢《]都唔識，我直情唔開心到胃口都唔開嗰 
種人呀！其實我好羨慕人可以大吃大喝，我覺得個胃好似 
容納唔到，所以我都好羨慕你 _ ！ 
氺 氺 氺 氺 * 











• {； ^我好驚人帶手襪，我都唔知點解 °我又好驚 _公仔斷 
手斷腳。 
•我到高班嗰時都有喊，又唔係有人陪我，麵陣時有兩個男 
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病者 1 1 : 你 啲 先 生 好 惡 喫 ？ 












病者 i i ' : 其實我覺你幾無安全感崎！係 ^嚼嚼導致你 _無安全感呢？ 














病者 8 : 兩三年左右。 
病者12 ：卩甘你家姐暇你，你阿哥會唔會幫你喫？ 
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柑，佢 _真係好固執喫！ 





病者 8 ： 又唔係踢佐好多腳，唔係好嚴重。嗰晚我無食飯。 
小組工作員： _你阿媽點反應？ 




病者 9： _你食飯都係唔開心噪！ 
病者 8 ： 係呀！有陣時烫岐湯就會攞啲湯渣墊岐響底，然後添食，好 
似好大碗， _佢哋會唔為意喫啦！ 
病者11 : 係 呀 ！ 
病者 9 ：�甘真係食飯食得好辛苦啫！ 
病者 8 ： 初初係， _家越嚷越唔想食，因為我阿爸都發出一啦聲音， 
真係好討厭，以前都唔覺係柑概。 
小組工作員：柑屋企仲有邊個唔鍾意佢呢 _聲？ 
病者 8 ： 佢哋唔係唔鍾意佢呢啲聲，淨係唔鍾意佢固執《 ！係咪都鬧 










病者8 ： 都會噪！但係佢 _唔會聽我講 ©喫！我同阿媽講�野佢唔係 0甘 
想聽擺！ 
小組工作員：但係阿媽就反而成日温你講阿爸啲唔好呀？ 
病者8 ： 一時時喫咋！ 
病者11 :揾到邊個就同邊個講囉！無所謂喫！ 
病者8 : •_我成日都響度佢(媽）咪同我講®! 
•我有時好怕打電話番屋企嗰刻，佢 _ _態度好惡喫！但係 
又唔知做过喫！ 
病者11 ： 係呀！唔知做包俾人鬧喫！ 
病者8 ： 好似我今朝打電話番屋企話俾佢(媽)知我買岐報紙，叫佢哋唔 
駛買，仲驚俾佢鬧話我卩甘早嘈醒但，反而我晏少少打番去， 
佢《1態度又差佐《1 都唔知點解！ 
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互 助 小 組 第 六 次 聚 會 摘 錄 
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•跟住最大概打擊係，我知道 _件事 _陣，佢成日同阿媽成 
曰嘈，又直情打哂交，嗰時好驚嘱！同埋我阿爸又從未打 
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病者 8 ： 卩甘你會唔會唔鍾意你老豆呀？ 
病者 7 ： 我無話唔鍾意概，係人都會有錯，佢啦家對我哋好好，好似 
補償番啦。我覺得佢都盡力補償番，我都無話唔鍾意佢。 
硏究員：你覺得呢件事你唔開心多 _，定係你阿媽唔開心多啲？ 































我好驚囉！佢 _好似覺得無包呀，但我覺得好驚 °我啲細 
倦妹就唔係好理呢啲嚼喫！ 
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小組工作員：其實好為難囉卩甘樣做中間人。 











病者7 ： 好似唔再比以前卩甘多care我啦。佢以前卩甘錫我，但啦家錫我 
概程度少岐囉。 
氺 氺 氺 氺 氺 
小組工作員：呢件事(爸爸的婚外情)有行影響你概情緒？ 
病者 7 ： •有喫！由嗰陣時開始，呢件事之後我成日提心吊膽，好神 





病者 7 ： •係呀！但我唔驚佢哋離婚。 
•我驚我阿爸衝動起上喫會用刀斬人，因為佢曾經講過，我 
阿爸係好衝動概人，我驚佢真係會打人囉。 
•同埋佢 _好鍾意夜晚講 0 ^，但間屋概隔音又唔好’我聽到 
呢就瞓唔著，但佢 _成日都鬧交呢，附我就 _唔到《 ’我 
好驚囉，驚佢 _有事 ®， _就成晚都 _唔到。 
硏究員：卩甘你八>1係咪就係嗰陣時開始喫？ 
病者 7 ： 差唔多啦！差唔多係嗰個時候開始，其實都有^50既。嗰陣時 
我唔食概時候，佢哋(父母）兩個都會關心我，我都幾開心概。 
病者11 : 其實你係咪想（^&〜佢咖卩既3"6。1丨00呀？ 
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病者 7 ： 係呀！我阿媽叫我一日食一個麵包’然後夜晚返屋企食一餐 
飯， _就慳番 _錢，又可以減肥，佢想我唔食 
小組工作員：你覺得佢真係想你唔食’定係講晦氣說話呢？ 










佢 _話我，我都唔反較，如果我反較，又好似我較嘴 _， 
我驚又鬧交，次次佢哋嘥度佢哋有佢哋講，我咪_度喊囉， 
我唔會反較噪。但係我喊我阿媽都唔會可憐我，淨係話你 
喊都行用，根本你自己係錯唆，但我寧願係 _ ！ 
小組工作員：你哋屋企會唔會係 _ ? 
病 者 7 : 好似老一輩都唔認識呢個病！ 
病者 8 : 但我阿媽就緊張得滯！ 





病者 7 ： •但屋企人係最成日見最重要，佢咖概睇法我會好在意， § 





我阿媽想我好快改到食 _ « 1習慣，好大壓力，但又唔想唔 
聽 ° 
小組工作員：（^其他組員）我哋可以點樣幫到但呀？ 
病者11 :我都好似佢 (病者7 )咐，都好 c a r e哋 (父母 > «誌法 °有時都想 
自己做到唔在意佢_(父母)講概嚼’都知道佢！^唔暗，都知道 
佢馳唔明，都無謂迫但哋明，根本唔得，但係有時出面《人 
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病者 1 1 :因為係佢哋最傷我馳嘛丨成日講 _說話「潤」吓你呀！話你 
減肥呀！唔食嚼呀！其實係唔make sense喫！ 
病者 7 ： •係呀！佢哋可能覺得呢 f f i說話無包_，但我覺得好hur t喫！ 
•其他人講反而無包嘅，同你關係唔係 _大，但係父母永遠 
係最錫你喫嘛！連佢 _都唔支持你，都卩甘講，我會覺得好 
h u r t喫！佢哋口口聲聲話出面嘅人點會為你好叫你去蹄醫 
生，唔通我 _唔係為你好，點會叫你行衰路，但佢 _根本 
唔知佢 _一路講啲 ©都係 h u r t 緊我概 ° 
•可能佢 _固執啲，總之唔合佢 _概思想就係唔暗，所以就 
覺得我唔應受人 _影響，淨係要聽佢哋講，但佢馳都唔明 
白佢哋嗰套想法係唔暗。 
•但係 _大人只係覺得你一話佢 _唔暗，就話你駭嘴。 
小組工作員：如果係 _，點樣表達先至好 _呢？ 
病者 7 ： 無呀！只係隱瞞佢哋 
病者 1 1 : 唔出聲嚇！ 
病者 7 : 係囉，直情唔講俾佢哋聽 
小組工作員：但係你唔講俾佢哋聽，佢 _有可能覺得我 _講大話呃緊佢卿 
呀？ 
病者 1 1 :無辦法，講又唔係，唔講又唔係，我覺得 1 0。 8 -� 6 1 @嚷講就有 
你（小組工作員）講_個情況，但short term ^！講我就耳根清 
靜。 
















病者 7 ： ( 沈 點 不 語 ） 
硏究員：其實佢哋 (父母 )知唔知你 _陣時唔食 0 ^係想多 0的人關心你？ 
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病者 7 ： 唔知，佢哋淨係話我貪親。 
小組工作員：通常啲人都會覺得唔食野係貪親，所以 
病者11 :所以唔駛可憐！（病者 7 &病者 1 1一齊大笑） 
硏究員：（問病者7 )有有機會心平氣和概時候同佢哋講吓？ 
病者 7： 我成日都係搵啲心平氣和概時候講碟！但係次次都係我講唆 
一陣間我《 1 _呢，我阿爸阿媽就會圍攻我，我就唔會出聲， 
次次都係附，我唔會再講喫啦！ 
小組工作員：你 _係咪都有類似概掙扎？ 
病者 1 1 :佢 (病者 1 1 )用啲字眼好暗我，佢 _真係圍攻我喫！ 
小組工作員：你有幾多兄弟姊妹？ 
病者 1 1 : •我有一個家姐、一個細倦，一齊住。 
•有阿爸、阿媽，以前仲有阿嫲。 








一鬧交，我 _就要去收刀 ° 
小組工作員：係試過攞刀喫啦？ 
病者11 : 係呀！試過喫啦！同埋都打交 
小組工作員：係邊個同邊打交？ 
病者11 :我阿嫲同阿媽，跟住成層樓都知’其實都好瘀喫丨 
硏 究 員 ： 附 你 爸 爸 點 做 ？ 
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病者11 : 行用媽媽食飯。 
病者 8 ： _你可以去邊度呀？ 
病者 1 1 : 去 自 修 室 囉 ！ 
病者 8 : 同我一樣！’ 
小組工作員••係咪因為屋企有_變佐，定係點呀？ 
病者11 ： •我唔知呀！我都唔係好明！但阿媽會覺得係阿嫲死佐之後 
上佐我身去報復，同佢鬥氣，想激佢。 






•其實我都有誌過係咪自己有《 1翻阿媽， _阿嫲死岐之後， 







好夜，食完哂 ® ’我先至返屋企，就好似阿嫲柑樣，我 _ 
陣時先知道原來 _陣時佢係 _慘。 











搵佢報復’有時我都受佢呢句說話影響，係咪附呢？ _ 一 
刻我覺得我唔係受害人，我好似係做緊一個工具’唔知係 
咪仲係夾緊響佢兩個中間？ 
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氺 氺 * 氺 氺 
小組工作昌：（問病者11)你同媽媽嘅關係點喫？ 





•尤其最驚夜晚黑囉，尤其係鬧完交 °我 _成家《 £細路仔都 
係好驚禮拜日，唔係驚返學，係好驚會開戰 ° 




氺 * * 氺 * 
病者8 ： 我其實都有內疚，因為我避緊我Daddy，我聽完佢哋《經歷 
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病者 8 ： 係《1聲囉！佢個人_性格無^點卩丫 ！佢又唔係成日鬧我 _， 
佢對我 _都幾好噪！ 
硏究員：佢 (爸）有呢種聲音有幾耐呀？ 





氺 * 氺 氺 * 
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